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Reference is made to a teletype from the New York Office 
dated 8-1-60 which sets forth a brief summary of information fur~ 
nished by CG 5824-5 regarding his sixth SOLO trip. The information 
raised several questions and in order to insure we will get the 

NYO this morn ith Supervisor Ing 
I instructed to obtain IC 

answers to the following questions: 

(1) Why was it necessary for CG 5824~S to cut his trip 
Short and return to the United States to brief Hall 
on differences between the Soviet Union and China. 
The urgency of Hali getting this information at 
once is not apparent. 

(2) Our informant said he was briefed concerning a run- 
ning debate between Nikita Khrushchev and Peng Chen, 
Vice Chairman of the Standing Committee of the 
Peoples Congress of China, and he indicated some of 
the information regarding this matter was obtained 
from Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, CP USA functionary who 
is currently in Russia. I asked Marchessault how τ 
did it happen that the Soviets would bring Flynn } 
into a high level briefing of this kind. : 

{3) Our informant said that he met with two representa- 
tives of the "secret department" of the CPSU and 
made arrangements for three possible contacts with 
the Russians i U.S. within the next six weeks. 
I asked the purpose of these secret 
contacts in the U.S. ὡ 

/00-Y2$09)_ 324. 
(4) Our informant said the dispute between the Chine 

and the Russians is more idealogical dis- 
agreement. I asked just what this 
meant ° a a Age. aos tmasereitathey — ΠῚ 
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I instructea[______ to obtain the expla- 
nations to the questions se or above. He said this would 
be done through further interviews with the informant and the 
Bureau would be advised as promptly as possible of all of the 
information which the informant is furnishing concerning this 
Sixth SOLO trip. 
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ΛΕΓΕ ΞΙΕΙΓΑΤΙΟΝ AUTHORITY PERIVED FROM: _ | | 

DATE: 7/22/60 β 

Transmit following via AIRTEL 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-81) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-86624)} 

SUBJECT: CP, USA INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
I8-C 

7) ReNYairtel, hep: captioned "SOLO; IS-C," ot ea 
results of conference on 7/8/60, in Toronto, petween NY 694-8 
and TIM BUCK, Canadian CP leader ΧΡ 

f§-Bureau {100-3-81) (RM) 
"(1 -100- \ {CP OF CANADA) 

1-100-332732 
1-100-425942 
1.100 .- 
1-100-428091 

3-Chicago (100- ~ ) [_______] (INFo) (ἘΜ) 
1-100-33729) (CP, USA INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) ὑδ < 
1-134~46-Sub B) (SOLO) Dic 

2-San Juan (100-20 TO RICO) (RM) 
(1-100- 

1-New York 134-91 INV. 
1-New York 100-74560 (CP, USA FONDS) (415) 
1-New York 100-134637(SOLO) (41) 
1-New York 100-51166 (CP OF CANADA) a6} 
1-New York 100-57446 (ELIZABETH MASCOLO τ 
1-New York 100-1696 (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN (πο 
1-New York 105-9917 [ὦὃὸᾧὃὦὃοὃ; (33) 
1-New York 105-7304 ACK COWAN) (415) 
L-New York 100-141892 | 
1-New York 100-126506 ππππῆσ (813) 
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in paraphrased form, in the investigation seotion of a report γα a 
ee ee i ‘J 

On 7/21/50, NY CO4-S advised SA 
that while the informant was in Canaca hetwean (/9/ 
TIM BUCK furnished him the following rete a (} 

Although the break-up of the Summit Conference as 
uit of the U-2 plane incident waa "a victory" for the 
ὍΒΞ, ἅ head a dameging effect on the CP of Canada in 

tees recruitment of new CP members has come to a standstill 
aa before the Summit treakdovwn there was much enthusiasm 
in CP recruitment work, there is now an era of "stagnation" 
in this vegard, There is no enthusiasm πῦρ Party members 
to do recruitment work. and there is apoarsently no interest 
δι! ΟΞ che people to become Party members. ru} 

te 

1 SLONAaAr Les a one Prague, where 
has replaced[ Jas Canadian CP representa- 

tive cn the "World Merrist Review, Roth attended the recent 
OP Con¥Yerence in Bucharest, but as yet have not submitted to 
BUCK their report on the conferene 20 IK 

Upon his return to Cansde,[-__] was to have 
sumed ΙΓ, KASHTAN's post as CP trade union Becretary. 
wim however, strenucusly cpposed his replacement by 

and consequeng 
oronto UP, replacin 

was eppointed head of the ὍΝ 
wno with elgnt other Canacian IC 

CP members, is currently attending a "CPSU school for higher 
learning" in Moscow. (U) 

The said CPSU school is "for people on the way up," 
and is the same school attended by Soviets who are rising in 
the CPSU organization, Students at the school receive a one 
year course in Marxism-Leninism and organizational problems, 



NY 100-86624 

It is not a pre~requiste that foreign students know Russian 
pefore attending the course, for translatore are assigned to 
then Ki rh 40) 

(Referenced airtel mentions one "GREGORY" who is, 
according to BUCK, in charge of the British section of the 
Tnternational Department of the CCCPSU. According to NY 694-5 
he now recalls that BUCK referred to this individual as 
GREGORY BESDINOV (PE) > (U3 

BUCK was scheduled to be in China on 10/1/60, for 
the celebration of the lith anniversary of the Chinese 
revolution, He willl be unable to go to China at that time, 
however, because the Canadian CP Plenum is scheduled for 
October. He will nevertheless go to China later in the VOOR v1 

Before leaving for Toronto, NY 694-S was instructed 
py GUS HALL, CP, USA National Secretary, to tell BUCK that 
HALL thought that the Canadian CP publication "Northern 
Neighbors" was "a tervificmagazine," and to ascertain from 
BUCK what the circulation of the said magazine 1s. Upon the 
informant's mentloning this matter, BUCK pounded the table, 
uttered a few choice epithets, and told NY 694-S the 
following: IK (ἢ 

The "Northern Neighbors” is 
8000, but its "the biggest liar and con 
man of our times," has convince e Soviets that the 
circulation recently has risen from 20 30,000, The oe 
Soviets subsidize the magazine, giving one dollar for ie 

every copy κα δε ἡ pao 111: "hoodwinked" the Soviets that 
w does not dare to disillusio Ε Lets and expose 
as afraud. It actually cost only twenty-five 

cents per copy to print the magazine. Nobody in Canada takes 
the magazine seriously, but the Soviet officials who "supervise" 
it, like it because "they feel it makes them look good to their 
superiors AR (U) 

The official Canadian ΟΡ delegate to the Cuban CP 
Convention will be LESLIE MORRIS, Canadian CP Secretary in 
Charge of Education, and the Party's leading ORE T ΘΟ ΒΗ τας 

“ἢ 
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Two Canadian dslepetions will so to China this year, 
one from the Canadian political party know as the CCl, and 
the other from the government ecntrolled ralio-broadeasting 
commission known as CBC, Aithough there are no Gr members in 
these delegations, there are a number of "friendly pecpie” 
who will report to the Canadian CP concerning the activities 
of these delegations in China Sf (0) 

NY 694-S informed BUCK that 
son cf the Puerto Rican CP functionar 
is scheduled to leave the USA for Russia, wnere ho will αὐτῇ 
sehool. In view of the boy's youth, the CP, USA would appreciate 
BUCK'S permitting the boy to travel to Russia in the conpany 
of any Canadian CP group that might be going to Russia ia 
the near future, BUCK said that he wotiid be pleased to 
assist in this matter, and said the boy should he sent to 
Toronto before 8/11/89 Ku) 

BUCK expressed annoyance about che fast thac the 
Mexiean CP had held a convention recently and that ne had been 
unable to obtain any information sbout it. He did not know 
even when the convention had peen held3 cul 

BUCK meceived a letter from a former Canadian 
CP member a ae residing permanently in Mexico, 

keeps BUCK informed about activities in the Mexican 
however, was able to tell BUCK only thet he had 

δ the Mexican CP had heid a convention, the date 
of which and details concerning wnich[ Δ] did not know. 
All he could report was that "the younger people got into 
power." BUCK hoped that he would receive more infornation 
about this convention BC i (U) 

BUCK σῷ hi ramour BaS5MASCOLO diecussed 
PSS and the latcer's family. They 
stated thet when and his familly left Toronto they went 
first to London where they were met by a Chinese Government 
official who advised them that they were guests of the 
Chinese government, and arranged for them to go immediately 
by plane to aii ay 
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In Moscow, the MASCOLOs were met by representatives 
of the Chinese Embassy in Moscow. ‘These Chinese functionaries 
arranged for the MASCOLOs immediate departure by special 
plane for Peiping. In Peiping they were met at the airport 
by the head of the International pooreerrne of the Central 
Committee of the Chinese CP. SK ( ΔΒ 

The Chinese gave a lavish banquet in honor of 
[J whom they consider as TIM BUCK's son. The MASCOLOs 
are residing in a luxurious apartment in a compound where 
important people from England and Australia reside. They 
have the services ffeur, cook, maid, and nurse 
for the children, eo in "the ministry," his wife a 
attends a university wnere she is taking a two year course ee 
in Chinese, and the children are attending school. 
completion of her course at the rite 
will become a chemical engineer. |] who 1s an engineer, 
is amazed at the engineering knowledge of the Chinese, and 
believes he can learn much ore Neither BUCK nor BESS 
MASCOLO know what type of oa is doing at "the 
ministry > a j 

“ikl 

BUCK mentioned that in a telephone conversation with 
HARRY GUERILNICK (mentioned shove) who is in Prague , BUCK 
was told that ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN was to be in Romania for 
a month's vacation after which she was to return to Moscow. 
The Soviets desire that she be in Moscow on August 7th (her 
birthday) because they intend to have a celebration in her 
honor on that de. It is her Oth birthday 3& (U) 

According to NY 694-8, while he was in Toronto, 
important Canadian CP functionaries, other than TIM BUCK, 
with whom he would have liked to confer, were either on 
vacation or out of town on business. The informant spent 
several days on a fishing trip at McGregor Bay, Northern 
Ontario, with r member of a Canadian 
espionage ring of Chicago who makes contributions 
to the CP, USA, and J who is active in the Canadian 
CP secret financial SPAN working under Canadian CP - 
functionary BILL KASHTAN, ae 

gave NY bake $300,00 as a contribution to the 
CP, USA but said nothing to indicate that he is otherwise 
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activein the CP, SAM CARR incicuted that he is active in the 
United Jewish Peoples Order, put furnished no further 
pertinent infcrmation to NY 69" SIF WU) 

a 
JACK COWAN told the informant the following: ΜΖ (") 

Upon the death several years azo of PAUL PRILLIPS, 
Canadian CP functicnary in charge of secret ΟΡ Financial 
everatians, CP funetionary BILL KASHTAN assumed PHILLIPS! 
moat, and COWAN became KASHTAN'’s assistant in secret CP 
finaicial cperations. The Artkine Company of Canada (act 
identified. with Artkino in the USA), Cisbtributor of Soviet 
films, is ἃ source of revenue foastne Canadian CP, and COWAN 
is the president of the company.\y (U) 

tn March, 1960, COWAN conceived the idea of attennting 
to secure for Artkino of Canada a "monopoly" with respect to 
the distvribut : Let fidms in Canada and the ὍΛ, He 
intereste a JanadLen Pilm distrivutor. 
15 not a CP memcer, In the idea. COWAN realized that lof 
who nas money and an organizaticn, could be of great assistance Sie 
to him in the event COWAN could obtain a be wees Oy 

ecame Soviet films ; "handshake agreement” he an 
"partners ἢ oe unaware of the CP interest in ae 

fp 
Enlisting the assistance of TEM BUCK, COWAN induced as 

the latter to contact the Soviets and te outline to them the 
proposals concerning the desired "monovoly" for Artkino. BUCK 
did so, and the Soviets indicated they would agree to the 
prenosals. BUCK and COWAN were elated beceuse they anticipated 
that the CP would receive about $50,000_a year from Artkino 
as a result of the proposed operation SAC (U) 

log 

COWAN end[ went to Moscow, were royally received IIe 
by the heads of the Soviet film industry, and after several 
days of negotiation obtained from the Soviets a commitment that 
Artkino would receive the desired monspoly, even to the extent 
that “everybody outside," ineluding USA distributors, would 
have to deal with Articino WX (0) 

COWAN gave the Soviets a check for $5000 in settle- 
ment of an $11,000 indebtedness of Artkino to the Soviets, and 

ae ae 
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"everybody was happy.” It was agresd that COWAN anal | 2 
would confer again with the Soviets in Moscow a year from "ἢ 
the date of their meeting at that time re (ἰ a vee 

The Soviets, however, have violated the agreement, 
When Artkino asked for the prize-winning Soviet film, the 
Soviets gave the film to Hollywood distributors instead. 
The ly ignored all their commitments to COWAN 
<7 "furlous," has nothing to do with COWAN, 
and has rererred to the Soviets as COWAN's _lousey friends," 
who, together with COWAN, “should drop dead.” (9) 

TIM BUCK, discussing this matter with NY 694-S, said 
he was very "upset" about this situation, and that he had written 
a letter οἵ protest to the Central Committee of the CPSU, 
BUCK remarked, "Nothing will happen, however. They (the 
Soviets} are still the same commercial iiliterates, They!21 
never change. (Ρ 

According to cowan,| [18 particularly angry 
because, before he went to Moscow with COWAN, he had been DG 
warned by the RCMP, by whom he had been interviewed, that TC 
the Sviets would not honor any agreements he might make with 
them, eee says bitterly that the RCMP was right, end 
that he should have been guided by the RCMP warning. (W) 

NY 694-S further advised that his primary purpose 
in going to Canada was to advise TIM BUCK of the scheduled 
departure for Europe of an individual identified with the 
case entitled, "SOLO-IS~C," and to request HUCK to notify 
immediately persons abroad who would be interested in this 
individual's itinerary. BUCK furnished the necessary 
information to persons abroad. 

(U} 
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DATE: 7/25/60 

Transmit the following via ATRTEL 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-81) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORI (100-86624) 

SUBJECT: COP, USA ~ INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
IS-C 

Extreme caution must be exercised with respect to 
dissemination of the information herein inasmuch as, by its 
nature, said information tends to identify CG 5824-5 and 

NY 6904-S, two very valuable informants, as the source thereof, 
Unless this information is verified by other sources, it 
should not be disseminated outside the Bureau, and it should 
not be incorporated, even in paraphrased form, in the 
investigative section of ἃ report, 

ReNYairtel to Bureau and Chicago, 7/18/60, 
captioned "SOLO-IS-C," wherein it is reported on page three, 
that according to CG 5804-8, a highly confidential source, 
KHRUSHCHEV, at the conclusion of the Congress of CPs held 
in June, 1960, at Bucharest, Roumania, set up a commission 
of CPs of the United States, Great Britain, France, Italy, 
and the Socialist countries to meet in November, 1960, to 
iron out differences between the CPSU and the CP of Chins. 

5-Bureau {100-3-8)—(RM) 
~100-428091) ( (SOLO, 
-100- SLEN WINTER) 

1-Chicago ἘΠΕῚ Sub B) (SOLO) (RM 
1-Detroit (100-13470) (HELEN WINTER) (RM) 
1-New York 134-91 INV.) (441 
1-New York 100-84994 (GUS HALL) (415) 
1-New York 100-134637 (SOLO) (41) 
1-New York 100-86624 (415) 

ACB: ume 
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On 7/25/60, NY 694-8 advised SA 
that on 7/23/60, GUS HALL, General Secretary of the 

CP, USA, told the informant that he is giving serious 
consideration to sending HELEN WINTER, Detroit CP functionary, 
to the above-mentioned meeting of CP's, which, according to 
HALL, is to be held in Moscow, HALL further stated that he 
would instruct HELEN WINTER to obtain a passport. 
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STANDARD FORM No. 64 é “ 

: Office Memorandum ¢ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: duly 29, 1960 

7’ SAC, CHICAGO (134-46=-Sub F) 

Rebulet 5/4/60 instructing that details concerning 
Ι disbursements of funds in the possession of CG 5824-S* be 

\ ay submitted to the Bureau by the 5th of the month following 
V4 the month being reported. \ 

ι Balance in possession of CG 5824-S* 
as of July 1, 1960 $114,045,00 

Additions 

None 

Disbursements 

During June, 1960, $100 was withdrawn, originally to 
; be given to JACK CHILDS for reference material and postage 

ἀν, to send this material to MORRIS CHILDS in Russia. Instead 
ae a “Ὁ of this sum being given to JACK CHILDS for this purpose, it 
ΜΝ was given to CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT as a loan on July 6, 1960. 

» a Since this sum of $100 had been shown as a disbursement in 
J June, 1960, there was no further withdrawal during July, 

1960, and the balance at the end of July is the same as it 
was on July 1, 1960. 

Balance in possession of 
CG 9824. as of July 29, 1960 $114,045.00* 

ἌΟΡ this amount, $6,000 has been given to JACK KLING of [᾿ 
Chicago for safekeeping. 
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2 - Bureau (RM) 
1. - New York (RM) ~~" | " Ai _ 
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From : MR. F. J. BAUMGARD 1-Mr, Parsons trom 
1-Mr. Belmont Gandy 

de 1-Mr., Baumgardner. 
SUBJECT: SOLO l-Mr. Fox [3 ie 

1 CG.5824-S left the United States on 7/9/60, on a 
mission ‘for—the CP,USA, to several satellite countries, as well 
as Russia and possibl¢g China. He was scheduled to return to 
the United States around 8/19/60. Ki- | 

Assistant Special Agent in Charge McCabe, of fe 
New York Office, advised on 7/29/60 that NY 694-S informed 
today (7/29) he received a telephone call from CG 5824-S from 
Zurich, Switzerland. CG 5824S stated he had been instructed 
in Moscow to return immediately to the United States. He said 
that NY 694-S should promptly contact Gus Hall, General Secretary, 
CP,USA, and tell Hall he is not to make any public statements 
until he is briefed by CG 5824-8. CG 5824-5 did not indicate the 
nature of the briefing he is to give Gus Hall. 

CG 5824-S will arrive in the United States on either 
July 30, July 31, or August 1, depending on what arrangements he 
can make for transportation, according to NY 694-S. 

ASAC McCabe stated NY 694-S had requested that Special 
Agent Jack Keating, who is the regular contact with CG 5824-5, 
be present in New York when CG 5824-S arrives. 

ACTION: 

I told Mr. McCabe to call Chicago and advise the Chicago 
Office that the Bureau had instructed that Special Agent Keating 
proceed to New York immediately and that he should arrive there 
no later than Saturday morning (7/30) and should arrange to be in 
New York on the evening of 7/29, if possible. I instructed Mr, 
McCabe to contact the informant immediately upon his arrival, in 
order that we may know what message he is carrying to Gus Hall from 
the Soviets. I told Mra McCabe I realized the problem of the 
security of the informant and that that was paramount, but that the 
information shouid be obtained from him as quickly as feasible. 
Mr. McCabe said that this would bé.done and that the Bureau would be 
kept advised of developments. \ oo, 
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Honorabl: Richard M. Nixon 
Thee Vieuo Presidunt 
vashington 25, Ὁ, ¢. 

ear Dick: 

tT tallave the intorsation contained in the 
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reliable information in ths pust, was obtained as ἃ 
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USA. Tho inforwation portains to the confliet of vlows 
between the Communist Party of the Sovict Union und the 
Corrunist Party of Chins. 
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TO + Mr. A. H. Belmont (ἢ Ὁ ἡ pate: August 5, 1960 reote 
WoC. Sullivan —_ 

ὃ ΓᾺ Tele. Room —__ 
oe Ingram 

FROM : Mr. F. J. Baumgardner (yt J Gandy 

ruatie’ “ON 
SUBJECT: © 9010 ] 

“INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Our informant, CG 5824-S*, at the instructions of 
Gus Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party (CP), USA, left 
Chicago, Illinois, 7/9/60 on the sixth Solo mission to Czecho- 
ΣΝ and Russia. He returned to the United States on 

31/60. 

New York airtel 8/3/60 discloses that informant met 
with two members of the "Secret Department" of the CP of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU) during the week of %/17/60 in Moscow, Russia. 
Arrangements were made for CG 5824-S* to have clandestine meetings 
With undisclosed Soviets in New York City during August and 
September, 1960. These "secret" members were aware of previous 
contacts informant had with Vladimir Barkovsky, Counsel, Soviet 
Delegation to the United Nations. The Russians suggested the use 
of microfilming for the transmittal of CP, USA, documents to 
Barkovsky or whoever might meet with the informant. 

The New York Office is obtaining photographs of likely 
Suspects in order to exhibit them to CG §824-S% in an attempt to 
identify the two "Secret Department" members of the CPSU. 

OBSERVATIONS : 

Arrangements for our informants, CG 5824-S% and NY 694-Ss, 
to meet with Barkovsky or Some other Soviet in New York City have 
been scheduled for the coming two months. It is expected that 
funds will be given to our informants by the Soviets in order to 
financially assist the national office of the CP, USA. 

RECOMMENDATION: ᾿ 

We will follow closely all contacts made by the Soviets 
With our informants and will keep you immediately advised of 
pertinent developments. | 

100-428091 
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Mr. Baumgardner 
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ro: MR. A. H. BELMONT pate: August 3, 1960 ee 
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ων Tele. Room _____ 

FROM: MR. F. J. pauncannsi(e L-Mr. Belmont ae ἘΞ 
l—-Mr. Fox ™ 

©. 

SUBJECT: SOLO : A 
ERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST (yw x 

Chicago (CG) 5824-8 has been furnishing in- 
formation concerning his latest trip to Russia to Special 
Agent Jack Keating in New York. He still has additional ἢ ye 
detaiis of what took place to be made available, and 
interviews with him are being conducted on a continuing 
basis to secure this additional information. 

On the afternoon of August 3, 1960, Assistant 
Special Agent in Charge McCabe, of the New York Office (NYO), 
called and stated that Elizabeth Mascolo, common-law wife of 
Tim Buck, head of the Canadian Communist Party, had contacted 
CG 5824-5 and told him that Buck wanted to see him immediately. 
She said Buck has an important speech to make in the western 
part of Canada on Friday, 8/5, and he wants to be briefed- 
prior to the time he makes the speech. Mr. McCabe stated ἢ 
that our informant has been in contact with the office and 
Stated he had no excuse for not going to Canada to brief | 
Buck. : = 

McCabe stated that although this trip will interfere 
temporarily with “our Securing additional information from, the 
informant, he felt that in the interests of protecting the 
security of the informant it would be necessary for him to 
make the trip. I asked ASAC McCabe how the informant planned 
to go, and he replied he thought he was going by train. 1 
told McCabe to have the informant fly and he could undoubtedly 
make the trip much quicker. McCabe stated he would call back. 

My. McCabe again called and stated that NYO had been 
in contact with the informant. He said the informant will 
fly to Canada tonight (8/3) and will confer with Buck immediately ἷ 
and will return to New York on Thursday evening (8/4). He ia 
said New York will continue its interviews with the informant ᾿ 
on Thursday evening and Friday and it is expected that all of Hi 
the information he has concerning his latest trip to Russia wil: A 
be obtained at that time. Mr. McCabe said that such information 

will be immediately forwarded to the Bureau. 

analyze 1t and make appropriate .. 100 FA § & a} 
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The Attorney General August 9, 1960 

Director, FSI 

ΟΣ IST MARTY, CSA 7 
INTEREATIONAL RELATIONS Ne 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C i. 

πῶμα. - 

I thought you would be interested in the following 
information ob tained as a reauit of our over-all coverage of 
the Coununist arty, USA, concerning sta 
Moscow, Russia, by Hikolai Mostevets and during 
July, 1960. Kikelal Mostovets is head of the North and | 
South American Section of the International Departxuent, — 
Con of the Cowmunist Party of the Seviet Unies, or 
ane f Eugene Dennis, Natienal — 

ΤΏΔΕ, Connunist arty, A. 

Sastoveta stated that the disagreenents between 
the People’s Republic of China and the Sovtet Union involve 
natters of state as well as ideolegical differences between 
the cosounist parties ef the two countries. According to 
Mostovets, the Chinese have aeked the Russians for ποτ 
mili weapens such ag nuclear warheads, missiles and 
atenlic ba, but Russia has not complied with these requests. 

nee has many contacts among leading senhers 
of the Comeunist varty of the Seviet Union, stated that part 
of the preblem between Red China and Zussia is the refueal of 

Gituasia to grant Chinese requests for wedern silitary weapons. 
|Becauee the Comnunist Party ef China has net gone along with 
ἡ the ideelegy of the Consunist Party of the Seviet Union in Ib 
regard to peaceful ceeristence, the Soviet Union, as a stat 
has hesitatec to grant requests of Red China fer modern «#11 
weapens since ἡ παῦσαι (τ anticipate what China might de with 
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The Attorney General 

Because of the sensitive nature of ow sources, 
it is requested that the contents of this communication be 
afforded careful security and its use restricted te a need- 
to-know basis. 

This information is being disseninated te the 
Honorable Kichard #. Nixen, the Vice Presideat; the Henorabile 
Gordon Gray, Special Assistant te the rresidert; the 
Henorable Christian A. Herter, the Secretary ef State; 
and Nr. Allen W. Dulles, Director, Central Iateliigence 
Agency. | 

μ᾿ ' “* Ἴ } aan ». 4 nan 

1 τῶ ΗΓ. Lawrence Ee Walsh f ἢ ro Choe ο i] “.., - ἜΝ 

Deputy Attorney General .,.“ 0 0 τί στο τὶ “ἢ 

ἜΣ, ἐς ἊΝ ᾿ ἰ. “ 

This letter is classified Diet Seeret because 
disclosure of this information to unauthorized persons may 
tend to identify our highly placed informant, with resui tant 
grave damage to our national defense. 

See memo Baumgardner to Belmont dated 8/8/60 captioned 
"Solo; Internal Security - C." FFF:ras. 
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TO > Mr. A. H. Belmon pare: August 3, 1960 va τ τ΄ 
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FROM : Mr. F. J. Βαυπσαγάβε. τ 
“απ Bhs tf 
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INTERNAL SECURITY - C Ue a an ἡ ἢ 
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we 

“UNITED STATES GOVE 

DOM 

ἍΤΕ afer 

Our informant, CG 5824-S*, at the instructions of Gus jo 
Hail, General Secretary, Communist Party (CP), USA, left Chicago, 
Illinois, 7/9/60 for a six-week mission to Czechosiovakia, Russia, ) | 

other Iron Curtain countries, and possibly Red China. At the Ue 
suggestion of Boris Ponomarev, in charge of the International ἢ a 
Department of the Central Committee of the CP of the Soviet sgh 
(CCCPSU), informant cut his trip short and returned to the “4 
United States on 7/31/60. Ponomarev felt it was most important 
that some of the facts concerning the dispute which arose between 
the CP of China and the CP of the Soviet Union (CPSU) at Ἂ» 
congress of the CP of Rumania held in Bucharest, Rumania, 6/60 be given 
to the CPUSA leadership as soon as possible, especially before it 
gets into the United States press. The Soviets also suggested that 
the informant return to the United States at this time in order to 
urge Gus Hall to attend the congress of the CP of Cuba, which begins 
in Havana on 8/16/60. The Soviets would like Hall to attend this 
congress and then travel from Cuba to Moscow for a few days and then 
return to Cuba by jet airliner. 

New York airtel 8/1/60 discloses that CG 5824-S* had a 
formal meeting with Ponomarev; Ὁ, Shevlyagin, assistant to Ponomarev; 
Nikolai Vi¢dimirovich Mostovets; head.of the North and South American 
Section off the Internationai Department of the CCCPSU; and other 
Russians At the headquarters of the CCCPSU during the ‘week of 7/17/60. 
Ponomarey remarked: 

At the Rumanian congress and the conference of CPs which / 
followed the congress it was decided to set up a commission to rie 
explore the differences which exist between the CP of China and the “ 
CPSU in an effort to reconcile the divergent views of these 
participants at the congress, Ponomarev feels that the CPUSA should 
send a representative of the National Executive Committee to 
participate in the work of this commission. The Chinese views in 
opposition to those of the CPSU are (1) war is possible and even 
inevitable; (2) United States imperialism will resort to war and to 
talk of coexistence and disarmament is to create illusions; (3) the 
Chinese in their provincial press are critical of the Soviet Union; 
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(4) the Chinese have accused the CPSU of having a one-sided line 
of peaceful transition to socialism; and (5) the Chinese emphasize 
that the nature of imperialism has not changed. 

Ponomarev said that for six months the Chinese have been 
training 50 Latin American comrades and have been filling them 
With Chinese propaganda. Chinese instructors have expressed them- 
selves in a very hostile manner against the CPSU and have inculcated 
the Latin American comrades with an anti-CPSU spirit. The Chinese 
suqgested to the Latin American comrades that there should be an 
armed struggle and guerrilla warfare in Panama. They preached to 
Brazilian comrades that the Brazilians need to resort to armed 
struggles and uprisings. Some of the Latin American comrades are 
under the influence of the Chinese, especially in the fight against 
United States imperialism. 

Al though there is a peaceful road to socialism, Ponomarev 
said, that in some cases"we" have recommended, that some CPs have 
to use the other road. 

New York airtel 8/2/60 discloses that Gus Hall, after 
being advised of the Soviet proposal that he go to Cuba and then 

|make a flying trip to Moscow, said that he would not go to Cuba. 

OBSERVATIONS : 

It is possible that Halt refuses to go to Cuba because 
he is at liberty under a $5,000 bond (indicted under Smith Act) 
Which restricts his travel without court permission. 

This is the informant's report of his first meeting with 
Boris Ponomarev. A report of his second meeting with this individual 
is being prepared by the New York Office for immediate transmittal 
to the Bureau. Together with these reports will be a document 
furnished by Ponomarev disclosing the differences which exist between 
the er of China and the CPSU and also an 80-page letter from the CPSU 

Oo all CPs. 
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Memorandum to Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

RECOMMENDATT ON : 

After all information is received concerning the 
dispute which arose at the Rumanian congress between the CP of 
China and the CPSU, same will be promptly analyzed and disseminated 
under a classification to the White House, the Vice 
President, the Secretary of State, the Director of the Central 
Intelligence Agency and the Attorney General. 
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Detale of Conferense of 
Communist Parties deid in 
Bucharest. Rumania, in 

Buring the week of July 10, 1960, Elisabeth Gurley 
Fiynn made gvalleble netes she had made during ἃ Canference 
of Comuniat Parties held in Bucharest, Rumania, after the 
Third Congress of the Rumanian Communist Party. 

@n June δὴ, 1960, there had been ἃ preliminary 
mesting with representative οἷς the the Socialist 8106 
countries presen α nesting 
with representatives of all Be tratvernel δ Commniat Parties, 
vhe were da Bugharest, present at 1819 meeting. 

These meetings beard the reading of an 
letter frem the Casmunist Party of the Soviet Union to-all 
athe: Communist Parti: ‘This vi etter deals with the : 
differences batween the soviet Unien and China. It contains 

went ana Y to the Chines au 
Nocld padaration ac trade Ueland, the Boctrine of 

Peateral Oevoet Co-exiatence and δο forth. The letter refars to | 
remarkg which the Chinese hed made at a banquet held during 
the tine the Werld Federation of Trades Unions mot in Peking, 

BA page 

Representatives of the Soclaliat countries tn Kurope 

Secialis 
the stand ef Nikita 

During thi 

at # 
Of the World Federation of Trade Unions at Peking and ἃ at 
‘peace councils. 
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replied briefly for the Coumunist Party Per China 

ary General — 
of the Conmaniat nae wat, los 

b7c 

atated that the Coumuniat P 
co-existence, but that | Ὁ he napnenee 

et this meet Party of China wat ha 108 and the 
details of the page setter fr from the @ommunist Party of 
the Seviet Union ali other Communist Parties. He said 
that while the Commumiat Party of China would send ἃ replys 
he wanted to say Chat some of the charges which have been 
mace here in Bucharest and in the’ o detter ef the Cammnist 
Party of the Soviet Union, were of ἃ alanderous character, 
He paid that there ips oe ἐν ἢ to clarify certein issues and 
he suggested the study ef Chinese docwsenta. He pointed 
out that the Bandung Conference was the result of the 
initistive of the Chinese that , a had 

mente with He said 

4n favor of 
Comnuniet 

and 
entered into th Burma and 

in Peking, Ching, some of the delegates to this meeting 
made statements againet the Chinese communes. The communes 
are ἃ Chinese phenomenon. Since we did not interfere in 
the internel affairs of other countries, we, the Chinese 
people, do not ask for approved or diseppreval of the 
COMBINED. 

FENG CHEN stated further that he thinks that there 
acems to ba a negative attitude to the gensral lincs of the 
Communist Party of China and a shift away from the document 
which was issued at the conclusion of the nesting in Peking 
of the Werld Federation οἵ Grade Unions. 

FENG CHEN went on to praise the Chinese communes, 
Ye paid that China is constantly inoreasing its production 

‘of steel and that soon, it will produce thirty miilion 
‘tens of ateel annually. He referred ta. the Soviet Union 
88 the country which 18 heading the Socialist camp and else 

Comrade BAO eaid that China supported the Summit Meeting. 



Ἂν 

Says that the wind from the east overcomes the wind from 
the west. lar can be avoided, but can we completely avoid 
it? Tha ayoldance of war dots not depend on uo only. We 
are not attempting to unleash a new war, but while 
Inperialisa exists, there is a possibility of aperessive 
war, Therc are madmen in the camp of Imperlalien. They 
could unleash a war. Why did the United States restore 
Militarism in Western Germany? Why does the United States 
spend half of its income for military purposes? The United 
States wuileases sreat forces for war and they do not do 
it to celebrate May lst (this would mean that the Armed 
Forces ΟΣ the United States are not merely for display 
purposes). 

Continuing, PENG CHEN stated, thereforc, we must 
be ready for two possibilities. One is to strive for peace, 
and the other 15 to be ready for war unleashed by the 
Iimperialista. In the strugesle for peace, we move in two 
directions, in order to increase the might of the Socialist 
camp, and to organize the forces for peace all over the 
world. On carrying out the revolution, we prepare for both 
eventualities, that is, peaceful and and non-peacoful, 

ae πὰρ  - 

that. Wwe work on two Lines and two possibilities. ΖΕ 
worse somes to worse, or there is armed oppressioa, we must 
cuarantee that the masses should not ask « Why did you not 
prepare us? Why did you Lie to us? 

Regarding the Chinese artieles and the book on 
Leninism published by the Communist Party of China, there 
has been much criticism by the comrades who are hore in 
Bucharest. These articles and this book are based oa the 
Moscoy Declaration. If the comrades think that. these 
publications violate the Moscow Declaration οὐ the Peace 
Manifesto, they are wrong. Regarding the proposed 
Bucharcet Communique, our delecation has a mandate to deal 
with thea letter of the CPS ta all other Communist Parties, 
We can have discussions here with all of the fraternal 
Parties, but we are without powers to make decisions here. 



. 

“at this point, ¥ NIKITA KEAVEHCHEY jumped up and 
anterrupted PBNG CHEN. He asked, What if the Parties here 
want to decide and. to adopt docunents? It 18 elright with 
Pa « 

| PERO CHEN replied we are not mandated to discuss 
anything else but the CFSU fatter » In relation to the letter, 
we make two proposals as follows: 

ΨΚ ΝΕΦ 

q « That the Soviet Union nod & conference of 
Communist Parties of the Sacialiet 

3 countries. We also want all of the Communist 
Parties of the world present at this : 
conference. 

2) . ΕΟ the text for this conference de prepared 
-“ 4n advance by en Bditorial Committee. We have 

eent the present comminique to our Political 
Bureau in Peking. They not hesitate to 
reaffirm the Moscow Declaration, but this . 
Bucharest Communique goes further than the 
Moscow Declaration. Therefore, we can only 

. sien tate proposed communique we hear | 
from our Political Bureau. We feed “obligated 
to apk appreval of the Gentrai Camntttee of 
: the Communist Party of Chins, because there is 
more in this Bucharest Communique than there 
‘was 4n the Moscow Beclaration of 1957. ‘There 
1 are some new features in the Bucharest Communique « 

: Continuing, PENG CHEN stated, at the sane Gime» 
lengthy material was presented to us here and se @ only 
oriefly studied it. Ye we were not given auffictent tine te 
study this material. It is impoasible te give complete . 
attention to some 34 pages. We ask time to make inquiry of 
our Central Committee in Peking. Renamer, Peking 18. far 
to nt so far we cannot get a repays che oommnications are - 

RIG . 

oho 



CHEN re plied that the chinese were not civen ἃ 
_ teen to preeent τῶν viens of th Gaines Comet Ferty. 

| CHRORGHE GHEORSHYU-DEY said to FEN) CHEN, take 
811 the time you want. | | 

PEI} CREN rep we refuse te consider even 
. ve rwant time ἐδ eat δὴ fouch with Poking. — 

, a6 conference of the Soolalist coun | 
ae od αὶ declaration without us. "We will not say nore 

Cantinuing, KHROSHCHEY seid, the chairmen has eaid 
eurade PENO CHEN gan oan speak today - How be Coes not want 
ak. This 18 an uncemradely attitudes. This type of 

debe and argumentation is elrignt enong others Were everything 



At this point, the conference adjourned, te be | 
reaumed on the following day. 

June 86, 1960, the Olinese comrades anngunced 
that they had received cemneton sion fron the Central Comittee 
of the Communist | 

| 

attitude of the. representativen: “of the Comunist Party af - 

He naid that Albante wap uot read to speak ite. 
Commi. and the 

NIKITA KERUBHCHRY ss Comrade EAPO said that 
this is en argument between the and the Csomunist Party 
ef China. The tine has long passed when arguments were 
settled by twolnights in combat. Mot mumbers nor muscles 

meee Oe βι511 
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Will ba Involved in this discuaion. We do not want, nor 
seak, differences, but once they have appeared, we must 
solve them all together. This Is the only way « tho Marsiat- 
Leninist way. it is regrettable that the Chinese comrades 
ara signing the commmique with reservations. They_really 
do not agrea with this communique which they signed, This 
coumuntaue ‘ie not complete because they signed with 
reservations and they really do not agree with it. 

Continuing, KHRUSHCHEY said, we are not embarrassed, 
but it doss make the situation more complicated, The enemy 
will be joyful beeause there is a crack in the Socialist 
canp. 

Then RARUSHCHEV said, there are ditferences between 
tne Chinese and the other Communist Parties. ‘Ye isa pity 
that the Communist Party of China is not with us, We muse 
do everything to achieve unity, but on a principled basis but 
not unity for the sake or unity. That is not encugh. There 
have been differences with the Chinese for more than a year 
and a half, Even in 1957 in Moscow, the Chinese were not 
in complete agreement when they signed the Moscow Declaration,. 
At the Horld Federation of Trade Unions banquet Im Peking, 
the Gninese document was the dessert. That was not the 
Leninist vay. It is ἃ Trotskylte way. 

One of the main questions is co-existence, war 
or peace. They (meaning the Chinese comrades) are against 
co-existence, In Mongolia, 1 Chinese comrade crossed out 
ἃ reference to co-exiatence, Ye sald, "Why is it necessary 
betveen Ghina and Mongolia?" We are not spasking of σὸν» 
existence between our Socialist countries. Caecxistence means 
peues; it is a banner tomltn all peoples. Only maduen want war, 
but evon they do not even dare to say uo. Even HITAER talked 
pewee aod blamed others for var, those who refused to give up 
terrltory. 

We Will doom ourselves Lf we say that peses and 
co-existcnee arc impossible, Ti we say Imperialiso has 
totality over the world. ΤῈ we say that as loag as 
taperialisn exists "war is inevitable", In other vords, 
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| the situation has changed since LENIN forum; ated his. theete. On 
Imperialiem. Imperialiem alone cannot decide today. to make 
war. It ig not an automatic question, but one of political | 

- £erees, We have the world's progressive forces with our 
 one*third of the world. There ie the Ukranian saying 

| ᾿ wher 8 son-in-law ig drowning, the fathexy~in-luw says go 
down. Showld one-third of the world not ccruggle for . 

peace? It would be a fatal capituhtion to evrrender το 
the aggreseors and an underestimation of our own strength. . 
We therefore cannot apres with the Commniiet Party of China. 

_ KERUSHCEEY continued by stating, after the chinese 
. comrade apoke at thie Thixd Congress of the Workers Party. 
o£ Rumania, we, che Chinese and Soviet Comrades, talked 
privately. The Chinese comrade said, "Wa are for co- 
existence", but he did not mention this word in his apeech _ 3 
at the Congress. Later, he blemed it on pocz translation, 
but the fact remains the word was not there. See the falac 

‘position you got into? Such so-called Merzism-Leniniem 18 
pure hairepliteing.. I am a Marziat-leninist, but I do not 
eplit where the atom ie split. Like the sible eaid οἵ. 
Nogh's Ark, all animals are in the same boat, clean and 
‘wnclean, and live together. by God"a will. If war is 
unleashed, it is said not everyone will he annihilated, I | 
do not want to risk the Lives of wy people and of the world. 
(7818 is a reference to statements by some writers of che 
Commmist Party of China that thcse who talk of the | 
catastrophic results of war ara capltulating to the 
Inperialiots.) Then he, KHRUSHCHEV, turned axromd to 
Albanian δου δά KAPO and gald, weak comrade, how do you 
negotiate that. KAPO, I de act agree with the Chinese. | 
Comrade KHRUSHCHEY goes on, ἀξ we are 61} buried in war. 

- you gay, Comkade RAPO, you hope that the archeologists | 
will find us together. I do not want to be buried at all, . 
and then he underscored with emphasis, eccording to the 
description, we want life. 1 the Imperialiats vould die 
from Listening to music, we would give ἀν bo then. 

We support the 17 Party pocLaration of Rome 
ΤῊΝ is referring to the Declaration of 17 European Parties 
[tha¢ met in Rome» Sma 1900, declaring for co-existence). 

ee “ee 



We support the 17 Farty Declaration of Rome. The Chinese 
comrades do not agree. They stated so. The Commmist 
Party of Chine delegation said we presented 84 pages that 
they had not read. The Chinese comrades’ words are very 

 poigonous ageinst the Lleadera of other Commmist Parties. 
Ask Conradée MAD, he will teli you, He had 4 conversation 
with the Soviet Ambassador recently. I remember a : 
conversation 1 had with Comrade MAO TSE TUNG when it was proposed 
to publish an international wagazine on theory and politics. 
He. said that the Socialist comtries having a prain of 
truth in the differences would complicate questions and 
effect the people. Now, such a magazine comes cut. The 
Chinese comradeseay, let ell flowers bloca. 

| Parenthetically speaking, che Exve saying is, let 100 
flowers i bloom, let 100 thoughts contend. 

in 1958, MAO asked us, are you againet 1t?. The β 
Queilans did not understand. Therefore, we did not publish this. 

idea. The Chinese esy, let 100 flowers bloom, let 100 thoughts 
contend, etc., but some flowers maka 1.86 beautiful, some are 
poisonous and must be rooted out. Some very poisonous flowers 
were widespresed in China. The Capitalists grew them. You had 
to root them out. Thia ie an ideological question; you publish 
many things in Russien-books, pamphlets, etc., and send then | 
to our country. We have printing prasses in our country too. 
What you're doing is forcing your views on others. Your book, 
“United States Imperialiam is a Paper Tiger“ was sent in the 
Russian language into our country, We don't want it. You ere 
forcing your views on us; we don't want then You once publ ished 
ἃ good article on the Hungarian situation, We accepted it, wa 
praised it and we published it. We are not xejecting ideas 
from other couutries, but we want to choose for ourselves. We 
had aa agreement with the Chinese Peoples Republic on the ΝΣ 
publication of two magazines on Chinese-Soviet friendship. δας. 
happened? These jouroals began to publish debatable questions 

. ;gueh as we would not even publish in "Pravda". I was advised 
\.of the contente of these magazines and I said to our comrades, 
‘do not circulate these in our country. 

aoe 



These has been an aggravation of differences 
between India and China relating to border. conflicts. When 
I was in China lest October for the celebration of the 10th 
Anniversary, I met Comrades MAO, CHOU EN LAX and others. 
They said, why doaa not the Soviet Union take the Chinese 
side on this issue when we are in a struggle with a 
Capitalist country like Indig. I said, India and China 
existed for cantuxes and never want to war with each other, 
How could a socialist state aggravate such a war? It is. 
nationalistic and a wrong thing to do te drag the Socialist 
camp into such 4. war. 

KHRUSHCHEY then illustrated how LENIN had signed the 
Brest Litovek Peach Treaty with the Germans that TROTSKY refused 
to sign. LENIN bartered with the Imperdalists when he had to. 
He, LENIN, signed a treaty with the Turka giving them a 
large territory so that the working clase and others would . 
not regard the Soviet Union as an imperialist country. For 
150 years, Rugseia had border conflicte with iran, but we 
signed treaties with Iran, we made concessions, we gave them 
so mary kilometers in cerrite What difference does it . 
make? The people will throw the tulers out sone aay anyway. 
But we've got closer to the Irenian people by not 

᾿ς antagonizing them over borders. You Chineso comrades say 
the Indians do ail the shooting. How is it that the 
Indians 811 dead then? It is net important who fired 
the first shot. The Inperiolists rejoice over a conflict 
between India and China, Supposing we said we are for China; 
The United States will say they are for India, BiISENHOWER 
said to NEARU while he was there, take a firm stand, we will 
always support you. Comrades, NEHRU and EISENHOWER are | 
different. Is there a difference between the Shah and NEHRU? 
ΟΣ course there is. This 16 ἃ national conflict, not a 
social question, The inet Commmist Party must not say 
the Chinese are right. Our party there in India is disoriented 
_by this conflict. The conflict has rallied the zeactionaries 
around NEHRU. How many Chinese are there? Certainly, 
China is etronger than India, although a census has not 
been made, There are 212 afilion of us in the Soviet 
Union. we are third in size and population after Inia. 
For China, it is not a question of to be or not to 
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be. We deplored this situation; this border conflict. 
We had hoped that a conference would resolve che issues 
between China and India. We in our country ses up 
commissions in discussiag ail border incidents. oe 
discuss at length and seattie these. Lt would be shear 

| foolishness 18 we tried to paint India an an aesressor. 
_ We do 10% agree with NEHRU, but we respect him as. au | 
' honorable man, We can come Co terms with him on dis. | 
armament. 

The Chinese call me an opportunist. Who gives 
you comrades the right to pin labels on people. The 
conflict over Taiwan, Fomnosa, was different. We sent 
notes to the United States that an attack oa China would 
be conaidered an attack on the Soviet Union. We would 
reply with rocket biows, etc., etc. This is Socialist 
solidarity. what is the true essence of a country is 
important. You are my friend, but wa must spcak the 
truth. Οὐχ futures depand upon it. LENIN said once, 
“Just seratch a great Russian Coumunist and you will find 
a Chauvinist”’, The chief danger then was of Russian | 
Chauviniem. 1 gaid, LENIN wac right at the Eighth Congress 
when he made this statement. At that time, there were 100 
Languages spoxen, 100 nationalities. Now there are 
£ifteen union republics and many autonomous regions. All 
these people were subjects of Russiawder the Czar. LENIN 
seid we must Eight to δὲ all equal in the great family of 
the Soviet Union. LENIN ceded the territory to Finland. 
He was criticized fur it, but he did ic. Not only for us, 
but for you too, comrades οὗ China, mst wa fester Communist 
tradition not merely national ones, 

the Chinese do not beiieve Indie wili be a. : 
Socialist country some day. I do believe it. Get together, 
drav up a border line. Wo one will remember Later what it 
ie. 86, suppoge we said of the Socialist countries, all. 
borders must be corrected. Let's correct them. [δ would not 
leave here with a ὅδ: on our heads, There are fifteen 
rapublics in the Soviet Union. Suppose we say let's 
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rectify or discuge borders; a free for all would start, — 
A man crossing a border now does not even know its there, 
t i bape to show ἐξ has nothing to do with class conflicts. 

Β not argue over little things. This is not « useful . 
᾿ conflict. This conflict has discredited the Conmumist 
Party of India and NEHRU has become’ a national hero, why — 
was thig necessary? Wo must take a position and guard | 7 
against future conflicts. We muse have a definite attitude, 

KHRUSHCHEV continues - regerding the work intho PS. 
Peace Comlztes, the Chinese comrades do aot understand. | Sed Oy 

Ν 

. ‘They mix up the netional question and the colonial struggle. 
The Peace Coumittea is like Noah's Ark; all who o fight 
for peace are there. Wo gave the LENIN "mada on ae 
the United States, a Capitalist. He is proud to wear it. 
Surely, it is a changed situation when a Capitalist will 
wear our medal with pride. In the peace councils, we mst 
put down the forces of the colcnizers. The peace councils, 
howevex, are not class organizations. ον ὁ 



. Two years ago, representatives of the amed forces 
of the Soviet Union and China met to dlacuss anti~airerart 
defense of our regions. ite might be so situated that our 
pianes might have to land in Chinese territory. Like in 
World War If, inited States planes would leave Africa, bomb 
Germany and land in Russia. Courades, would you belicve it, 
the Chinese said no to cur request, Our generals asked what 
odo. Such misunderstandings are no good. Tlic tnperdalists | 

will δῶρ us one by one. | 

parenthetically spoaking, it should be noted that 
KHRUSHCHEY has been subjected to criticism for his speeches. 
The Chinese must have charged that he does not xepresent the | 

_\vlewpoing¢ of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and that. 
᾿ ‘he epeaka for himself an an individual. 

So RERUSHCHEY made the following statements: 

All ny speeches are delivered after approval by the 
‘Central, Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 
| thie was true while I was traveling in the USA; this is true 
|while I‘m here and elsevhera, You Chinese ace trying to 
i seperate mea from everybody. 

Parenthetically eneaking. it showkd bs notad that 
the Chinese have been circulating 4 document azainat KHRUSHCHEV. 
This document was previously concealed and was kept secret. 
[Now they have been circulating it. In it they infer that he was 
-not speaking with the authority of the Central Committec, 

As to the slozan of the Chiness comrades, "Neither 
peace nor war” . Gur 20th Coucress of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union condemaad STALIN. We had to deo it. All the 
members of tha 17th Congress of the Perty were axilec, perished 
or imprisoned for sixteen or seventeen years. They were the | 
cream of the Bolsheviks. ‘What to tell the people? We must atate 

the truth at the right moment. The first Congress we held after 
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his, STALIN's, death, wae the right time. Some people knew 
more than others Like MOLOTOV, MALENKOV, KAGANOVICH and others. 

We said we mist state what we know, The people may forgive us 
if we state it now, Laie they will not believe us or forgive | 
us. While the Chinese comrades supported us, they were trying 

| even then to undermine cur leadership. They said “Thare are 
two swords, one is IBNIG's, one is STALIN's - if it is rusty, . 
let us clean it". LENTW's sword was directed aguinst our) | 
enemies, SIALIN's had our poople's blood cu it. Peasante and 
workers £ tals toa coday say how good life is but let us prevent 
war. Ifore even say cetcur if he, STALIN, died ten years ecurlier. 
We say, to teil cur people all is to atrengthen our leadership. 

πω -Parenthetically spcaking, it should be noced that this 
means that the conflict between tha Soviet and Chinesc leaders - 
over the expose of STALIN was mick ‘deeper going end Sharper 
that we hac mova up to now, | 

: On the question of the communes or che issue of che 
communes - To begin with, ona might say it is an internal 
question of China. ‘te have nothing against it but we won't 

llow that path. LENIN set up cuoperatives. There is nu unity 
in the GCoumnist Party of Citina on the question of commmes and 
you know it. A lot was uot vou by this method. A comrade wlio 
opposed this policy, that is che comounes,waa sent to ἃ | ᾿ 
ποθ ΟΣ". We would sont! such people to a Party school. Even 
in China, the character is changing. Now you ave begiuning to 
form brigades and collective farms and so on. Tie Chinese come 
out against the payment of labor. We in the Soviet Union must 
do this, we must pay wages until we are able to switch to real ὁ 
Commmist principles. If we ara asked our opinion we are not in . 
favor of the Chinese position on commmes. We are switching in 
the Soviet Union to automation. We are installing the Latest 

| ΟΣ machinery and methods of production. Don't you try to thrust 
your systems (of commmes) upon us, In our country, we are 
opposed το leapy. We believe in good planming end oryanization. 
ΤῈ this is lacking we will have ups and downs and have to reaprt 
to leaps. Scmecimes workers work unevenly or uupplies are uneven. 
Workers even in our country in the old days reaurted tu strikes | 
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on this et | to Pe 
them, convineed the workers why we nee 6x organization, are 
etc,, and the workers agreed. Your Chinese papers and magazines - 
write about the’ leaps. Thousands of our people live in China. 
They do not speak of it, Our specialists are asked questions 
they caunot answer. Why? We do not want to sharpen the differences 
between us. The letter that we put out was addressed to the 
Commmist Party of the Soviet Union and to aher Parties of the 
Sucialist canp, We may have to send this letter to the other | 
Parties because it is ous in the open. On behalf of the ~ 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union delegation, we expreas joy 
that there is absolute unity on many of these questions we have 
discuseed here at the 3rd Congress in Bucharest. We are sure that 
your Central Committees will rally behind you and the Bucharest 
Declaration when you report back, We propose to sat up a 
commission to draft a new declaration to summarize our views. We — 
hope to be able to do thie in November . τ 

PENG CHEN: 

L gave full attention to the criticiens and 
accusations of comrade KHRUSHCHEV, Every word of what he said, 
I am in full agroement with him that these conflicts between 
us are not ΟΣ personalities but of Parties. On the international 
situation, how to conduct the battle gainst our enemies and how 
to defend peace. We agree that valty aust be on a principled 
basis, The discussions must be conducted on an equal basis, on 
a fraternal bagie. We χοροῦ the Commmist Party of the Soviet 
Union a great deal as an elder brother. As to relations, our 

| relations must be between equal Partias based on fim principles 
' where wa strive for truth and not deceive ourselves, In all our 

documents, τ we state that our Parties are fratewiaL, not cather 

and son. On signing the commmique, I repeat that which 
was said before in the exchange of letters. On June 7, the 
Communist Party of the Sovict Union proposed an exchange of 
opinions but that cheese exchanges do not resuit in decisions. On 
June 23, I received δ draft of tha communique. I saw comrade 
GEORGHE " GHEORGHIU-DEJ the next day. Σ asked for two. 
days delay. It ia easy for some of the other Parties because 
many of them are represented by their First Secretaries. We. 
are not go represented, We have no such high placed peoples 
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present here at this ecaferenca, Be cannot act and make 
decisions as others are able fo do. 

Parenthetically speaking, it should be noted that thie 
was considered ἃ dig too, at the Secretarics of the Ὁ partieo 
present. 

at this meeting. As to labels, many were phimed on ue in | 
documents and speeches here, etc., we received our share and unjustly 

go. We did not want to take che floor but new we must because 
comrade KHRUSHCHEV accuses us ox so much aud pinned se wany 
labels on us chat we have to answer. 

. Parenthetically speaking, they had a receptioca 
opening the 3rd Congress of the Cumanist Pacty of Rumania 
Workers Party. 

At the reception speech, comvade _KHAYSHCHEV did not 
mention the Communist Party of China directly but he repeated _ 
plainly today his accusations against MAG TSE TUNG, against the 
general line, againet the coummes, against the great leaps, 
against the conflict with India and in general, said that we are 
mistaken. He charged that οὐκ meeting with che 17 Goumuniss. | 
leaders who were present at the World Federation o£ Trade Unions - 
mesting in Peking, was treacherous and that our speeches should 
be classified as crimes. While. you demand for yourself that 
your speech be open ) the whole world, | 

Parentheticaliy speaking, it, should be noted that 
this means his speech before the World Commmist Movement. 

ts this Bolshevik discipline, Camrade KHRUSHCHEV? As 
to attacking you personally, we recognize you aa a representative 
of the Soviet Union. Wa object to your speech at the teception 

_ o£ the Rumanian Workers Party while the bourgeois prese . 
was present. While you say we should not address trade union 
representatives, you let the bourgeols press listen in on us. 
The Central Coomittes of the Commmist Party uf China sent. | 
¢thig delegation which conferred for eight hours ia Moscow with the 
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Communist Party of the Soviet toion. We talked with you, 
comrade KHRUSHCHEY, here for six hours, Comrade ΚΉΠΟΥ 
said in Moscow that EISENHOWER enjoys the full confidence of 
the American people. We object to this; is he, IRE, ac 
sincera for paaee as wa are being told. Can we treat him as 
you mo, Gomeadée MAO said, so fo Moscow, see comrade RARUSUCIEV, 
expresé oux opinions by wey of suggestions, try if possible 
to échieve πολὺν. But all our proposals were rajected. We 
WLLL stady all remarks made bere in keepiny with reality but 
we will never agree that nothing is right in Colina. 

KARUSHCHEY interrupte: 

in 1953, MAO told bin, RARUSHCGEV » that hea, MAQ, 

walked gut demonetratively on, MIKOYAN, while he was spealeing, 

ém unknown Chlnese comrade laterrupted: 

MAO did not cous, he was not there, so how could he 
walk oc. 

KHRUSHCHEY, stili interrupting: 

τὰ talking to our ambassador, MAG said our var 
experionces ave hetter than the Russians. We Pussians wanted 
to build a radio station on Chinese territory. We _vanted to 
haan in contect with ow subuarine Fleet. The Coolness comradasg 
carused us this permissiozi. | oo 

KGRUSICHEY then turned around to the Chineses 

We never refused you any yequest. Later you said you 
would build this station but you never did to this day. 

Farenthetically seeaking, it should be neted that 
according to what was lacer heard, KARUSHCHEY elaborated on 
this and arkad what would be rhe consenvences If there was a 
war beacause the Russians were not permitted to bulld this radio 
station. 



PENG CHEN; losing bis composure and dignity, stated: 

The soviet military experts in your } academies and 
schools never deliver lectures on Chinese your oad warfare. 
Ali they talk about 18 the anti~Nazi war. ᾿ | 

- «KERUSHCHRV said 18 it 48 a question of war there 
should be no such thing as cost or petty details. The mutual 
defense of our countries is for 08 to use together, There 
are no such etationa there now in your country. The Emperielicte 
can wake war. There is no station. This question could have 
been solved in a faw moments on the spot. | | | 

PENG CHEN said, t asked what kind of ἃ conference we 
would heve, an exchange of experiences or condemnation of 
our parties. Many are not familiar with the World Federation 
of frade Unions and what happened δὲ the Peking meeting but 

Σ᾽ you condemn us. We will sign the Bucherest document, for 
_- the Comsunist cause of unity, whether the amendmente will be 

«αὶ accepted | or rejected..- 

The question has been raised why in cur speeches we 
do not talk of peaceful co-existence. We examined ἃ translation 
and i¢ was apparently left out. But 1 did refer to. states of 

| different social systens. oo 

Because we talk of the fight for peace, We include 
this in 21} our documents. 

_ RBRUSHCHEV: | 

“Why 416 you read ἐξ when you read 1 to me in person? | 

‘Mo snewor ftom PENG CHEN. | 

,.5.386 - 



"PEN CARN takes the floor; 

«this meating was deliberately organized by RERUSHCHEV 
’ é0 attack our Party. Fou cannot convince HAO @nd convince me 

| 39 You aust. kesoxe to this method. ΝΣ ᾿ 

: “URC: | | 

| | You esy you accidentally dropped these two words on 58 
=] en important oecasion with the whole world listening ¢ to IC 

PENG Cu: 

| ΤΕ you study our “speeches for two yeara, it will show - 
ὕδδξ We , refer to it at all tines.: 

(7 08 spain; 
. You Chinese comrades gathered all the commnist | 7 

Ferty leaders in the World Federation of Trade Untons while 
in Peking. Why did you leave out the two Spenish delegetes? 

Parenthetically speaking, 4t should be noted that there 
were two delagates from Spain heft out for showing Slesgrecment 
with the Chinese beforehand. | 

fe answer given. 

| KEROSHCHEY interrupte: 

we, at the Latent Warsaw treaty conference, agreed | not 

Parenthetically speaking, ἃς should be noted that 
. RERUSHCHEV charged CURLS with violating the agreement. of the 

 ~ Warsaw Freaky 
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Another unknown Chinese comrade: 

Stated that the speech did not refer to wilitary 
matters or agricultural matters. We did not divalee any 
military secret out of Warsaw, 

KHURSHCHEV: 

I will not hereafter participate in conferences 
with the Chinese comrades if the agreements will not be kept. 

Chinese comrade: 

We will do the same thing. 

Soviet Delegate (believed to be BORIS PONOMAREY): 

KANG CHENG is playing naive. You are an experienacd 
political worker. We agreed in Warsaw not to publish documents 
but you admit you pitblished it in reply to KsRUSHCHEY's speech 
at the reception (Warsaw). 

KHRUSHCHEV jumps up: 

in relation to Paris, the Summit, I eal no inter- 
national question can be solved without Chine, JIndonssia, 
tndia and others toe be represented there. The Imperialists said 
that KHRUSHCHEV torpedocd the Sumit because he wants the 
Chinese and others present. 

Another unknown Chinese jumped up: 

We feel we are in the rights; that we are corresponding 
to the Moscow declaration. 

KHRUSHCHEV rejects the general Line of our Party 
and is carrying on work with other Communist Parties to 
undermine the Communist Party of china. All Partics' opinion 
should be solicited. 

. 20 » 



French celegstg μθσσσσσσανανι of Central 6 ῬῸ 
Committee: | ᾿ ΠΣ φως. 

We are fighting here for unity. We consider the 
methods you use (talking to the Chinese) and differences with 
our Parties are unforgivable. Our Trade Union comrades in 
Peking were faced with problems they did not know how to deal 
with. We knew we would discuss these problems here. 18 is 
not only the interests of the Commmist Party of Chins that 
are involved here, it is the interast of my Party and ali other 

. Parties involved. The position of the Commmist Party of Chine — 
46 illogical, The representative who just spoke, spoke 
incorrectly in treating the character of our meeting. In 1957, 
the Commmist Party of the Soviet Union helped greatly end we 
411, facilitated the work. Here comrades from ali countrics 
bring in reports that the line has proven correct, the general 
line of the struggle for peace. Among curselves, the methods 
of the χη δὲ movement mist be used, not those used by 
the Chinese comrades at the peace conference or at the World 
Federation of Trade Unions. These methods are not to be used 
here. 

CEORGHE GHEORGHIU-DBJ: 

He gald that the differences remain despite all our 
efforts to convince the Chinese comrades. Ve did not achieve 
the results wa.expected. In the future, we hope we will 

| gticcéed in convincing them of the line of the other Communist 
Parties. There will be a conference this autumn of the 
Communist Workers Party of the world in Moscow. 

--- - oo . 

tet it be around the November 7 celebration. Since 
our trade unions take two days off and won't let us work on 
the 8th, let this conference begin on the ‘Sth. | 

a - . - 

When the communique was issued on June 27, it was publis 
ed first in the Rusmian Party paper “Scanetria" (official organ 
of the Rumanian Party). It was officially signed by 41} Parties 
and approved by 61} the fraternal Parties present at this meeting. 
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Dear Kose Mary: Se 

I aa enclosing a letter which I believe 
the Vice President may wish to see. 

Sincerely, 
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FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUILE 

PATE O5-lz2-24011 

| August 9, 1960 

Honorable Richard ἢ. Nixon 
The Vice President 
Kashingtom 25, ὃ. C. 

Dear Dick: 

1 thought you would be interested in the following 
information obtained as a reault of ΟἿΣ over-211 coverage of 
the Copmunist Party, USA, concernin ements made in Moscow, 
kussia, by Nikolai Mostovets and dering July, 
1960. Nikolai Nostovete is head o e Korth and South American. 
Section of the International Department, Cen of aC 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, and is 
— τοῦ Eugene Dennis, National Chairman, Conmunist 
arty, 

Mostovets stated that the disagreements between 
the People’s Republic of China and the Soviet Union involve 
matters of state as well as ideological differences between 
the conmunist parties of the two countries. According to 
Hostovets, the Chinese have asked the kussianse for modern 
military weapons such as nuclear warheads, missiles and 

atomic bonbs, but Russia has not complied with thase requests. 
oO. | 

ἮΝ | who has many contacte anong leading menbers 
of the Communist rarty of the Soviet Union, stated that part > 

_'of the oroblen between Red China and Kusasia is the refusal of S 
; (Russia to grant Chinese requests for modern military weapons. is. 

‘Because the Comuiunist rarty of China has not gone along with τ ΤΟ 
ithe ideology of the Comnuniat Party of the Soviet Union in 1 

ai 04. 
regard to peaceful coexistence, the Soviet Union, aa a state, > 
has hesitated to grant requests of Red China for modern military a 

ΝΕ weapons since nnot anticipate what China might do with.. = 
ὯΝ these weapons. commented the kuesians are afraid that = gy 
re perhaps China nig rop a nuclear bob on Formosa or on some 

other place and thereby trigger a worid war | Paracas 

Belmont 
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Honorable Richard M. Nixon 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, 

it is requested that the contents of thia communication ve 

afforded careful security and its use restricted to a need- 

to-know basis. 

This infermation 19 being uisseninated to other 

appropriate officials of the Government. 

Sincerely, 

SDGAR 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 
This letter is classified because 

disclosure of this information to unauthorized persons may 
tend to identify our highly placed informant, th resultant 
grave damage to our national defonse. 

See memo Baumgardner to Belmont dated 8/8/60 captioned 
"Solo; Internal Security - C." FFF:ras. 
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Honorable Christian A. Herter 
The Secretary of State rs 
Washington 25, D. C. ον αὐ τς 

My dear tir. Herter: 

I thought you would be interested in the followin 
information ob ed as a result of our over~all coverage 0 
the Conmuniet Party, USA, concerning sta 
Moscow, Russia, by Nikolai Moptovets and during 
duly, 1960. Nikolai HMosatovete is head of the North and 16 

| τ South Anerican Section of the International Department, ὍΤΟ 
i Gen uniat Party of the Soviet Union, 
i. and of Kugens Dennis, National 

Chairman, Connunis » USA. 

Ἂν Mostoveta stated that the disagreements between 
the People’s Republic of China and the Soviet Union involve 
natters of state as well as ideological differences between 
the communist parties of the two countries. According to 

| Mostovets, the Chinese have asked the Kkussians for nodern 
{1 military weapons such as nuclear warheads, missiles and ᾿ 

atomic bombs, bat Russia has not compiled with these requests. 3 

ΠΟ has many contacts among teading mwenbers — 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, stated that part | er 
of the problem between fed China and Russia ie the refusal of. - ΕΞ 
Russia to grant Chinese requests for modern military weapons. B 
Because the Communist Party of China has not gone along with ; Ps 
the ideology of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union in x 

ν regard to peaceful coexistence, the Soviet Union, asia stats, 
rote has hesitated to grant requests of Red China for rn mi itary 
rouse had hes gince Ru not anticipate what China-nfiight do with 
Parsons ποτ ἢ 980 weapons. comented the Russians are afraid that 
Caliahon perhaps China might drop a nuclear bomb on Fomoga ὁ Of, of BoNe 
tone τ —ether place and thereby trigger a world war..* es 
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Honorabdie Christian A. Herter 

Because of the sensitive nature of our g0urces, 
it ig requested that the contents of this cowiunication be 
afforded careful security and its use restricted to a need- 
to-know basis. 

This information is veing disseminated to other 
appropriate officials of the Goverment. 

Sincerely yours, 

7 Bdgar Hoover 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

This letter is classified “Wqg Seere+© because 

disclosure of this information to unauthorized persons may 

tend to identify our highly placed informant, with resultant 

grave damage to our national defense. 

See memo Baumgardner to Belmont dated 8/8/60 captioned 

"Solo; Internal Security - C." FFF:ras. 
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CG 5824-S*, at the instructions of Gus Hall, General 
Secretary, Communist Party (CP), USA, left Chicago, Illinois, 7-9-60 
on ἃ sixth Solo mission to Czechoslovakia and Russia, He returned 
to the United States on 7-31-60, 

My memorandum 8-3-60 discloses that informant, at the 
suggestion of Boris Ponomarev, in charge of the International 
Department of the Central Committee of the CP of the Soviet Union 
(CPSU), returned home immediately in order to report to the CP, USA, 
leadership concerning the dispute which occurred between the CPSU 
and the CP of China (CPC) at the Third Congress of the Rumanian 
Workers! Party, held in Bucharest, Rumania, in June, 1960, At this 
Congress the Chinese felt that war is possible and even inevitable; 
that United States imperialism will resort to war; that to talk of 
coexistence and disarmament is to create illusions; and that the 
nature of imperlalism has not changed. The CPSU did not agree with 
the Chinese viewpoints in these matters. | 

SUBJECT: ( “> 
INTERNAL SECURITY = C 

New York airtel 8-2-60 discloses that Elizabeth Gurley 
Flynn, Vice-Chairman of the CP, USA, attended the Conference of 
Communist Parties held in Bucharest, Rumania, in June, 1960, which 
Conference followed the Rumanian Congress, Flynn advised our 
informant that a running debate between Soviet Premier Nikita 
Khrushchev and Peng Chen, Vice-Chairman and Secretary General of 
the Standing Committee of the CPC,had taken place at this Conference. 
She substantiated the information furnished by Ponomarev concerning 
the disagreements that exist between the CPSU and the CPC. 

Enclosures δ 
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Memorandum to Mr, Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

RECOMMENDATIONS ; 

1, Attached for approval is the yellow file copy 
(original on plastiplate) of a summary, classified 
incorporating pertinent data furnished by the informant. 

ΠῚ 

2. Also attached are letters transmitting a copy of 
the summary to each of the following: Honorable Richard Μ, Nixon, 
the Vice President; Honorable Gordon Gray, Special Assistant to 
the President; Honorable Christian A. Herter, the Secretary of 
state; Mr, Allen W. Dulles, Director, Central Intelligence Agency; 
and the Attorney General. 

bey 
Rv. 

φ Yess 
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CONFLICT OF VIEWS BETWEEN THE 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA AND THE 

ν St PARTY OF THE SOVIET 

For the harks year and a half there has been a 
conflict of views between the Communist ἩΓΗ of China (CPC) 
and the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU). At first 
this conflict was an ideological one; however, -ichactegie : 
and diecussions which took place at the Third Congress of the 
Rumanian Workers’ Party held in June, 1960, in Bucharest, 
Rumania, and the Conference of Communist Parties which 
immediately followed, brought this conflict out into the open 
and disclosed that it was more deep-seated than at first ἘΝ 
believed Sc, ee 

soviet Charges Aired he (U) 

. Prior to the Conference of Communist Parties, the 
CPSU send a letter dealing with the ideological dispute 
md the CPC and the CPSU to all other comnunist parties. 

=. This letter deait with disagreements between the two parties, 
,~ among which were those gp terepry to the Chinese communes and 
.the doctrine of peaceful coexistence. This letter was read _ 
to the Conference aad touched off a heated discuseion among -; 
the delegates, particularly those delegates from China ant... 
the Soviet Un se ee fun tt} = ΚΙ 

ἢ a F ὡς κ 

ay In July, 1960, Boris Ponomarev, who ie ino Charge: of: 
the International Department of the Central Committeeof. the ~ 

4 CPSU and who attended the Conference, commented concerning the 

as 

serious differences which exist between the CPC and the=CPSU. 
Accord to Ponomarev, the CPSU does not agree with the 
expressed viewa of the Chinese when they aay that (1) war is 
possible and even inevitable; (2) United States imperialiem 
will resort to war; (3) to talk of coexistence and disarsament 
is to create illusions; and (4) the nature of imperialien has 
not changed. Fonowarev accuSed the Chinese of being critical 

orate of the Sqviet Union in their provincial preas if to ΄ 
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the Chinese accusation that the C had a one-sided line on 
eneaceful transition to socialien.” as 

Ponowgarev ocr hey out that although there is 2 
peaceful road to socialiam, in some cases *we" have recom 
mended that some counupiet parties have to use the other road. 
Ponomarey feit it was most important that some of the facte 
concerning this dispute be brought to the attention of th 
Communist Party (CP), USA, leadership as soon 88 posstte ο 

hrushchey Widens the 3reach Ki 
᾿ 
ὰ 

Hlizabeth Curie δ ὡ Vice-Chairman of the CP, USA, 
and a member of the CP, Us, ational Executive Comittee, was 
in attendance at the Conference. Fiynn, while in ?7rague, 
Czechoslovakia, during ἀφῶ 1960, nade statements concerning 
a running debate which took place at the Conference between 
Soviet Premier Wikita 5. Nhrashchev and Peng Chen, ViceeCiairman 
and Secretary Sencrat of the Standing Carmittee of the Cre, 
which statenents disclose there are real disagreenenta between 
the CPC and the er Ἅ . 

Fiynan stated that the tone for the Conference was 
set in accusations and counteraccusations exchanged between 
Khrushchev and Peng Chen. Yeng Chen accused the CPsU of making 
Sianderows charges ajains? the C°?C, ta which chrushchev retorted 
that the worda of the Chinese comrades wore very voisonous 
against the leaders of other Crs.\y%7 ἡ 

Premier Khrushchev, according to Flynn, indicated that 
the Soviet Union was concerned because of an aggravation of 
differences that cxist between China and India relating to 
Hborder conflicts. Hhrushchev aiso stated that he could not 
agree with the CPC on its views that peace and coexistence are 
impossible; that imperialism has totality over the world; and 
that as long as imperialism existe, war ia inevitable, a 

Lhrushchev, according to Flynn, while engaged in a 
heated discussion with Peng Chen, accused the Chinese of 
refusing to allow the Russians to build a radio station on 
Chinese territory. In thie respect Khrushchev stated that the 
Russians wanted to build a radio etation on Chinese territory 
is order to keep in contact with the kussian submarine fleet; 
that the Chinese comrades refused the Ruselans this permission; 
and that the Chinese stated they would build the station but 
that they never have “to this Bay SS 

ἮΝ 
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China Trains Latin anorteaay to An 
» 2 

Ἐς 

Another activity οὗ the Chinese communiets which 
hae greatly disturbed the Russians has been the Chinese 
relations Ὁ with Latin-American comrades. Accordiag to 
Ponomarey, the Chinese for eix months have been training 
fifty Latin-American comrades and filling them with Chinese 
propaganda. Chinese instructors have expressed thenselves 
in a very hostile manner against the CPSU and have inculcated 
the Latin-eAnerican comrades with an anti-CPSU epirit. The 
Chinese, according to Ponomarev, suggested to the comrades 
from ratan Anericea that there should be an armed struggle and 
guerrilla warfare in Panam. They have preached to Brazilian 
comrades that the Srazilians need to resort to arncd ΒΤ] 168 
and uprieinge. Sore of the Latin-American comrades are under 
the infiuence of the Chinese, especially in the fintt against 
United States inpertat tan ee 

(Wd) 

Chinese Keaction ( 

Peng Chen, in defending the nosition of the Chinese, 
accoriing to Flynn, announced at the Corference that China 
had entered into agreements with Surma and Nepal and that soon 
China will be able to produce thirty million tons of stest 
annasliy. Peng Chen went on to praise the Chinese cormunes 
anc stated that other CPs shovid net interfere ir the internal 
affairs of China juat because they did not enprove of the 
Communes Ψ x i} 

The Chinese delenates gave ful). attention to the 
criticisms and accusations leveled against the Cre by 3 
Premier Khrushchev. They feel that Khrushchev rejected the 
general line of the CPC and that he 46 carrying on work with 
other CPs to undernine the Chinese communists. However, the 
Chinese delegates agreed to siqn the Bucharest document or 
communique to show that the conrunist cause ia unified. 
Khrushchev said it was regrettable that the Chinese comrades 
world sign the cormunique with reservations when they 644 not 
agree with the document they were signing. According to Fiynn, 
the vast -ajority of the CPs cresent at the Conference sided 
with the viewsotnts and argqurents of the Ct Se rey 

an ΤῈ 

j 
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Despite ieee whick tack place at the 
Conference and tty offerte te clese the breach, the Cenference 
ended without any settlement of the conflict of views between 
the two parties. Ponemarey has remarked that the serious 
differences which exist and which were debated at the Cenference 

eo deep that it has been decided to set up a commission te 
xplore these disagreements in an effort to recencile the 
fivergent views expressed by the CPC and the CPSU. Penemarery 
tated that the purpose of thie commisaion will be to explore 

e differences, talk them out and see what can be done; 
that perhaps this will only result in a big argument, but "we" 
do not know; and that *we" think the CP, USA, should send a 
representative of its National Executive Committee to partici ; pa 
in the work of this commission. The first meeting of this commission 

is tentatively set to meet in Moscow, Russia, in November, 1960 (U) 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

Classified top eMcret* because disclosure of this 
information to unauthorized persons may tend to identify our 
highly placed informant, with resultant grave damage to our Ne 
national defensex/,, . 

ἴω» Internal Security - C." FFF ΓΆ52 Καὶ 
10 in memo Baumgardner to Belmont — 8/5/60 captioned 

<< 
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CG 5824-S*, on August 5, 1960, orally furnished the 
information on the following page to SA JOHN E. KEATING. 
This report concerns the possibility of JOHN PITTMAN and 
JAMES JACKSON accompanying NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV on a trip to 
Africa as correspondents for "The Worker."! 
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POSSEBILITY OF JOON PITTUAN AND JAMES JACKSON 
yome-siigeeagei oe XBAUSECHEY ON A TRIP TO 

During July, 1950, NIKOLAL MOSTOVETS, heal of the 
orth ard South Ameriean Section of the Intcrnmactonal 
Departcunt of the Central Comnlttee of the Conmunist Party 
of the Soviet Union, and SLMARUZNETSOV, an employee of the 
International Department o£ the Central Committe: of the 
CPSU, who is very 111, wore told that both JAS NIACKSON 
and JOMTPPITTUAN had expecosed a desire to wecompany NIKITA 
CURUSUCHLY, as correspondunts for "Tae Worker," LE ERUSHCHEY 
makes ὦ trip to Africa. 

MOSTOVETS aad KUZNETSOV stated that 15 a decision 
is made to send foxrci:m correspondents with ΚΣ ΟΝ to 
Afriea, choy prefer to send PITTMAN and not JACKSON, They 
poiateud out chat LE the ov ,USA wants to send another» person 
to accospany KUROSHCHEV 2s a forcion correspondent, fhen the 
CP,USA should send this percon from the United Srates to 
Africa st the tim: of ΚΙ ̓ν trip. 

a oe 

a a 

Poi Bea yt = GY 
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ΤῸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

| 
ΝΞ: FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) (41) 
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Ὺ 

" NY 694-S* advised sa αα on 
8/9/60 that_he had made reservations for CG “$*, in 
the name Σ᾿ τϑσσσασαα " leave Idlewild Airport, New 
York City, at 4:30 p.m. on Thursday, August 11, 1960, on 06 
Cubana Airlines, Flight #999. This flight is scheduled mFS 
to arrive in Havana, Cuba, at 7:45 p.m. on 8/11/60. 
Cubana Airlines also cabled reservations in the name of 

at the Havana Riviera Hotel. 

CG 5824-S* expects to be in Cuba for approximately 
ἴω days. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

i |_-RROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) (41) 

CG 5824-S*, on August 5, 1960, orally furnished the 
information on the following pages to SA JOHN E. KEATING, 

, wy This information pertains to a proposal that Bishop 
Lae | imprisoned in China, be exchanged for WILLIAM Z. F R 
i | 
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LiFORMATION PERTAINING TO A PROPOSAL | be 
THAT BISHO IMPRUSONED IN CHINA, 7c 
BL EXCHANGED ΤΣ ULLAL 2. PoRUER 

fn ἃ conversation With LADISLAV QCKAU (pacttic) , 
o£ the Intevasational Yearrieenc ox the Central σσσοθεςο οἵ 
the σοσ αὐτο Party of Cuechostovatia, durin; cis Veoh οὗ 
Subly LO, το, ne said teak VELL L. PATTURo mod αὐτοῖς 
tae Comman Let Party of Cecchoslovatia LE Cauchoslovakia hed 
any Asi-viecn prisoners it vould bo willin: to «τοι τ with 
che United States in order to pornit WELLIAM %, ΤΌΣ ΤΕΥ, co 
travel to kuroge. The Comstmisk Purty of Cavenosiovatia 
told PATTERSON that it wee cot interested in any ouch proposition, 

ΤΌΣ PITTMAN, “Tac tVogkor Spoodunt in [ioseow, 
Stated dyueios July, L000, thar POsTen's personal 
physic aio, bean the poeyotiations In China for a possible 
uschanse of UL (shopped ho LS Lapriconcd an Chand, fer 2405, 4, 
Fos Ten. Γ τ - Ἰρεσαπε word baal : a toa Chang 
would consider such a proposition. also foturacd bg 
£xrori Cadou with material for FOSTER on the current idcolo,ical lb tc 
dispute botveen the Comaunist Parzy of China and che CPSU. 

By way of σοι, ἀξ now uppeara that th: initiative 
for the proposal chat bishos be οἰκο ΟἹ fox ΤῸΝ ΤΕΣ 
cane ἔγχος FOSTE (33 γε σοροσος, by and/ox PATTCPSON, 
ine Lace thee vas In Catoo ond returncd whith material 
for POSTER probably accounts for the feet that FOSTER had 
made arriaycaonts for the miosographing of Cnincss articles 
dcaling with the dispute between the Communtiet foxvcy of China 
end the Cesu. 

On Auwsust 2, 1250, Cus HALL Gonos) Blexckacy of 
the CP USA, stated that ha aia nok knew anythin: abouc this 
propos La exchansa until rcecatly oad certainly did mot limo 
anytnins avout le Ὁ priox to the tune that ciiche: je PATTERGOU or 

- 1 « 

a οὐ 2. ἢ 27) —~ fg 
Γ 

ι "᾿ 
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HALL st ot MARY KAUFMAN had spoken to a pis 
brother of =p etm eam (Ee he left the United ctates to 
visic the Bichop in chine. Tne brother scald cnut he would 
not do anychins in resard to tris proposal until he returned 
to the Unilied States, sines he did not want to jcopurdiue 
nis trip to China im any way. 
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TO. : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) . 
” Gye a) 7 

41 | FROM: ἘΠ NEW YORK (100-134637) (41) a - 

a , ) he 
ade SUBJECT: ‘SOLO ch 

IS-C a er τὰ 

fe CG 5824-S*, on August 5, 1960, orally furnished the 
_4~ information on the £olLowing pages to SA JOHN E. KEATING. 

for This report contains the reason why the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union did not permit GE ΝΕ LIGHTIFOOT to go- 
to Ghana and information concerning , 
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REASON WHY THE CPSU DID NOT PERMIT 
GERALDYNE LIGHTFOOT τὸ οὐ TO GHANA 
AQD INFORMATION COnGERNENG 

During July, 1900, NINOLAL MOSTOVETS, head of the 
North and South American Scetion of che International 
Department of the Central Committee of the Communist Party 
of che Sovict Union, stated that he 2 discussion 3 
Moscow with GERALDYNE LIGHTFOOT and 
minmaces of the National Committce of the CP,USA. Ne said 
that he had given them a brief cdeseription of the current 
ideoloical differences between the Comnunist Parcy of China 
and the CPSU. 

MOSTOVETS stated that LIGHTFOOT wantcd to wo to 
Ghana from Russia im order to attend a conferuneac of African 
woren. The CPSU did not ive her permission to da this. The 
reason Lor the refusal was that the CPsU did not want to 
create the impression with the governments o£ cither Ghana 
or the United States that the CPSU had somebody im Boscow 
whom they had trained for this trip and who tamt from Moscow 
to Ghana with instructions, οὖς, 

GERALDYVE LIGHTFOOT offered a counter proposal that 
she be permitted to yo to mother Luropcan councry and Lloave 
from chat country for Ghans, ihe GPS5U also refused this 
request since LIGHTFOOT would have had to leave for Ghana 
in a fou days after arriving in any other European country. 
Tae CeSU would sive her permission to πὸ to Ghene only if she 
Eicst reterned to the United States. LICHTFOOT cricd when 
she was uviven this information, ται CLIZABLTA GIMELCY FLYIN 
latereaded Lor LIGHTFOOT, but the CPSU would nor chanse its 
decision, 

MOSTOVETS also stated that 



and that they did not vane her to romain Ln Russia for that 
lons a period. 

Dur in phast τους of July, 1, CORALDYLL 
LIGHTYOOT and wero in Pranic, C2zuchoslovakia, 
on Ὁ way back to the United States. {ΠΟ ΟΣ cesaltted 
that the hussians had 4 valid orvumone in not permitting 
her to #o cto Ghana. 

LIAGHTFOOT and[ —_—s|stated that they attended 
a Communist Party school in Moscow, Russia, curing che lust two 
weeks they were in Russia. Tacy took a course In social 
science and they : they were permitted yo 

to do this. ‘Th an employce of the - 
International Department of tii? Central Conmittes of the CPSU, 
served as their translator at this school. 
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CG 5824-S*, on August 5, 1960, orally furnished the 
| information on the following page to SA JOHN Ε. KEATING. 

Π This information is to the €fect that JOE NORTH, WILLIAM 
τ PATTERSON and LOUISE PATTERSON were in China during July, 1960. 
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UOMATLON TAAT JO“ NORTH, WILLIAY 
PATTEPSON ALD LOUISE PATTERSON WERE | 
Gil CHINA DURING JULY, 1960 ) 

During one of th: many conversations with YLROLAI ~ 
7 SOS TOVETS , head of the Worth end South American Section of 
the International Department of the Central σοι! σου of the 
συσπιαίοῖς Party of the Sovict Union, during the period between 
uly 19 and July 27, 1900, he stated that, at that time, JOE_ 

Vik ord (TLLIAM and LOUIST-cATTERSON were In China. 4 
} Fea ‘ ij 

i? 
MOSTOVETS said that he aid not like the manner In 

which NORTH had made argonycrcnts bo go to Colina from Moscou, 
Russia. NOkTO had persusded JOM PLITUAN, "The ΟΣ ΝΟΣ" ΤΠ. 
σοχεοσρούδιηξ in θοῦ, to take him to the Chincce Exbassy -- τ ὁ 
in ioscow in order to obtain che nacessory permission, visas, 
Gcéc,, τὸν the trip Tron Maceo to Catan. Ucither PIPTIUAN nor 
ΠΟΤῚ nokified the CPSU that this was Ῥοΐτ dome. 

in 2 subsuquontc eornversation, JOH] PITTA ccatced 
that he realized that he hed made an error, and,in the Luture, 
would notify the CPSU before: taking any American co the Chincse 
Irbassy in Moscov. 
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OINECTOR, 3BL (100-428091) 

PRO: ShC, NEW YORK (100-134537) 7 
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CG 5824-S* on 3/2/00, called attention to 
rio 

¥ 
a nevis item appearing on vase one of tne ἸλΟΡΘΕΣ 

he 

1 

᾿ 

ΘΔ: 100 of the Row Yom: Times. his iter is 
“Chou ἀρ U. S. Peace Pact; Geolts a Non-luc 

CO οϑρα- Se oarticularly ὁοἰῃῦθα out tne 
Polloving cuotation atiriouted to CHOU Zn lai in this 
UPCLCLE: 

‘Some nvovocateurs have accused Gina of 
νης: eiven πὸ its oolliecy of seckine noacsrul relat one τ Ὁ} 
VOoUnor CS wach GLlrerin; social νοῦσοι, “Snese 
ave vlencers and not av all cowrect. Ὧθ 

in the ootnion of CG veh σοὺς, thig sbabezent 
ig a resule of tho curpene diveoutoe between tuc CP ov the 
Soviet Union and ,the CP of Caine. The tert: OL “ὉνΟΟΟΊ σΟΌ 
is το βῬορθοα to Hac CP, 8U, and 1s es stron 4 Mevnist- 
Leninist cvort ce ΠΟΙ isn tat coula use. WO SGU) One iS 
ry team onde teh f, oom ne nae Δ 0... -" “Ν __. 
ULC δὺ vue Lusitans, θυ 26 Cov tne wnole πολ] ἃ to imo. 
no g catowont 15 G0 incacszcavioa tnat vne CP or China ἂρ 
Ὠὐλὴ for tne allerpiance oF other CPs even if tnis means 

ἀτον της tnecse boarties away from the allocvienee to the CP,” 
SU, @ho statenent utronely infers that vhe ΟΡ of China 
feels thao ib is peins trornea py the CP, SU ano tnus 
porlects the dep" Ch of the curvent disoute ον ἢ Inussia 
δ ὑλλθας τ ges 

ΔΝ οἰ ἶριν νον Ε ͵ Fy a αν δὴ ΙΝ REC- 84 pe. Yt ZLO¢S - a 
(3 — IEeCall (100-/:23091 ) (i c wf LEO terete on 
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NY 100-1341637 

CG &6ed-5* pefcreed to the proposal for 
a peace vact with the US and other proposals made by CHOU 
Bn lai as efforts by the Chinese government to maneuver 
in the international, diplomatic arena. 
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Date: 8/7/60 

TO ; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

_7FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) (41) | 

CG 5824-S*, on August 6, 1960, eatin furnished 
the information on the following page to SA JOHN E. KEATING, 
This report contains information concerning ELIZABETH GURLEY 
FLYNN. 
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LiFORMATION CONCERNENG ELIGABETI CORLEY PLY 

COLZABE TL GUREEY εν ἜΝ stated in ELAINE C2cecho- 
Slovasia, on ἀμ, Πα» 16, 1960, that shea she του / 

arrived in fussia, she ond “crnhipyne| LIcHtEOOT ὁ spent 28 
days in the senitarium of the Ccntrak Comaittce of the 

π΄ Commmmist Party of the Soviet Union. She eaid that this 
was before the U-2 imcidcnt, ond she belleves τοῦ the 
CPSU wanted to keep her ond {ΤΟ ΤΌ out of sisht In 
contcoplation of the visit of president ΕἸΘΈΣ Οὗ to tac 
Sevict Union. | 

FLYNN stated that she had made a short speech at 
the confcrence of the Cocmiumist Parties in Luchurcsc, Romanta, 
in poholf of the CP,USA, In this speech, she susported the 
position of the CPSU as opposcd to the position of the 

aye en gate hag tn: . 
σου Ὁ ἢ Party o£ China. ae Ἔν a γᾷ / 7 Teal 

pons ponoxAR, head o£ the Intersational’ t Dopar tient 
of the Ccntral Comalttee of the Ces "Ὁ, confinecd that FLY 

Awede δ ΒΡ σα at the Bucharest conference, and he praisad 
~ her £or supporting the viewpoint of the Οὐδ, 

liexbers of cha Ineernaational Bepartmont of the 
Central Comittee of the Comounist Party of Cacchoslovakia 
alse conkinracd that PLY spoke at the Bucharcaot confcrence 
in defense of the position of the CPSU, 

FLYNN stated that she plans to be im Europe at 
lieast until sometime in Movember, 1960. 

ad ὩΣ» 
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SAC, New York (160~106126) Aneust 5, 16D 

rd 

Director, FBT (100-496102) 

VNCIDYEL AAT CRENOVICTL 
INTEPNAL ECCITITY ~ ὦ 
TRICENAL ELCEPITY ACT OF FOSO 

Attention is-direeted ue New York virtel to Gareat 
dgted Cag~60 entiticc* Sela, : ΤΟ = ©," which sots out invorme- 
tion obtaine? b7, eG 5824. that ‘Nike Crenovich "που το" for 
in toidontified Passian in the 1.5, it is also sot out that 
the unidentified Euseian asked what the Communist Pe arty (CP), 
USA, acd ovainst Pecaosieh ond CG B38 24—5% eonmented he heard 
that Crepovich is under sone enesicion in the Nec Yor: ΓΙ ΟΊ σεν 

You src iastrected to vevicrn this cas: > thorovshly 
tnd to oxert hae A eifort to dstcrmine the nature GP th: 
“work” porforned by the subject for the tnidontifics Toten. 
Folic: closcly efforts to identify the mninenn Pussisn 
throuch (ἃ 5524~5*, As soom as his id: ntity has becn 
dotermined, concentrate on activities of subject curins the 
reriod the unknovn Pussian was in this country. It wilt be 
recoiled that Cronovich's whereabouts vas not known durins 
the period February, 1954, until December, 1986, 

Consider using ὌΝΟΥ investigative technique ta 
dotermine whether Cronovich is currently performing ony tyne 
of assignment for a Nussion principal, You showld consider 
reviewing all bank sccounts of stbject and his wife for 
εἰ τε πὶ ectivity inl ver ony tnucdal dososits: durine the 
sextinent ΠΟΤ ΟΣ whon he cas yorling τε the wnidontisied 
Pus ssian. Carefnlly ovaluate the trip ὁ € subject to Pritish 
Gilana in 1957 and th: trip to Cuba in carly 1959 for cny 
connection with the tnidentificd Nuscian. 

iS 

Ὁ} 

Tt is noted the recent intensificd investiration 
on subject developed ne pertincnt contacts relating to this 
matter, Based on information rained durine this surveillcace, 
you arc instructed to advise whether you thinl: physical 
curveiliences vould nor be productive. Advise the Bureca 

----- oyosttits of offerts to develon a hichly γαῖ at ata carer 
ot the cubject's residence as noted in icc Yorn lotic τ to 
Burecw datcd 6-20-69, reed a 
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Lettor to SAC, New York 
Ret itchacl Aaron Crenovich 
109~496102 

You shovlst σοῦ in wind that this is recent 
information and caution must be weed not to conduct ony 
ἀπεοσ εχ ι} investication that weld cxnosa in any wey 
CG ES2d—02, 

Chicaro should dctormine fron CG &824-S* tho full 
memine of the statements concerning sublsct boing onder 
sussicion in the Wow York District. 

NOTE ON YELLGI: 

Crenovich was clectcd to the National Cornittec, 
CP, USA, in December, 1959, and was previously a SI subject. 
He has been a CP members for 13 years; active in Commission on 
Latin Ancrican affairs of the CP; and affiliated with Spanish 
language publications which support the CP line. Subject 
attended a conference of the CP youth of Cuba 2/21-24/59. 
Subject and wife visited British Guiana in Juiy, 1957, where 
he was in contact with tho wife of a CP official, Crenovich 
appeared before HCUA in Now York City on 21-16~59 and invoked 
the Fifth Amendment, Ue has refused to be interviewed when 
approached by Agents of this Bureau. He is currently ὁπ νοῦ 
as a printing pyessuan by Jay Dee Products Company, inc., 
Brooklyn, New York, 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED Frou: ἢ 
FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE 

DATE O5-12-<£011 

100-428091 

Uate: August 10, 1960 

To: Office of Security BY LIAISON 
Department of State 

From: τη Edgar Hoover, Director 

There is en¢losed a Photostat of a summary of 
an Sd-page Letter dated June 21, 1960, which was addressed 
by the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) to the 
leadership of a11 communist parties. This letter was read 
at the Conference of Comnunist Parties in Bucharest, 
Kumania, in June, 1960, and deals with the ideological 
dispute between the CPSU and the Communist Party of China. 

This information, Supplied by a source who has 
furnished reliable information the past, was obtained as 
a result of our over-all coverage of the Corosunist Party, USA 

Because of the sensitive nature of our source, it 
is requested that the contents of this communication be 
afforded careful security and ita use restricted to a need- | 
to-know basis. 

Lnclosure 

Δ =~ Director (inclosure) BY L ON 
Central Intelligence Agency 7, ὦ, 2 

Attention: beputy Director, Plans 
RE 

4 ~ birector of Naval πων BY LIAISON. que τῷ 1950 
(Enclosure) | ᾿ 

δὴν " ϊ 
SER NOTE ON YELLOW, PACE τῆο / Po yn 

) { ν΄ , τὐλύς 
FFF: ras 

τὸ εἰς 12 1960. tae 
reas [1 TELETYPE UNIT Γ 



UsPise of vecurity } ᾿ σὴ ent ox Stete Ju ( 

Li» —— Ἅ oF να σι, Daves tdustlons (Caclosusa) SY ULAYSON 
be A TOL 

etontaent Chex, Coniterctibteli igerec Diviedton 

ia pau ΟΟΡΖΟΣ oi Start? Tor intelidgene BY LLATSOS 
Soya ΠῚ on Ἐπῷ Arc a are pcan ΟΣ 

ΡΟΝ ΟΣΟΣ γ ΟΥΟΤΩΣ ΔῈν Ὶ adie 
CLiactosiur:) 

NOTE ON YELLOW: 

This letter is classified Diyg—SeeretiL because dis= 
closure of this information to unauthorized persons may tend 
to identify our highly placed informant, with resultant grave 
damage to our national defense. 

Letters dated 8/5/60 under a tig-Seenet classifica- 
tion were sent to the White House, the Vice President, the . 
Secretary of State, the Director of CIA and the Attorney 
General furnishing them with information concerning the 
ideological dispute Which took place at the Conference of 
Communist Parties in Bucharest, Rumania, in June, 1960, 
between the CPSU and the CP of China (CPC). At this Conference, 
an 04-page letter of the CPSU, which was addressed to the 
leadership of 811 communist parties, was read. This letter 
set out the ideological differences between the CPSU and the 
CPC. It is now believed that a resume of this letter, which 
was obtained by our informant from a member of the Central 
Committee of the CPSU while in Moscow, Russia, in July, 1960, 
Should be made available to the "working level" of State, CTA, 
and the intelligence agencies of the Armed Forces. 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUITE 

DATE 05-12-2011 

August 9, 1960 

BY LIAISON 

Director a 
Central Intelligence Agency ab. 
Adniniatration Building “yd 
2430 E Street, N. W. 
Washington 25, ἢ. C. 

/ ( [ id 
Hr. Allen a ΝΕ. / C | ΝΣ 

Dear Mr. Dulles: 

1 thought you would be interested in the following 
information obtained as a result of our over-all coverage of 
the Communist varty, USA, concerning statements made in 
Moscow, Russia, by Nikolai Mostovets and Timmy Dennis during 
July, 1960. Nikolai Mostovets is head of the North and " 
South Aner ican Section of the International Department, / 

imunist arty of the Soviet Union; Ing 
of Eugene Dennis, National deci | 

y 

NHostovets stated that the disagreements between | > 
the People's Republic of China and the Soviet Union involve - 
watters of state as well as idealogical differences between _ 

; the communist parties of the two countries. According to . 
τὰ 

Xostovets, the- Chinese have asked the Russians for ποάεσῃ -᾿ 
le x military weapons. such 89 nuclear warheads, miseiles and = ° 
IX atomic bombs, but Russia has not oe ek with these See mis | 
el AEN. if rae " 

Ι whe has many conte among Serre menb & 
of the Comiuunist Party of the Soviet Union, stated that part 
of the problem between fed China and Kussia is tne refusal of 
kussia. to grant Chinese requests for modern military weapons. 6 
Becauss the Communist Party of China has not gone along with TC 

, the ideology of the Coomunist rarty of the Soviet Union in 
women egard to 2eaceful coexistence, the Soviet Union, as a state, 
‘Mohr has hesitated to grant requests of Red China for nodern military 

Belmont Weapons since ji anticipate what China wight do with | 
c Callchan these weapons. omiented the xussians are afraid that oye 

ot —— perhaps China : drop a nuclear bomb on Formosa or on gone! ἢ 
ene other piace and thereby trigger & world war. . : 7 

Trotiet 100- 428091 . ἘΣ ᾿ | 5. . 
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grave dacnuie to our national derense. 
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"Solo: Internal Sceurity - C." PPPs. 
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| Mr. Rosen ou} 

Transmit the following in ee Mr. Tram . ὡς 
(Type in plain text or code) My ‘rotten. oo κα 

ly Mr. Wid Sullivan 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MALL | le, Bom —— 
-------  ὀ υἅ-. ΝΙΝ TF t. Tnevrera....— f (Priority or Method of Mailing) l Miss Gandy — 

TO ; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) (41) 
/ | 

( ONesect: σου Sou0> 

19-ὁ 

A ae 
(te CG 5824-S*, on August 1, 1960, made available to ὍΣ WA ως 

SA JOHN E. TING for photostating a 24- -page document with /-« Lem 
the caption.\'Peace: Key, Problem of Today." The author is δ, YL da 
listed as TODOR HIVKOV. It is noted that ZHIVKOV is the a " 

> lbaneHiest Secretary £ the Central Committee of the Bulgarian (, J» “fi ὌΝ 
τη -Communist Party. One Photostat copy of this document is = "7, | 

) enclosed herewith to the Bureau and to the Chicago Division. “iV. 

ἢ CG 5824-S* advised that he had learned that this ! 
» article has been approved for the Russian edition of the 
\ “World Marxist Review." HARRYAGURALNICK, representative from | 

οὐ ( the Communist Party of Canada to the “World Marxist Review" | 
ς Ζ ἢ} in Prague, C echoslovakia, stated on Thursday, July 28, 1960, : 
ἣν that CHAO YI}MIN, representative from_the Communist “Party of 

China to the World Marxist Review" in Prague, stated at a 
C4 nuh bs “Meeting of the Editorial Board of the "World Marxist Review!’ 7 

΄ that if this article was not withdrawn from the Russian edition 7 
of the “World Marxist Review," he would leave Prague immediately | 
for Peking. As of the time CG 5824-S* Left Prague to return στη 
to the United States, it was not known what action had been ἡ’ 
taken in regard to withdrawing the article or whether or not 

ap as 
ae, δ. ᾿ τ’ 

Ι 

. 3. - Bureau (100-428091) (Encl. 1) (RM) 
“L- Chicago (134-46-Sub B) (Encl. 1) (AMRM) 
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CHAO YI MIN left Prague for Peking. 

As will be seen when additional information from 
CG 5824-S* is received in regard to the conference of Communist 
Parties in Bucharest, Rumania, in June, 1960, this article 
supports the position taken by the CPSU at this conference in 
regard to the possibility of peaceful coexistence and the 
non-inevitability of war. The article also answers criticisms 
directed toward the position of the CPSU. These criticisms were 
voiced by representatives of the Communist Party of China at 
the Bucharest conference, 

While it is felt that the entire document is highly 
Significant, particular attention is called to the following 
statements which appear on pages eight and nine: 

"Its ultimate aim--world-wide victory of socialism 
over capitalism in peaceful competition between the two systems-- 
stands out more clearly than ever. Marxist-Leninists never 
maintained that the two systems, not only different but actually 
antagonistic, would co-exist eternally. The Communists have 
never granted capitalism the privilege of eternal existence. 
They have always fought and will continue to fight for the 
establishment of the new,progressive social system on our planet. 
The laws of social development are such that class struggle in 
the capitalist countries will inevitably lead to socialist 
revolution in one form or another." 

Attention is also called to the following statements 
on pages nineteen and twenty: 

"The conclusion that peaceful transition from 
capitalism to socialism is possible has greatly helped the 

Communist Parties to rally the mass of the people round the 
working class and has exploded the myth that the Communists 
believe that socialism can only be achieved by armed force. 
At the same time, the Communists stress that it is inadmissible 
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NY 100-134637 

"to make absolute the thesis on peaceful transition to 
socialism; they do not exclude the possibility o£ armed 
struggle, should the capitalists, during a ripening 
revolutionary crisis, resort to the use of force." 

Also, the following statements on pages twenty-one 
and twenty-two: 

"The Communists maintain that the Leninist concept 
about just and unjust wars is still valid. They welcome any 
war of liberation when it becomes inevitable and are always 
ready to support with all means at their disposal the peoples 
fishting for freedom.'! 
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The representatives οὖ the ‘Counvnist. εξ, Wurkers' geri 
al Cl el 

cB the socialist sountrie who attended the fhird Gorge cress 

of tne Kumsnlan Worsers ' Party met in Bucharest τῆ. June AOC: 
πο ee ee τους ats 
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ont,” reais the Declece tion of the Mose ar: {1957) meeting. 

55} es bilateral meetin ss of leading workers and exchange _ 
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‘ive conferences of Communist end Workers’. parties $0 discuss 

current problems, Β 57 8 experience, atudy . pach | others’ views | 

and attitudes ang e20rdinate action in the joint Struggle for 

‘the common goals ~~ peace , denocracy and suclalism." 
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Ε The main world problem today is that of war.and peacey | " 

And they were the principal iten on the οὐ δὰ of ‘the Bucharest, 

Bea et Tt is nearly three years since the polioy docunente’ i= 

uk of the world communist novement. -- the Declaration andthe ae 
= a's ᾿ age Pk of 
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a changes conf tr m the general course of development of our a 
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ares . ene unanimous eonel aston. that internation t developaants. end 

pee the progress of the. ‘socialist countries had fully confirmed Ἔ 

i 3 the soundness of the ooneépte lot the Declaration and ‘the Peace . | 
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“the ‘colonies. tr ises the population of the eolonies " 

qué gemi-dolonies, ‘amounted to ‘about Ls 500 miLiton ἘΝ eae 
Tite 
ne * 

ete of the world's popuilation. . Todey the overwhelming . 

"Ὁ 
»" 7 

ὌΝ et 
“countries which have wor independence remain fOr. the most pat - Ὁ} 
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“far from. being Β΄ political regerys of imper Laltem, are Gerrying: oe 

δ ἢ 
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a ' vos ι ἦα “ 

with. ‘the Bocialist States, a vaat Zone of peaces ἘΞ “ 3 

‘The srowth of the sodialiot forées. ‘anditthe rise ‘of the © ee 

fe wh a 

Ty κε ao " naticnal=Jiberatiion strug ale have rapidly’ shrunk the
 ‘sphere ee 
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euch being the conditions, would it be correct tO 

chargeterize our epoch simply and solely as an epoch of 

imperialism, wars .and revolutions? No, this view would be one- 

~sided and dogmatic, nor: does it take into account the new 

valance of forces. 
¢ ὠὼ ἃ 

Genin taught US, Δ éefining an epoch, To take into 

account its fundamental. characteristics, and not the laws and 

tendencies which are doomed by history to be relegated a 
# ἢ ee 

farther and farther to the background. "There are and there “7 

will be in each epoch," he wrote, "separate, partial movements 

now'forward, now backward, there are and there will be various 

deviations from.the averase type and the average rate of the 

movements. Ne cannot ον how rapidly and how successfully 

- the separate historica. mevemerts’ of the given epoch will 

develop. ‘3ut we can know and-we do know whinh class “4s the 
πὶ ΠΝ 

pivot of ἃ particular epoch, determining its main. content, 

the mein direction of ts development , the main: peculiarities . 
i δ. 

or the hissorical scene of this epoch,. etcatit The se Leninist | 
τῇ 

concepts. are the key to the definition of our epoch. as. well, | 
my cat 

ΤῊ assessing it it 1s ὙἹΡΟΙ ἢ ; to ignore the changes, not to 566 | 

which social force is now in the centre. of’ ths historical 

4 

eveutsae 

in the spotlight is the communi ty of States with the 

working-class dictatorship which, in the, Final, gount, wields 

a decisive influence on world polities. And this means that 

ee στα, dope bee ee ee ee eee ee ee ee eed eet ee ee 

“Ἃ Ι 
ταν . . . 

Vets Lenin, Under_a False Flag: — 



our Qur epoch is not simply A) epoch of imperialisn and wars. 

"It is an epoch of the disintegration of _Amperialisn, an epoch | 

of revolutions, of transition from capitalism to socialisn, . 

of the rise, consolidation and victory of the socialist world 

systom. ὺὖ. | ᾿ | ων 

But such being. the. case, the laws of imperialisn which 

lead to wars can no longer have the sane scope for their 

development which they had in the past. They are pressured, 

‘restricted, relegated to the backeround anc. cede the bistoric 

arena to the laws or socialist society. The operation of 

these laws Leads to the consglidation of. peace, to the estab~ 

lishment of iuternational relations of a new type, relations 

ν᾽ 

that know. no wars and no violence. | by 

. iva τὰ 

The Ganeral Dine In ΤῊ ΘΙ 8.1 5} Releti ons 

The assessment of the basic Peatures, oF our epoch given by 

th e international eommunis st movemesrt is the theoretical point or 

departure in providing 8. correct solution to the main problems 

of world volitics: An analysis of the char acter of the epoch - 

“has demonstrated that certain” Marx’. ot-Leniniak _cone epts which 

were absolutely: correct in the past “San no longer be applied 

without gialification to tre ΠΕ situetion. mies ‘Conclusions 

draws, by “she Twentieth ane Twenty-Firgt congresses of the 

σφ. 5, U. ‘and by the Moscow Meeting of the Communist’ ‘perties 

nave enriched the theory of Marxism-Leninism and have’. | aoe A 

had a tremendous impact On. the entire work | of the Communist 
SP XA 
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In our times the rate of social development has Ben 

sulormously ‘accelerated. The more complicated conditions make τ 

more urgent than ever for the worlting-class parties to find the 

decisive link in the chain of. events and deitine their main tasks. 

The world communist movement has arrived at the conclusion that 
Vea 

the alternative | ve war or peaceful coexisteuce -- 18 the 
‘ae τ a Te my a 

_ fundamental issue of world politics Goday « - "The defence of 
Oe ied _— " 

peace 18 the most imsortant world-wide task of the day,” 

stressed the Moscow Declaration, - 

The possibility of peaceful coexistez1ce of states with: 

different social syssens has been confirmed even before the Ss 

rise of the socialist world. ‘Por twenty years the soviet Union 

successfully went ahead in spite of the capitalist encirclement. 

But at that time the law inherent ‘in the epoch of imperialist 

domination -- tue alternati ory o:f war and peace? periods ~~ was 

still valid. Only now have concitions appeared which make this 

“alternatioh no longer inevitable. 

The content of peaceful coexistence Ha! thus been enriched 

and deepened. Lts ultimate aim «= wor Ld-wide victory of social-~ 

ism over capitalism in peaceful compstition betwees the two 

systens τα stands out more clearly than ever. Marxist-Leninis ta 

never maintained that the two systems y not only different but | 

actually antagonistic, would co~exist eternally. The - 

Conimunists have never granted capitalisn the privilege of 

eternal existence. They have always fousht and will continue 

to Light for the establishment. of the new, progressive social 

-system'on our planet. The Laws of social development 



S| are jvach that the class struggle in the capitalist coun 

eee 
ees mat 

“Sh 

tries wild inevitably lead to socialist revolution ‘in one form 

or another « * 35 | 

oe 

aes Nor does peaceful coexistence mean a repudiation of se 

Peach \struggle on the international ar'éna. Since the time, when the 

GOL: firet socialist state appeared ‘and the world was divided into’ τ 

S| two syste, the: strugs “Le between ear satel ceased, and ἐν 

ce Lt cannot cease, eince this struggle is a form. ofivelass strugele™ 

ἣν ee - On a ‘world-wide scale. But should Lt necessarily develop 

oe ὟΝ 

into a military conflict? - ‘The Narxist-Leninists maintain tha 

this 19. not inevitable, 
Bg et Rl ne 

te ΟΝ 

“Peaceful. coexistence. presupposes. fool 

ea 87 Inlitary means. should not be used. in deciding, the igeues}": el) ; 

ΠΥ does uot ‘imply the cessation « of struggle between. “the oa Ἵ: 

το τοῖς two ᾿Εν ΠΡ: ποσὶ οδί σοι, political οὐ ϑοσποπῖο, ἐς πη ἢ 

τε Coupee ¢ dns ‘and | ̓ἐβοῦτα ὃ be thie: ‘principal... ar 

a ; ‘field ‘of ‘this etwegele.. | fa a... = « 7 "Ἢ εν ᾿ 

ΠΤ ᾿ ‘That. the struggle Betiveon. the two, comps wit continue ᾿ 3 , 
ΠΣ is certalz. The question row 18. “- what forms of tnt, otraeet® 

ha 

are in the best ‘interests sf ‘the hworkLig’ class, of socialism :. 

nee. Ὁ - aid of mankind. 6a a: whole? “At, present. Hoe ‘balaice of ἑονοόσ. ἐδ οὐ | 

is such , that. the socialist ‘countries are tina post tion to 

oS erush’ ‘imperialieny, by force of aris. “But thie. way to the . eons : 

victory ‘of socialisin de utterly alien to ‘the spirit of Marxists" 

ee: it AN Stee 2 

~Leninist, {deol ogy aiid to. ‘the nature ‘of 500 [61 Lem’ ag the most »: 

ee, "humane social syatem. , A nlisLear war would take’. ‘the toll. of τῆς 

“hundreds of millions, ‘would ‘gauge’ tremeridous. destruction. of: ὭΣ a: 
Δ it . i. : 

he productive forces, and: the cultural values ereated ‘through Ἶ 

7 the centuries. -Bverybody shows. that a “nuelear. war ie fraught’, 
ey, “ “ 

oe 1 with frightful consequences ‘for fubure generations The 

s0tialist countries have néveiy been ior wiht ‘they ever, be" 

initiators: ‘of war.” | 
: “9 A 
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ΠΗ The superiority in ermanents attained by a particular Ὁ 

᾿ imper'laltot, country. has always been 8 stimulus to egireasiony ἢ 

} In the socialist comtries nilitery superiority serves the 

ΕΣ ains of defened and te a _powerlul factor. dn preventing the Tee 

ἘΠῚ unleashing of" war me ἃ ‘factor. for. peace. Re, to use oe ὐο ἦτ 

ὅτι words: of Kheushehov eve the. madman Hitler, hed. he realized | ἜΝ 
4 

* r 

ie that war agaiagt ‘the Us 5 SaRe would. end in his ‘erushing defeat: 
aft νύ 

"= ᾿ a 

: would not have taken nis ‘fetal deciaion. 7 | 7 el 
δὴ πο 

᾿ ̓ “Mapxist-Leninists are politiotans. whe think Pealtotioallys 

ΠΝ They do not slut their | ΕΣ τὸ ‘the dirtioulties in the. fight! 
* hy ΜΝ Ay x ' 

for peaceful coexietencs taney gee clearly and recognize the a 
«ον πιῶ ' > 

. depth. of the nad contradiction of ‘our epoch. They, are “aware S37. 
oo Wee ee 

* that the policy οἵ. egeression and 9 war 46 ne. Anherent, dn ΕΝ ΕΝ 

ΠΝ Εἰ 
ἰδυερδονάοο “have: never“assoctated, nor, or pe 

aie 
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“Cal they svsociate’ thedr ‘confidence in the possibility. of ooh a: 

τῷ "averting “war wih ‘the “hope. tHat/‘the nature of impertaliem: : Ay τ 
ΕΣ : wil. ohangs. TLiteton's ‘of thig: kind have nothing to, do, with 3S", a 

ce ‘Movad.om-Lenindgm. © Bub in order ‘gorrectly to anewer the =. δ ᾿ 

ἐπῶν, ‘question. about. the yodeibility: of peaceful coextstaice and eas, : 

ee the prevention . or wes tt is not enough to ‘take, Auto: account | pin i. 
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τ approach which could, lead’ only bo ne conclusion ite that evens: 

uh “under present’ eoniatitone.. war is still Inevitebtes Ἴ ‘Benin ead 

ae repeatedly that the; answer to ‘the questions ‘posed. by Life | oe 

: oat be sought ΝῊΡ ἘΠῚ émp ty generalization but’ in: the anslyeba: 

τ of thé actual ‘eltutione Monty: an objective ϑαμοιορεεῖσε ὅν ἃ 

a of the pumtotal. “a ‘reciprocal rélatious of ‘all. the classes - ree 

° of a given sostety without, exesyttony, dnd, conse quetiay, ἶ 8 Bee 
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ee consideration of the ob jective stage of. development: of that oe 

ΠΕΣ sooiety and ot the reciprocal relations between it and other | 

societies," he wrote, "cen serve 88 8. basis for correct 
ὲ a 

tactics of the advanced Class. Ἢ 

Our confidence that the principle of peaceful coexistence: 
“hme, 

wa ὦ triumph 18 based. precisely Ol) this ob jective analysis: of 

te 

the. present stage of social development. 

BR een. One cannot fail, to 398 that although | the content and ᾿ ΔῊ 
ΝΣ SSE ESSE ERS I Caan GREE ον ὩΣ 

"+ atime of imperialist policy have not changed, the possibilities: 

> of their implemehtation are far from being “what they. were ΕΝ 

"ἢ "the epoch when, Lnperialisi dopdnated the workd, Marxists es 

have hever taken, a atalistic view of objective social laws," 

Including those which engender wars. ‘They naintein that the: ° 

᾿ struggle of the. maser con restriot the operation of these . . th 

. laws, become, a ser dus. obstacit blocking the way to the. un- 

‘Leashing of war. Even in the past the imperislists aid not, 

on avery occasion, susceed in realizing their own plane. 

Circumstances | were often otronger than thei desires. Now inet, 

the sphere of imperigiiem has, shrunk and the world balance . 

| _ of orces ‘has change fundamentally in favour’ of cock alisn," 

the contradiction be} ween the aims of inper Ὁ} δὲ poltey | 

(and the poseibiiitie) 9 of. their iupleientation has, 50 deepened. 

that the solution. ων questions οὗ wer and pesce atpends. ess’. 
᾿ 

Sa 

and less” ou the wid) and, desited, of the imperialist ows: ne 

geoisie. The peace Porees, the bulwark of which 18 ΠῚ ὑπ ' 
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so το force ‘the imertolists ta abandon wer and imosé ohizthew 7 “tal BS 

"ἢ | “the policy of peaceful coexistence. "He who .does not under | 

le stand this,". seid Khrushehov in a: speech at the Third Congress ΟΝ 

ΗΝ of the Rumanian Workers! Party, “does not. believe in thea. ΕΝ 

ὌΝ strength and creative abilities ‘of the working Class, - anders 5 
' rds Pid ᾿ 

ea. crates'the might of the socialist gam , has no trust’ in the he 

a great attractive power of socialisn, which hed  denonstrated © ἢ 

ate οπμάραθ superiority over capitaliem." >: °°, | ΠΟΣΌΝ 
οἰ oy ‘the confidence’ that, peaceful | coexistence is poseitile,” ee 

Bane éonf idence, which 18, based on scientific foundations, makes ae mae 

ΩΝ the. foreign policy of thi Soviet Undon and of the entire oN 

IEE g socialist camp iynanite and purposeful,’ “ALY ‘Soviet actions 5 

ἘΣ an the. international tici.a are’ aimed at easing tension, at ὩΣ 

hoe Be settling ovtetending Lastes by - negotiation, The Soviet Govern« το} 

oot ment's proposals, On ‘general, and complete diseriament and ‘for | mo 

ΜΝ ,8 ban on- nuelenr . weapons point the way to ‘peaceful coexistence o 7 

“ἘΣ “vy ΤῺΘ ‘Soviet sinvere stand on disarmament, 7 stand which - is always 
SSS 

τηρῆς, DABiEER up. bP pradtical deeds “anid: proposals, blows.-up ‘all thé: | 

ee _ arguments οἵ the’ coldqwar, men’ ΠΩ epread. ‘slenders about. "the * ce 

ἜΝ aggressive netire” of sociialiam, _ : wn " ΠΗ 

ΝΣ . The logan’ that war ‘cam, be prevented ard banished for ‘a 

EL oven from tie world has 8 gent dobildating ‘Force, - ‘It rouses ee 

ἜΧΟΝ the masses :ῷ ‘fight: “the ‘nox ἀδηξοτ' “end. inspires them with FEES 

aS oe contidence ἀμ: this’ struggle ie not futile and tan realize” ι ΝΣ 

ΟΝ thé ancient ‘arean of nafiletnd +=~eternal poate... on, the: other . oe 
COTE 

cae ores . ᾿ 

Soe bands ‘to: ΕΣ “that! wer’ 13 dnevi table in our’. times. is to ere 
ΕΝ a ay 

. doom the peoples. "to: pasnively Waiting for ‘the, nucléer holoveust γς, 
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a τ Deliet in the posaibility | of peaceful apne err An abi 
Se aie : 

τς tude ‘of. ‘this’ Keira: does not promote the cause of peace... 

ΕΝ Since: the. Moscow Declaration was accepted the might "“ε 

oes ‘further increased. ®he participants in the Bucharest “neot ing’ ἘΜΟῚ 

ΟΣ noted with: a. feeling of profound: satisfaction. that "the great. ΚΑ΄ 

ΠΝ ΤῊΝ of the. countries of sod alism is developing and .. : io 

Ἐν gaining strength day by day.’ The camp of Soctélipu is etait on 

Cie ee eee viet, ι 

oy ΟΞ, ρχοροδοῦδηονο, then: 5.7 ‘times the prewar: level, and in aoe 

Pear ee _ the’ past: three years ‘it Has shown a. 33. 7 ‘per cent inerease μι ues 
Pe, et ae 

ges, ‘whereas in the ‘capitalist: couitries the increase. was only’ δ: ἜΣΕΙ 

aay een! cent. 1 δ Ὁ i, ἘΣ : tee ‘ ΕΝ 

ee | The people. of the Soviet Union have started work » “ἃ τὸ 

- On the great” seven-year plan, thereby opening a new. étage tn, 

“the history of “the ur country -- the’ all-out building of commu- ες τὸ 

se 1 | Beopie! 8 Dendstactes ‘4s: ‘also high: The great chinese "people" ἀρὰς 

εν are’ successfully’ ferrying out the | task of catching uP with ° " ee 

ae Britain in the’ witput: of the chief industrial ‘goods ‘in, the. ae 

a: ἧς saline 8+ Soverat δέ tie Peobis"s onderectoniieh."h 

ate have already 1344 the. foundat sorta of socialish, others are ° ag 

eth ‘approaching ‘the solution of. this task. Sootalist production τ oe 

relations, hav tefumphed an ‘the Czechoslovak economy. "The coy 

sche economic basis’ of soetalion has been built in Rumania, in, aes 
* Ῥω es ΝΙΝ ΟΝ 

, at A i 
1 

a ; their strufgle. to. build aocielien and ‘communtiem the ‘Conmuiitet τες 
ον αν “ιν 

PEE ἐν 
δε ἄν Moye 

on ‘ “and Workess". parties. of the ‘gootalist counts ice are “guided. by 

ee the ain! Lewes, ° formuleted 4h the Declaration;: for. all. the δρόσος 
τὺ fs a : ee re 
es countries which have. ‘taker! the réad'to “sootalien,! ΠΥ 
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λέξις Ashing.” in 1959. industrial output in. the socialist countries us 

“nist society. Tho rate of ‘economie developuent in’ all “a 
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oe The people of Bulgaria are also naking ἀρὰν contribu- oe 

me: a tion to the ‘growing Ἰδοῦ of ἐπε socialist camp. During the. 

" τς years of ‘peop’ a power Bulgaria, hitherto an aconomi¢ally δ 

co ρος, -backward country,’ has ‘developed into εἰ socialist. State with, Se 

PERL Ὲ advanced industry and modern earioulture. Socialigm has ει 

ἣν ΤῊΝ triumphod, in town: and aowitryside, it holds undisputed oway 

OMS ‘in all oneres of ‘the. country’ 8 ife. The Seventh Congress τ , 

LOS of. the. Communist Perty Laid down the: Ponty! 8 general Line. te 

ae : “to complete, in the. next Sey aan δὲν the building of the Ste bl 

Ἀπ} material technol gical base of ‘Soetalion and “she building τὶ πὶ 

ἘΝ of sooialist. society in Bulgaria. Our people: ae 8 working toad 

eh fulfil ‘she thine flveqyser pier head of soheditte’ ἡ ‘Last year!) 

a induete al: outpet. -inereased .! 49 per cent compared!ith 2089," 

ee agricultural output also shoved a marked ° ingredse. | This year’, 

_ too, our nattonel, economy is Pere rapid, headway. Never in the. 

᾿ς history of our country. has economic devel opme;it’ been’ 80 rapids” 

and never’ have tne eneatiwe energies and activities of, the : 

 nagses acquired 30 wide a sweeps, a. io —" — : ae 

Ἵ δ᾿ The success es. of the socialist countries and’ their peace . a 

ΤΟΣ have an. eversincreading. δ θοῦ, on the international. aes 

a ‘situations “Because: of this. ‘tHe pirinesplé of "Poacetul οί 

Ἴ Me 
“tence advaniced iby ne first οὐδ δυο ‘State: Ge gatning, wide..; _ 

v za 

ἜΠ: 
ΕΝ ead oe: 

4 re : ry 

: “States, | tt is the guiding | petine\iple in ‘the. foreign, policy. esis ball 
oe - Ἷ τ, πο τὰ ι, ἣ ἥν 4 - : 

os of most of the. nevty-ltnenated, chontites and even | of sone ues 
th ᾽ς akc rar? τὰ . = τ Bor es 

a ‘of the ‘old bourgeois States. afer Date “aes ee eu 
Pe The segrassiys: ΠΤ | - is is ‘true, “heve ‘succeeded 
a a ae οα ces 

“in vénpedoing: ‘the’ un bconfer'|ce ‘on watch, ‘the. people ‘placed. 

PERMA ICTY SOE ee Te US ee Ὁ. ee ee ec ὉΠ ee Moe ee 
᾿ ee ΟΝ ΩΝ a a ae aa Ἂ ‘ 

ἮΣ ‘support cand. is ‘becdming a standi(rd of ‘relations, between | 
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=? “Sw. “STgreat hopes for the peaceful solution of the issues. But “the } 

re sue as gressive action has voomersinged on to ite initiators — ον 
Wee gt 

1 - ™ 

a εἰ “τ f 

the U.S. reactionaries... the Soviet Govemient has exposed then =, 

ag treacherous enemies oF peace © ‘And ἀν ty no’ accident that: the | 
“ee 

a shaneful failure of ther provocetion waa followed by a. ‘series. ΣῊΝ 
ιν whe 

* . woe Μ az 

of crushing defeats for’ the U. 8. ‘Administration and an anproe Ὁ0. 

codente ἄ᾽ decline οἵ its arestige. ‘The foreign policy’ of the ce 
ἝΝ ̓ ΜΕΥ ' ° 

U.S. imperialists is noting but an example , in-the new condi? = . δ." 
1 op Foe 

«ai 
- 

sitions, of ‘those "frangied ravings of . the bourgeoisie” of ΠΝ 

which Lenin spoke in his time. He said that these: "pavinge!"'” 

had to be taken Ante acc unt and could not be ignored, . 7 Lis " 

that ‘the working ‘Class and ite Party muat march firuly along: a) 
.-.᾿" ᾳ 

᾿ . εἶ 
"κι" 

ΠΝ the road charted by history itself. " 

ΓΝ " fhe aggressive actions of the U. 3, rulers are yet another | 

Je reminder. that.’ the. imperialists have not alandoned their attempts. 

ΠΝ to wreck the cause nf peace and unleash wits For ‘this reason 

it is. necessary for | the peoples: to be ‘con ‘tantly on the, afert — 

and always. be measy ν epal. the! Bagh e008 But the events - om 

ΕΝ relations. To sticefat to the: provocations of ‘the agaveapons 
. . 

woutd mean to erase! the geins ‘of. recent yours in the struggle τῳ 
oe i ἮΝ 

Ἢ 

for/ asiente and to: Ξολλον in tho wake, of the: imperialists and π᾿ 

surrender the initiative in foreign policy. a ᾿᾿ ᾿ one 

The social int looustries: and the world ‘communist movemoits ° 

do. not. intend. to αἱ iviate from their ‘chosett course. | Peaceful hoe rf 
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— goexistence is not ἃ temporary policy depending on circum- 
é 

" stances, but a general line. of development of international 

4 
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Prevention of War and the Class Struggle Σ᾿ 

Peaceful. coexistence, is not, simply | en of f4eial- policy 

of. ‘the socialist countries but van. important; principle of the © 

"Phe. Communist | parties regard’ 

said the 1982: 

conaunist movement as @ ‘wholes, 
ee ey . {- 

a ar 

* the struggle tor. p3ece aa’ ‘their foremost taal,” 

Declaration. - Ghiced. by ‘the Lofty principles of ‘humaniem in: a [ἢ 

the fight for p2ace the Communists act in full accord with the’ Σ ae 
“class interests! of ‘the working-eleas movement. ‘Phe - growing | a 

interdependence ‘of the struggle for peace anc for ‘the | Class τ" 

interests of. the ‘working people is an essential feature of see 

anti-war moyemen’, of today. “That 18 why Comatiniote are cone 
tt 

““é{dent ‘that ‘the Jessening of tension and the ending, of” the | 
' 

Bold war help’ th: working class to fight with, greater Suecess. 
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“for both Lts {am atate and long-tera aims. Is this confidence : é 
it ὡς 

well. placed? ms answer to this- ‘question can. be found in the. i] 
ry 

¢ "το: = nature of the activities of the Communist . 
SSS wa 

results ‘and the ., 

ΕΣ! or ,f 

τΞ 

- ated 

POEs at” Fr aS 

A 

are ‘parties’ in the papitalist. countries το put an 60: effect the 
είν 

ideas and: ‘pring of ‘the 1957. Declaration. 
- τος 

heprocentatives. 

G8. eaid. at. the Bucharest meeting. ‘that their 
|, 

| parties. being /the most consietadtt and resolute organizers 
ἂν 

οἵ these ρα δὰ 

"" aa . 1 

at of their peopli'e! fight. for international, détente, for pense 
Ἢ 

tof 
ι 

ful. coexistence), EB had Ampzoved, their eontact- with the massed) 
| , 

had’ gained Seti 11. gréater’ abfTugnee: “and prestige. The, same Us 
A 

confirmed. by” ‘the | decteions-téken, by “the δ. δος Seondlusion was’ 

neetings of iol panties hel ‘after the, Bucharestmeeting., 
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Hardly anyone can now deny that the. cold war strengthens 

as ‘the rule of . Beenaseive monopoly capital, is an ‘instrument for Sy 

ae. dividing the working élaes and all democratic forces and 18 ate rte 

aaa the mainstay of reaction’ in its attack on the working ΣΙΝ 
“ oor cold war helps the reactionaries to deceive thea workers Wg i 

| ae and prejudice them against acclalism. Any eggravation of aoe 7 

re “international tension Always Lets Loose: a ‘spate of antia | φρο ᾿ β 
ree comitunist slander, eneoitrages the fascict ‘ale mente and 18 ae 

: ̓  ἣν oa ,accotpanied by attacks on. thes rights of ‘thé "people. . On the’ ἢ pie aa ns Seen 
4 

Soave oo rast 

Ξ 

π᾿ other chand ‘even a slight thaw in ‘the’ international. climate ° a 

ΩΝ ΌΤΩΣΟΣ 

4 ? ΤᾺΣ j rare 
τ 6} ΩΝ δ 

ee furthers the ‘elags struggle and the. working people! 8 “fight: eet eH 

"π 

ve oS . on 
Tete hl. Yay ae 

at for their social and political afiands. There is. no doubt” ae 
& “that -the defeat. of. ‘McCarthyism in ‘the United States in the ae 

ΟΝ es was baused by ἃ certain easing ‘of tension. at ‘dey 

- not withoat reason that the’ ΠῚ reactionary regimes. Like ae a 

nds “those in ΠΝ Geveniae and Spain ‘are_senet tive even to pa ta is! 

sf ae easing of tension. . Ἑ ig ΕἾ i a ae 

Loe ee τὸ 43 extremely important’ baat the periods’ of ‘interna. ΠΝ 

“πὶ .tional agente bevoitié elosely associated: in the minds, of ᾿ ode 

cane people; even those led. astray by. imperialist propaganda with” “gh 

» the peace policy of" the ‘Soviet Union. - Thanke: to ‘this, policy” 

are the idea” ‘that War: is inadmissible" becomes : noe. deeply rooted | ἌΝ 

ΟΣ, ‘in poopie’ 8 minds: ‘Pais is an, ‘iuvaluable. contribution: $0 the 

ae | “eause of peaces * ‘To a area extent. this’ 18. due to Khfushehov' a! 

“personal: initiative, “his. wheita ΠΝ countries of Asia and ε 

ΠῚ . Europe, to the’ United States and. Fratice, his: oLose ‘contacts. | 

oo with ‘peSpiie in capitaligt’ sdountriiee.' “The Soviet peace’ efforts, 

ah have; proaveda another: ‘Amportant tesult.:; (They: have’ bécn Fespone Ἢ ἘῸΝ 

| “able. for the. fect; that ‘ie ideas: of ‘pos’, are: Bohn Sesoeiated: 
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‘more and more with the activities of the. Conmunists and with 

their ideology me - Marsien-Leninion, The working people can 

see the clear-cut class differences and the stands ‘taken by. 

| the. different parties. The knowledge that in this ge, of atom 

| set the interests of the shrinking Ὁ; ‘oup of the: ‘monopoly cap 

ᾧ, ΝΝ 7 It 18 argued that’ peaceful coexiutence hinder the | 

standing, of, the’ peculiarities: of ‘the preséitti stage in the 

Β and hydrogen bombs human, progress above all requires peace, , " 
> if 6 

" dispels. the prejudice against ‘the Communists who tie Up their. 

“political and class ains with peaceful coexistence and .the - " 

struggle against. war and ageression. The determination to | 

"prevent wa and secure peace has facilitated the spread of ae 

᾿ Marxist-Leninist ideas, the growing prestige ‘of sdcialism and " 

_ the strengshening of the positions of the Communist parties. 

“his has been a Vital factor tin deve Laping the class struggle τι ne: 

and ‘the denocratic fiovenent in the capitalist countries. 

successful development. of the class ΓΝ ideologically , ἘΔ 
i 

disarns the working-class movement anc. strengthens the posis .. 

tions of tke ‘doungedisic.” ‘This view. stens froma misunder+ — 

struggle fcr socialism, of the conthadiotoly nature of the’ co 
i 

class relations and their complexity in’ the’ capitalist coun- 

tries. The point is ‘that the. rapid concentration of capital ἃ ὮΝ 

and the rapid growth of stieate-nondpelt expt talism objectively | 

italistes. sharply up against. the intelests: of the “verwhelming ἢ, 

majority of the people. * “The ‘power, of: the ‘monopoliste.. involves 5 

drastic deterioration τὴ the cron ition δ of ae 

at Ape 

Maes ἌΝ συ ΔΉ ΤΡ ΟΡ morronal y αι χκηλεζε, are the I I awh ean 
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wee og. 

hy 

| ko socialism 18 possible has greatly helped the’ Communist ἢ 

_ the working class to estavlich broad class. alliances, to win 

| 4 the | Adea of the possibiisiy of ‘preventing WAL'S 2 with the poliey, ἢ 

' . , ᾿ "e ms am : 4 

" wa οὖ ͵ 

᾿ ' ᾽ , “vt ἢ ig. [ 
ὶ ᾿ nt . . Pa at δι 

a . a? + ' Ὁ ' ve ae : 
aie a 

Ses. ει 1 
ae δι τ 

: ἈΝ : 

ehiet enemies of peace, and the main. hindrance to. the "bagdng- ᾿ 

of tension, - This. being so, the peace: ‘moverient today inevitably’. 

_ takes, the form of mass ‘actions against monopoly domination, : a 

which brings it ΕὙ}1}. closer to ‘the strugg..e of the working. ΠΣ 

clase and the working peop genepally for demécratic Liberties: 

and σἰραῖδὶ | : 

she struggle. for "denoeracy 4a 1inked by a thousand and tes οἷς ᾿ 

ΜΝ the struggle for socialism. 
Profound democratic changes ἊΣ i 

undermining and Limiting the power of the nonopolists area ὅτ: EP 

: "guarantee. of sucesss. in the “lags a¢ruggie waged by the prole. 

- bariat for scelalisn. Peace is now the denand of the . ΟΝ 
. 2 

x δ. demand near arid dear to millions of ¢ommon people in 81} | - 

"parts of the werld. It. enables the working class to rally. aan 

around it bread sections. of the people Aneludiing those who ΒΘ -- ye he 

ready to fight the monopo Lists. but Are net yet Mendy 0 cceopt,, 7 

“the | “ideas of soctalion. yeh oe ae ‘. 

in this. way. conditi ois are. being created whieh enable | 
4 ae 

ὁ over the bulk of the: peop.te. and completely’ isolate the monopoly . 

capitalists, and | this makes the peaceful ‘twlinsition’ ‘to. i an 

chew theoretical, conclusi ori oe “the World: 1 coimaunts : movenerit "ἢ — 

-poatfinned by. the Buchares it meeting, ‘de. -elosely Linked with 

Ἐ 

"of ‘peaceful coexistence and the easing of international’ tens ἢ 

“sion, ALL these coneepte- are ‘based: on &. new: understanding οἱ 

the eileting’ Situation and- proceed ‘from the. fact that social Len... 

is ‘more and nore gaining the upper hand ‘over. vapitaliom, - , 

| The ° donelueion that peaceful: transition. εἶδα οοραελεαι τῆν
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| Parties to. rally the mass of the people pound the working 

: . ‘velase and has. exploded the myth that the Communists believe. ἘΝ 
᾿ 2p. thet socialiem can only be athieved by armed force. At the’ a 

ma same time the Communists stress that ib 1s inadmissible to ᾿ Myce UE 

aye | male absolute the thesis on peaceful transition to sootanions i.) Eh 

πὶ “|” they do not exclude the ‘possibility, of. armed 8 atruggle,- should °. ot 

ΚΩ͂ ' the capitalists duping a ripening revolutionary crisis resort’ | i 

ey | to the use of Lorca’. | ay | ‘ ay me et 

ae 7 Thus, an analysis of the relationship between the fight ἢ 3 oon 

a for: peace and the’ revolutionary movement of. our timed ‘Peveaie, τὸς 

co that any counterpos ing o? them means, in: essence, B negation, ἃ eee 

δι of the independent” signt:ticance of the. democratic jbasks in - aa: 

| ᾿ the attainment. by the working clase of 418 fundamental: une Bl 

an | This counterposing Leads to sectenianion, to isolating the en Ἧ 

Ἂν working class and y in the final analysis, ‘does hara: to -the ° ey ἊΝ 

oa . cause of ‘socialism. ‘In thie connection the “resolution ‘of the”: ἢ 

ma ᾿ "Rome neeting of the: 17: Communist parties of: the European ΠΝ ie 

ae ‘italist. countries is oF great significance; “basing itself on. 1} 

Ἂν current developmente, this meeting mapped | out’ 8 “comprehensive” oe 

na progranme of action η΄ the capirit of the indivisible unity. of Rh 

: ". ~ the main trends of the Mass struggle For peade, "democracy and ̓ " ἢ 

ms ' -socdalien, This programme contiined can ‘appbat: to All Workers, no ep 

ει to AL Democrats ,eonfirned and further: developed the’ main ideas. ve 

ea of the 1957 Declaration and - th Peace Manifesto within the ee δὴ 

᾿ ΒΝ “context of ‘capitalist Buropey ᾿ er Ε ̓ | an: if ; 

ace | _ The struggle for peaceful: evextetencs amid. sit Antérne~ i. | : 

eee tional détente has 8, poeitive effect not’ only on “the develops: 

re ent - of: ‘the elses strugelle an the ‘capitalist: countrigs,.but he ΔΕ 

a “gls6- on the > growth ‘and. ‘consolidation, ‘of the’ ‘pational-iBeration vehi 

een Rw Ae USF ay ar PERE SEIT coeetis BD | 
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Αι movements. During the. years of the great "peace offensive" * oy 

ek of the Soviet Union| and the sockaltet countries the process a 4 

eae of disintegration of “the colonial system has been greatly Ὁ ᾿ ἢ 
ivi accelerated. ‘The zone of peace has been extended, activized’.. ee | 

‘need? and s strengthened. . Victorious revolutions have taken place τ } 

epee iraq and Cuba}: Africa is in ferment "Ὁ - over ten newly inde~.: aa: 

Se pendent State have appeared on ite map. All thie testifies: ἀνε i ; 

οἱ -that the baaie factors enabling the progreesive forces . to ἢ ἢ 

ἫΝ “impose peaceful. coexistence on imperialien --, the ΘΠ ΡΟΝνα ἢ" 

are the economic might and military potential of the’ socialist As : 

= hr, 

ae 

. Ly -" πὶ 
ἊΣ oY art 

ἢ, camp, ite active and: far-sighted foreign policy, the develop= phen 
jet aoe, ‘ ois a Ξ ἢ ΙΣ “' 

Φ ment of the mass struggle in ‘whe imperialist countries -- rae Ke 

τον Greate a climate in wee At will be more end more ἀλῤρλουλε = τ 

De as π᾿ the natione1-Liberation novenenté, ianleash "oval τ 

oo. wars" against, the netione ΓΕ have won independence « 7 Se Ν 

τ ; ᾿ Peaceful coexistence implies: that war should, he repu~ : a 

τὴν τοῦς aiatea as 8 means of settling. aitderences, and makea it incu Ἢ 

SEs bent! on all States to observe the. principle of non-interference “Ee 

Se in‘ the affairs of ottier nations. Standing guard over this. rons 

1 principle is the’ nigaty ‘Soviet Union and. the, whole | socialist, ice. ἢ 

ss camp ‘whien protect the μονὴν Endopendont Sintec against: had ἢ 

rok “impertaliat encroachments. * Thanks: to the growing: might of . oa. 

SUE the sopialist countries, the ‘former coloiiies ρα δον in ἃ δια ἢ 

vio ες βοοξυῖοα to achieve independence , ‘in 8, less 98:5 Ὁ wey, witha ΤΙ 

ie ἐν out wars “hie, Of nourse ἡ: ἃ0θ98. not mean. that ‘the. π᾿ ΩΣ τέο ἢ 

ae of liberation have begome : a ὕω of tng” ‘pest. The δον ἢ! 

ne i maintain’ that the: heninist caneept about just and unjust ea 

aa) ? 
‘ie δθλ1ι vata. They ‘welcome any. war of Liberation when abe 



ἢ ‘means τὸ their disposal the. peoples fighting for freedom. | pear? 

Στ eo; “Whe aid given by the socialist countries is of tremen= * ee 

dous | importance in strengthening the sovereignty of the. newly ὅν a 

a Liberated countries, in abolishing their economic: ect 

᾿ ΕἾΝ in eves ΟΡ: 8 their productive et ἀθόως When helping these. 

a : countries the socialist States proceed fron the fact that not 

ae all the national bourgeoisie in power in these countries are a 

eee ° | Peactionery, in many cases they continue “és voige the interests | | 

i 7 of the country as 8 whole. Secondly, the foreign policy of the’ ̓ 

i. oe ‘young “Aindapentent States, which’ form part of the peace ES 

» makes an active contribution to ‘peaceful coexistence and ὑμοῖς Γὴ τ 

ve antisimperialist’ struggle. The. main principle of. the. polley: ye Pie 

+2 ~, of the | scoialist CAMP , dn relation to the ‘former colonies is ue 

a non-interference am their ‘internal. affains.: The main aim of yaa 

Ὃ thie policy is. 40 help the underdeveloped nations weep away: ent 

cu : the veatiges oF colonialism and ‘asviet/thels regeneration. if: 

SOT μα proves that. the duplementation of" the. principles. oh eB 

‘ov 

“ 

in 
wt ee λτῚ 
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πο παν," 

“becomes inevitable and are always ready to support t wither (2% | 

proélaimed in’ ‘the pediara tion “shia: the. Peaée Manifesto, the ae 

᾿Ξ struggle of the Communists. for. an. Anternational-détente. and.” er 

oe © peaceful coexistence: ΡΟΣ “progrese, ‘Lived E-apnered - of unite i 

fete “Tite: in the: word. sboday.«: Ly SAR eae ΤῊΣ ΠῚ ae 

ῃ “oe 4 ᾿ es δ ree κι eae oh rt arrears τὸ πὸ ᾿ 

; ᾿ τ ὶ : ᾿ | x £ ΣΧ ° : . eee eye Ἷ 

7 "ἢ The strength’ of the Communiet s lies in. pores ‘unity. Thia ἮΙ | 

ane unity jualLe for the. unshekeable Bolidarity of the | community of . : 

Ἷ ἫΝ the socialist’ States cand, ‘the: mutual. support oe. all. the nettona, ὁ oo 

ee _Aetéc han of. ‘the® ‘world-wide: army. ‘of, Conmunistos ὁ ‘The. great! 
ne ἊΣ " ΕΠ - a Lae os a oN mong 



" “Ὁ ͵ Pe ὌΝ ΠΣ 

ΑΚ ἘῸΝ "significance of the Bucharest meeting 1198 in the fact that - ΕΝ 

: Ὁ it has counterposed this monolithic ‘unity to the ‘attempts of. 

τος ἡ the’ imperialist agareasora, "after frustrating tha summit. cone" 
1 op a ). ΟΝ 

κως, Terence, to rekindle wer’ paychosis, ‘to. intensify the slander,” 

campaign against. the socialist’ countries and increase the” re 

“St pressure on the democratic: and working~class. movement. en 

ne - Phe ‘Communist parties of the: whole world have unaniitotisly aa 

eae supported the decisions of the Bucharest meeting, _thereby pee 

| « demonstrating their determination, to fight. tothe’ end: for the. cn 4 

a “realization. of” the working class ΝΥΝ τ προ “ ol ἢ 

ya, oA meeting of the. "Central Committee of our Party in the τάξας By 

cron middle of: δρὶν expressed in ite resolution complete. support ae a 

“ΠΟ ΠΣ and soli idarity. with the political asserisments aii’ ¢onetus © fy 

ΕΝ sions of the: communiqué. | Our Party fully eupporte ‘no ἔφαν ΤΠ 

δὰ ΣΟΙ ‘mental concepts ΟΥ̓ the Declaration and phe Peace. Manifesto το ἢ 

“UM fo Goneaentng the nature ‘of the present situation | and the tasks ἣν Ἢ 

OE ‘arioing from τ for the. entire communist movement. "The Gene . eV] 

CEES tral’ Committee, of the Bulgarian Communist: Party. declares,’ τῶν ̓  

ae says the’ résolution. adopted on July 18, "that the Party; the : δ 
4 

oe va 

con ᾿ Government: and the whole of tne people support and Will cone. τι 

Fae tinue | “to eupport with aid theif. forces the “peace poiley of * | 

ae the Soviet. Union, they Bure ‘fighting and: wilt! continue to. ὍΣ ; 

ἝΝ fight for: the ‘toiumph of the policy of peace and’ ‘peaceful el οἱ 

te . coexistence of ‘the states with different eocial aystems both ., ‘a 

7 - throughout the world and in” the Balkans, - they will make tears 

mh --gontribution to the’ victory in, peaceful competition with 

Oyen capitation, ‘white ‘puiiaing vp: the might of ‘socialist Bulgaria! τν 

wos ΟΣ with. the) wold” ‘donmundt movement’ the Bulgarian“ 

ne Conmundet Party, ie eulty detosnined’ ‘to combat: ‘Both rewtatonion | 
a Ree 4, ον ne 

war May 
it 
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| ae ῷ which distorts the revolutionary, principles of Morxi en-Leninisit 

i 
te 

“and dognation which hinders the ereative development and epee ἢ 

" as cation. of the Marxist-Leninist theory in the ‘aituation as it: ἐν ἢ 

rare 1a today. While revisionism, being a manifestation of anprincit > f 

PANS ciples opportunism, leads tothe destruction of the revolu- oles 

et | "tionary essence OF the working-class. movenent and) ‘the υϑεῤεναξ 

ΕΝ of its. interests , ‘dognatien, fixed ideas and the substitution ἡ ' 
2". 

3,0 "ume 5" 

Tey of the ‘trite reiteration of old. formulas for a concrete analys τ ’ 

Se Bes gis of reality. are breeding grounde for soctartanien and | ἘΠῚ 

ΣΝ political edventurien, “Bo! achieve success in -the ὀμῥαβαλο * Ν᾽ 

ΕΝ for sooialiem Lt 18. necessary constantly :t0 fight on two oe 

ce a fronts. on oe |. againgt revisionien and against dogmatiam. Narrow)! 

| nationalist tendenéies can also be a serious. danger ‘to: ‘the: ΒΕ 

ἜΝ communist movement. >: a Oe Ὁ ΝΕ en 
Ν ‘ τ πον . ᾿ a ̓  miss ἀ 

pena The world communiet ‘movement reste firmly on: the basis’ Seas & 

re of creative Merxiem.. Active theoretical work, the: search for’ ΠΝ 

ἘΣ πεν new bola solutions "SO questions posed by life on! ‘the. basis of Coe BE 
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Discussion Between Tim Buck, General Secretary of the ΟΡ 
of Canada and Morris Childs, Chairman of the International 
Affairs Department of the CP, USA 

Morris Chiids, Chairman of the International 
Affairs Department of the CP, USA, arrived in Toronto, 
Canada, during evening of August 3, 1960, and registered at 
a hotel. Childs telephonically contacted Tim Buck, General 
secretary of the CP of Canada, and was at Buck's residence 
from approximately 11:30 p.m. until 3:30 a.m. on August 4, 
1960 . Lor to Child's departure from Torontc, for New 
York City, in the early evening of August 4, 1960, Buck cameto 
Child? hotel room where the discussion was continued. 

Childs had made this trip to Toronto, to see 
Tim Buck as a result of a conversation in New York City, on 
August 3, 1960, with Bess Mascolo, Buck's common-law wife. 
She had stated that Buck wanted to convey a message to Gua 
Hall, General Secretary of the CP, USA, thet he had reached 
a conclusion similar to that of Hall in regard to the current 
ideological dispute between the CP of the Soviet Union and 
the CP of China. Buck's conclusion was based on ἃ reading of 
Chinese documents and not on any other information. Mascolo 
stated that Buck kmew that Chilas had firsthand information 
concerning this dispute. She stated that Buck was anxious to 
receive this information, but he had to leave Toronto on 
Friday, August 5, 1960, for a CP school in Western Canada. 
Mascolo complained that the oP of Canada gives the CP, USA 
plenty of assistance, but that it seems to be a one way 

street since the CP, USA does not reciprocate and help the 
CP of Canada. 

Childs briefed Buck on:two items only and 
these were the conference of Commnist Parties held fn | 

Bucharest, Rumania, in dine, 1960 | 
debate between Nikita Khrushchev and Peng Cheng, and the 
letter of the CY, SU ta other Commnist Parties which dealt 
with the Ideological dispute. bétween the CP of the Soviet 

Union and the GP ¢ ΡΟΝ δ νον ee Rome 
“δ τ τσ = OY ANNIE MOU RALNICK _ 

ek stated that he had received a note from 
in Prague, Czechoslovakia, in which she stated 

5 would brief Him on these matters. 

| Buck stated that five days previously, he had 
visited with the First Secretary to the Soviet Ambassador to 
Canada (Amazasp FP. Arutyunyan). 
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Buck said that he had asked him about the - 
surrent Rubsian-Chinese problems. Buck stated that this 
guy said thet he imew nothing. Thick said that he could » 
not get one word from him on the Soviet-Chinese situation or 
whet had fappended in Bucharest, Rumania. 

Buck then pledged Childs to secrecy and told 
him the follawing: 

Buck had arrived at a conclusion similar to 
Gus Hall. That conclusion was that there is sowething _ 
wrong with the Chine Sition. Then Buck stated, however, 

of fell for the Ghinese position. 
days to convimee Morris to shift | 

away from the Chinese position. CANADA Ct uy BA 

Buck said that he had written an article 
dealing with the ideological dispute between the CP, SY and 
the CP. of China, but the Secreteciat of the CP of Canada, 
advised Buck to withhold the printing of the article. Buek 
gaid that as a result of the inforviation he received from 
Childs, he is now Sorry that he had not released the article 
for publication. and ὁ Childs had saved his (political) 
ute since there ave etill a few leftists around in the OF 
9 AwEda . : 

Buck atated that presently there are two cP 
schools in progress in Canada. One is in Winnipeg and. 
the other is in Vancouver. Buck stated that be was leaving. 
on Friday August 5, 1960, to lecture at the schooi in pe 

‘Ke plans to be in Winnipeg for four or five days and then 
to Toronto. Sometime later, he wili make a trip to tas . 
West Coast of Canada. 

| According toe Buck, Leslie Morris 18 te 
at the other sahoo] in Vancouver. Morris plans to attend 

ss of the Purtida Socialista Pepular, the CP of Guba, 
which 16 echeduled to start on August 16, 1960. Morris plans 
to go to Havana, from Vancouver. Bucic atated, however’, δι 
he will get to Morris the information that he, Buck, 
received from Childs prkor to the . departure oe Morris fo for 
Havana. 

- 2 - 
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Buck mentioned that on August 5, 1960, 
a delegation of 23 Canadians, mostly Ukranians, was 
leaving Candda for the Soviet Union by boat. Buck said 
that he could send a message to the OP, SU for Childs with 
the head of this delegation. It was agreed, however, that it. 
would take too long for this message to get to the CP, SU since 
the delegation was travelling by boat. Then Buck stated 
that on August 9, 1960, the Soviet Ambassador to Canada 
(Arutyunyan) will return to Russia by air for a few days, . 
Buck saidothat he could get messages to the CP, SU through 
the ambassador. It was agreed that Buck would. efety the 
following message for Childs: Childe arrived safely in the 
United States and immediately discussed with Gus Hail and 
Eugene Beanis the political problems he had discussed in. 
Moscow. The National Executive Committee of the CP, USA 
is scheduled to meet during. the weekend of August 6=7 to 

_ @iseuss these problems. ¢ ids BO eee ee me 
camera to Hall and the 18 kar gol trom the ΟΣ, su 

Ὁ tE “The message "also states that Childe had 
ἘΣ ΡΣ ΤΥ Tim Bick of the CP of Canada and conveyed to him 
information. concerning he.-Bucharest conference and' the letter 
of the CP, SU concerning the ideological dispute between the 

SU and the CP of China. Chitds also told Buck that there 
vid be a conference of Communist Parties in Moscow, in 
November’, to deal with these matters. 

The Russiwi camera and the watches referred 
to above were made available to Childs through the efforts 

: stovets, Head of the North and South American 
Section of the International Department of the CCCPSU : 
for delivery to Hall, Dennis and Foster. It should be noted. 
that this is an effort. on the part of the CP, SU to offset 
the presentation of gifts to leaders of various Commnist . 
Parties by the CP of Chine. Buck stated that he would’ also 
send a message to Prague, Czechoslovakia, to Annie Hyller 
and her husband, He ΧΆ. he elfect that childs 
had delivered to 

Buck stated that in the event he is not in | 
Tgronte, and Childs wants to deliver an urgent: me b5age. to the 

of Canpee, that Childs should deal with Wi 
ὦ is N ed Organization 

and is also the per 
@ oP of Canada. 

ET 
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Buck also suggested that in the near future, 
he and Childs consider working out a code so that first names 
will refer to cities in Canada, where Buck can be located 
if he is not in Toronto, For example, Ann could refer to 
Windsor, etc. Thus Childs might meet Buck in another 
Canadian ote if Buck 1s not in Toronto. 

Buck said that he is not feeling well and is 
having trouble with his legs. He plans, hewever, to 
attend the conference of Communist Parties in Moscow, in 
November, 1960. 
ς-----... 
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Comments on the Girrentk Dispute Betwacn 
the Comaunist Party of the Soviet Union 
and the Communist Party of China and 

Between the UssR and China 

It will be recalled that during the running debate 
between NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV and PENG CHEN at the Conference of 
Communist Parties in Bucharest, Rounania, in June, 1960, 
KHRUSUCHEV indicated chat thls dispute was ricve than an 100" 
logical argunenk between the cesy and the CP of China. 
KHRUSHCHEY referred to the xcact that Chine had not given per- 
mission to Russia to build a radio station on Chinese territory 
for the purpose of maintaining contact with the Russian Sub- 
néiring Fleet. Also thet Chins had not given permiesion to 
Russia to land military planes im China in case it might become 
necessary to do so. There were other statemonts by KHRUSHCHEV 
such ag whether KANG CHENG viclated aa agreement in publiching 
a speech he had made at 2 Warsaw Treaty COAEEK ENCE: that indicated 
that the disagreements between China and Russia involyod matters 
of state as well as ideological disputes be einen the Conmunlet 
Parties of the two countrics. 

tn private discussions with NEKGLAI MOSTOVETS, Head 
o£ tha North and South American faction of thx Tuternatilonal 
Gepartment of the CccPsu, he would occasionally make an off- 
hand reference or a carefully cuarded statenent, a sentence or 
so in length chat there ave other than idcological differences 
between Russia and Chiaa. That is, that the Chinese heve asked 
the Russians for modern military weapons such os nuclear war- 
hoads, miselles, atomic bombs, ete, and that Russia has not 
complied with thesn raquests. ΤῸ will Le noted hovever that 
at the Bucharest Conference, NIKITA KHRUSHCHEY stated to the 
Chinesa présent, we πόνος refused you any request. 



In ἃ private conversation wit 
EUGENE DENNIS, he also very carefully inferr.. Ὁ 2 part of the 
problem was the refusal of Russia to grant Cds ' χα an 
modern military weapons such ag missiles ar) -c. 28s od 

has many contacts auong the leading “oat, OF the CrPsg 
aad frequently discugsey matters with this roe ove ae 
then do persons such as MOSTOVETS who are - with this 
source in an official capacity. 

It cannot be sald that the OF ox νοῦς, started an 
ideological dispute with the CBSO becaw 2 ov differences over 
matters of state or because of problem. ot. hava develoned 
in the relatlons of the Governnent of | 2.3. with the Government 
o£ China. The differenaces,in state te °°: relationships may 
have caveloped hacause off/abready ext. i. i Jeological dispute. 
The two are so intertwined that it cz..:.: 5 said thar one was 

the cause of the oer, 

To be more specific, the C> =! “-ine has disagreed 
with the Grsii in regard to the possilbiiicy of peaceful co- 
existence between capitalisa and Communism. While the Crs7 
states that peaceful co-existence is possible the Cp of Cuina 
states that “to alt at one conference table with the imperialists 
would mean rig desert the whole of mankind." The CPSU states 

τὶ that war is/inevitable and that "the nae 9£ peace have 50 
gxown that there is real possibility of o::<cing war.“ oa the 
othex hand, the ce of China rntates tha: 01 . resent epoch 
is characterized by wars and revolutior. . chats "as long 
as the imperlalist system exists, the worm. : 1d not at ail 
be rid of the most accute form of violer- : oA ov, Purther, that 
“until the complete abolition of capitalld: .. x : imperialis πὶ ἔργοις che 
out the world, the alternetion of war ana -..- will be a con- 
stant and Inevitable phenomena." 



Since the Cp ot China has not gone alony wiih the 
δ ideologically in vexard to peacoful co-ondstence and the 
non=Iinevitabliity of war, Rucsla, as a stake, has hesitated 
to erent requests of China for modern iablinacy woawoas since 

got antieloacae wnat Caina nicht de wleh thess waapons, 
commented, pernaas Chiaa woulda@op a nuclear 

ono om Formosa or gomc other place aad theveby trigger ἃ world 
war. 

Thuy Lt can be seen thet the current ideological 
dispute between the CP of China and the CPSU ts interwoven with 
the current problems of state between Chine ant Russia. 
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5 Bhi SUBJECT: ‘ SOLO) Vy 
INTERNAL SECURITY . C 

My memorandum 7/7/60 sets forth in detail the receipts and 
disbursements of funds by the Communist Party (CP), USA, from 5/16/60 
to 6/30/60. These funds have been received from the CPs of the 
Soviet Union and Red China. The following schedule shows the present 
Status of these funds, together with the receipts and disbursements 
subsequent to 6/30/60. 

SUMMARY 

Total Rec'd from Soviets 9/58 to 7/31 $409,885 
Total Rec'd from Red China 2/60 to 7 ΔΝ 50,000 
Grand Total Received to 7/31/60 
Total Disbursements 10/58 to 7/31/60 278,919 

Balance of Fund 7/31/60 $180,966 ἐὶ 

DETATLS 

Total Rec'd from Soviets 9/58 to 6/30/60 $397,885 
Total Rec'd from Red China 2/60 to 6/30/60 50,000 
Grand Dtal Received to 6/30/60 ; 
Total Disbursements from 10/58 to 6/30/60 263,044 

| Balance of Fund 6/30/60 ~~ $484,841 

: Receipts 7/1/60 to 7/31/60 . 
| 7/26/60 - from Soviets 12,000 x 
| 

: Disbursements 
5/60 750 “a (thes 

7/5/60 y; 15,000 
| national CP office REG= ° 
| 7/26/60 - Elizabeth Mascolo; travel expenses ΛΞ, 9 § CO, 27, . gS 8 
: for transporting funds from Canadal©. 

) (11 ἡ PUTTS OY 15. 875 

ie of Aue Balance of Fund 7/31/60 pres fs SEBO, 966 
100-428091 
1 - Mr. Parsons 1 - Mr. Baumgardner 7 
J - Mr. Belmont 1... Mr. Fox 4 -οἱ 

FFF: τ ϑ.} 5) 



Memorandum for Mr. Beimont 
RE: SOLO 
100.428091 

%* $66,921 maintained by NY 694-S* in safety deposit box, New York 
City, and $114,045 maintained by CG 5824-S* in safety deposit 
box, Chicago, Illinois. Of the amount being maintained by 
CG 5824-S%, $6,000 has been given to Jack Kling of Chicago for 
safekeeping. 

* Fron Soviet Embassy, Ottawa, Canada, delivered by Elizabeth 
Mascolo, courier, Canadian CP, τὸ NY 694-S*, New York City. 

ACTION: 

None. This memorandum is being submitted for your 
information and an up-to-date accounting of these Solo funds wiil 
be brought to your attention each month, 

4. 4K Uf. if! 

~ 2. 
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NTERNAL SECURITY - C 
fa we Bs ee χε. 

Our informant, CG 582)-S*, at the instructions δίων 
Gus Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA, left 
Chicago, Illinois, 7-9-60 on the sixth Solo mission to 
Czechoslovakia and Russia. He returned to the United States 
on 7-31-60. 

Lashes 
a | 1 

My memorandum 8-5-60 pointed out that the informa if 
met with two members of the "Secret Department” of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) during the week 
of 7-17-60 in Moscow, Russia. Arrangements were made at this 
meeting for informant to have clandestine contacts in New York 
City with undisclosed Soviets. The New York Office has been 
attempting to identify these two "Secret Department” members. 

New York airtel 8-5-60 discloses that CG 582).-S+* 
identified from a photograph one of the two "Secret" members. , 
He is[ τ a Soviet national, who departed the 
United States on 9-28-59. was employed as a Counselor, bg 
Advisor, Political Affairs, Soviet Delegation to the United Ib? 
Nations. While United States, there had been no 
indication that ad been involved in any espionage 
activities. (203-3 96-8), ) 

/ 
OBSERVATION: The New York Office is continuing its efforts 2 
to identify the second "Secret Department" member of the \ 
CPSU. 

RECOMMENDATIONS : 

1, We will follow closely all contacts made by the 
Soviets with our informants in New York City and will keep 
you immediately advised of pertinent developments. 

1900-28091 

L - Mr. Parsons /{ 
1. - Mr. Belmont τ Foe. 
1 - Mr. Baumgardner =e 100 
Ἴ ae 

- Mr. Fox [O00 -HAGO4/ - SY 

FFF: 161 REC: 29 
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MEMORANDUM TO MR. A. ΒΕ. BETMONT 
RE: SOLO 
100128091 

2, As soon as the second member of the "Secret 
Department" of the CPSU is identified by the New York Office, 
you will be immediately advised. 

ne? 
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Ί. 
ἰ ΤΟ : MR, A. H. BELMONT DATE: August 9, 1960 

l-Mr. Parsons 
FROM : MR. F. J. BAUMGARDNE i-Mr. Belmont 

ae 1~Mr, J.S.Johnson 
"O * 1-Mr. Baumgardner 

SUBJECT:\. SOLO 1-Mr. Fox . 
FNAL SECURITY - Communist Nie 

Assistant Special Agent in Charge McCabe, of the ἣν 
New York Office (NYO), advised by telephone today (8/9/60) pai 
that Chicago (CG) 5824-S* is going to attend the Cuban 

| Communist Party Congress which begins on 8/16/60 in Havana, 
i Cuba. This Congress will be immediately followed by a meeting 

of Communist Parties from all Latin-American countries. This 
meeting will also be held in Havana. 

ASAC McCabe said that CG 5824-S* plans to leave New York 
on 8/11/60, in order to attend both of the aforementioned 
functions. It is anticipated the informant 121 be gone for 
approximately ten days. It was suggested to CG 5824-S* by 
the Soviets, during his recent trip to Moscow, that he might 
want to attend the functions in Havana. ASAC McCabe stated 
it appears at this time that the informant will travel under 
his assumed name, aS a security measure. He asked whether the 
Bureau had any objection. I told McCabe that if the informant 
felt he should travei under his assumed name, for security reasons, 
then the informant should do so. 

ASAC McCabe requested authority to advance the informant 
$250.00 to cover expenses on the trip to Cuba, I authorized Mr. 
McCabe to advance this sum to the informant. 

ACTION: 

This matter will be followed closely and you will be 
kept advised of pertinent developments. 
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CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on 
the following page to SA JACK E, KEATING on 8/10/60. 
toes report cancerns plans for the celebration of May Day, 
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CELELRATION OF MAY DAY, 1961 

HIROLAT ἃ ws MISTOYETS, head of the North and South 
Amevican Section of the Intcrnational Department of the 
Central Comalttee of the Commuaist Party of the Sovict 
Union, stated during July, 1960 » that next year Moscow 
Will have a speclal celebration on the occasion of the 
75th amiversary of May Day. 

MOSTOVETS stated that the May Day celcbration in 
the United States in 1961 should be in step with the May 
Day celebration in Russia in 1961, 
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Α΄ ~—6<CG «5804-S* orally furnished the information on 
" the following pages to SA JOHN E. KEATING on 8/2/60. 

This report concerns meetings in Russia with two members of 
the ‘Secret Department" of the CP of Soviet Union at which 
arrangements were made for future contacts in the US. 

Efforts are being made to obtain photographs 
of likely suspects in order to exhibit them to CG 5524-S* 
in an attempt to identify the two Russians mentioned “f 
this report. 
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= bt an Russie wath Two Ἰμαυότα of the ἴδε 
ΦΘΙΆ, ant” of the SEA A ea a oo _ 

: poring the aéek: ΒΗ ΚΤ 17 3960, tye | 
| meubers ef the "Sacret Departzierit” of the. in rf ΝΞ 
. Party of the Seviet Union came to the apa f MORRIS 
CRYLDS a Ὁ δ6 Katosoyski (phonetic) Prospect, κούδον, Russia, 

 " Qne: seened to: bfior.in rank. te the other, oe 
He referred to himself es | (phonetic). | Ie 
can. be ̓ βαροτιθοά 83 follows Ι΄ ΝΣ a 

“Rage - . White 
ως ΑΒ π᾿ Approxinat ely 49 
" ᾿πδλφνο “Ὁ 7% eat Yes pounds. to 5.4 feat 9 inches, 
ΕΝ welgnt 150 to 

Characteristics: Wears @laases, nese: 1B 8. 
ΕΣ _ | Jittle bulbous, neatly dressed : 

with atrtped business suit | 
‘prabably of American make, | 
does net ‘speak Roglish | weil, 

| He stated 1 that he. had ebperded ONILDS th 
New York city, during one of CHILDS seetings with νξλυτατα. 

τ BARKOVSKY ρῶν details of the oanatmiction of the 
ΐ at dren building in Hew York Gity, where. the office of. 
CK OHTLDS ie: located. ἜΝ 

3 The. sec: end. peraan acted | as an 1 Anterpreter , 
: and ean be Gasoribed ‘as οϊλιονδι . 

Race Waite. τος τ τ ον ΞΕ 
Age . Approximately Ag. 
Weigh tt τ δ᾽ feet δὲ ὶ inbhes te 5. feet Qinehes 

τὼς Nebehb oe ὐς τς ἦ7ο. “ata  Beook 
Meir - o> Bight. and. ἘΣ bald. 
Complexion ee + 5ῆξι, 
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ai He stated that. he had observed CHILDS | 
on his: first effort to contact BARKOVSKY: in the. Goring ¢ of 
1948, He too was familiar with the details of the layout 
of the flat tron building in New York: city. - He. does not 
speak Engiiah too well, 

The conversation dealt with: the need to improve 
the metheda of oontact in the tmited States. Both of 
these men stated that members of the Russian Diplomatic | 
Corps in thé United. States will not use aspsunéed names 
when they travel in the United States, Since this is 
‘0, they wij] not make arrangements for any meet ings 
outaide of Mew York City, since they would be » followed if 
they left the city. 

Concerning meeting plates ΔῊ New york City, 
they asked. MORRIS CHILDS what makes. him think that JACK 
CHILDS 48 not well mown to Mnited States Intelligence 
Agenoies and wkat makes MORRIS CHILDS think thet the 

oe of JACK GHXLDS is not wired. ‘MORRIS CHILDS stated 
that he thinks that the activities of JACK CHIIDS are not 
knawn to United States Intelligence Agencies because: he 
18 very careful “in everything he does, Furthermore, even 

ΑΥ̓͂ the office of JACK GHILDS is wired, it could st4 
used since usually there is no conversation when there. is 

τ any type of meeting with the Russians in his office, 

Since the Russians wil? not travel outside of 
_ New York City, and since MORRIS CHILDS is located in Chicago, 

with GUS HALL and EUGENE DENNIS, .sbile they had made a suggestion 

they suggested that he have a third party in New York City, 
who ceuld act as δὴ intermediary from time to tine orwuld 
be utilized in case of an emergehoy situation, They also 
pointed ett that it is too risky. for CHILDS as ὁ leading 
member of the OP, USA, to engage in too many meetings of 
this sort. CHILDS said that he had discussed this problem . 

or two, the people they suggested also resided outside the 
New York City, ᾿ noted that eat one time, HALL 
had suggeated 

‘CHItps stated that he inderstood that from 
time to- tine, some mambers of the Russian Delegation to 
the thited Nations had been visitors at the residence of 



MARCEL and. LENA SCHERER. If this is so, then the SCHBRERs 
nignt be considered as possible third persons to act as 
intermediaries. These two Russians agreed to give the ΕΝ 
SGHERERs consideration end CHILD said he would suggest 
this possibility to HALL and DENNIS. . CHILDS also mentioned, | 
but without too much enthusiagm, the possibility of 
utilizing MARTIN YOUNG as an intermediary. CHILDS stated 
that he thought ALEXANDER TRACHTEWEERG is not a good | 
persen to utilize for delivering messages becdtuse he | 
immediately runs to the National Office of the oP, VER, 
after receiving any méssage. 

The octwoc Ruseiang utilizing maps of. Rew 
| York Olty, agveed to the following arrangements for the 
next contacts in New York City {probably involving VLADIMIR 
BARKOVEKY). 

on Monday, august 15, 1960, between 16:00 a.m. 
_and noon, JACK CHILDS may receive a telephone call, He wild 

be asked "Is Mr. BROW there”. If JACK ONILDS 
οἰ yYeplies "Mt. BROWN 1s not here", this will.mean thet ot gyerything 
4g elrtght. If JACK CHILDS replies "Nr. BROWN is dead”, | 
this will megn that the Far is "ptanding over hin. ἈΠ 

On Auguat 17, 18 or 19, 1960,. at. 2:30 ΜῊΝ 
ΠῚ er thereabouts, somedhecmay come to the office of 0 Κ 

 ONILDS for one half minute or 1958, The visitor way er 
may not have a package of money to deliver. ‘The Visiter. : 

aay 8180 aay that οἱ Saptember 8 or 9, 1960 ip alright. 

~§$tarting on Wednesday, Septender 7> 1960, 
with alternate Gdatesys of Septeuber 8 or 9, MORRIS. 
is to be at the elevated ston at 804th Street and Webster 
Avenue, in the Bronx at approximately 1:00 p.m. in the : 
aftemoon. He is to walk past a shee store, creas Huli Rveeave. 
and Deestur Avenue, and proceed to Bainbridge Avenue and 
(207th Street. Russians wala ὑᾷ observing from a number 
of placds, his appraach to Bainbridge Avénue and: 207th 

᾿ ‘Street from: 204th Street and Webater Avenue. The Russian | 
who appeared tq have superior rank drew. a ‘Areohand Bketch 



( " . ° “. t ἢ 

There is a men's shop in. the vioinity ΟΣ. 
eo7th Street and Bainbridge Avenue, Near this men's 
ah . pomeene will approach CHILDS and say tomorrow is 

ight or tomorrow. is not alright or CHILDS may be Boned 
an evelopp containing ἃ message. ar {natructions, also | 

__ SHELDS way be handed 8 package of maney. 

theater Akout 20 minutes before 7100 

CHILDS will be met on 9/10/ ; by } 

ο΄ δὲ 9/10/60, MORRIS. is to go to the | 
place where he last met BARKOVSXY (the Willard Theater). 
CHILDS is tno follow the usual procedure of geihg into he 

"ὯΔ. and walking 
ng. to the left, ete, eut of the theater at 72:00. als» turn: 

: or by poses y 
someone else, 

It was agreed that previous arrangements 
fer telephone calla to set up an emergency 
3t413 alright, and that Bhould no yeti @ to , 
usé these arrangements at δὴν time if he feels that tt is 
necessary to do ao, Both of the Russians said that they would 

- like to know how to obtain an American passport without wpplying 
in person for the passport. CHILDS did not eve. any 

| information on how this might be done. 

They suggested the use of maior fiining for tire 
transmittal of any CP, USA decuments to BAR ay or whoever | 

_ might meet with, CHILDS . 

τς ‘They Etated that after the Ὁ. incident, Russians 
‘in the ntted States were inatructed te lay low ‘and Ὁ take ᾿ 
τ easy, ‘They commended CHIEDA for not trying to go> 

ὁ through with a meeting ih BARROVERY, after the U-2 ineddent. 

" A few days: after this meeting the person — 
‘who acted. es the interpreter eat the first meeting, ‘appeared 
alone at the apartment “where CHILDS was staying and went 
ever the previous arrangements,-. During the conversation, | | 
he said to ONILES, δ ἢ you came along, your party Jeadership . 
did not cooperate with us very well. We arg not asking for — 
military espionage, but we are not getting full cooperation 
in. regard to the paseing on of ΒΡ, UBA information. 

this conversation, he: stated 
worked for hia in the Mnited. Sates. 
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wan elected te the Mat 1. τς 
Comat tee of ‘the CP, USA because it was. tt ἀξ that he ὁ 
yaaa latin-Amergoan. Later it was learned that he 15 ἃ 

" in Latin-Amerioa, CHILDS maid thet he had 
heard: that™ Ci ia undér game suspicion in the New 

ΒΝ asked: what the CP, | had against CREROVIGH, CHILDS 
paplied that OREHOVICH 

York dtstrict, . The Rudsiang 9818 that he might. get into 7 oe : 
oe trouble for haying worked with Buch ἃ guy as SE 
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) (41) | 

‘SUBJECT: ~! <a 
yyy a dS 
| ΤῊΝ 

ReNYairtel, 8/3/60, containing information from CG 58244S* 
concerning meetings in Russia during July with two members of 
the "Secret Department" of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union. 

on 8/5/60, several photographs of likely suspects 
were exhibited to CG 5824-S* by SA JOHN E, KEATING in an effort 
to Adentify these two individuals. 

\ "0G 5824-s* identified a photograph of 
as being the person who referred to himself as 

͵ IS 

CG 5824-s* was unable to identify the other individual | ©’¢ 
from the photographs exhibited to him, He stated in general 
appearance the unknown individual resembles A. K. MARTYNOV; but 
that he is certain that the unknown is not MARTYNOV. The un- 
known individual mentioned to CG 5824-S* that he might see the 
informant in the United States some day. i. 

Efforts will continue to attempt to identify the un- 
IPenow ber of the "Secret Department" of the CPSU. 
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CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information concerning 
MAURICE HALPERIN on the following page to SA JOHN E.KEATING on 
8/10/60. It is noted that HALPERIN was a member of the BENTLEY 
espionage ring. 
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INFORMATION CONCERNING MAURICE HALPERIN an 

— 

JONN PITTMAN, Moscow correspondent for "Tac Vorker," 
stated during July, 1960, that MAURICE“HALPERIN, who "cannot 
zo back to the United States," is preséntly teaching in 
Moscow, Russia, and is very respected because of his knowledge 
of Latin American affairs. 

PITTMAN said that HALPERIN at one time was a teacher 
at the University of Oklahoma, Later was in Mexico, and is a 
fricnd of ALFRED ΚΡΎΒΕΙ. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

ROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) (41) 
[ ci 

a ι SUBJECT: { SOLO 
IS-C 

ἐν A 4 

“PT Ὰ 
4 CG 5824-S*, on 8/5/60, orally furnished to SA JOHN 

E. KEATING the information on the following pages. This 
report deals with the Friendship of the Peoples University, 
Moscow, Russia. The information was received from NIKOLAI 
MOSTOVETS . | 
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FRIENDSHIE OF THE PEOPLES UNIVERSITY, 
MOSCOW, RUSSIA 

ft WiLL be reealled that GUS HALL, General Sceretary 
of the CP,USA, requested that Information be obtained concerning 
the Friendship ΟΣ the Peoples University, Moscow, Russia. This 
matter was discussed during July, 19600, with NEKOLAY MOSTOVETS, 
head o£ the North and ‘South American Section o£ the International 
Department of the Central Committee of the Commmist Party of 
the Soviet Union. Present ins this discussion was a trans- 

Lator, whose first name is (phonetic). Ne is approximately 
a = Ins 

27 years of age, 6 feet in height, and has served as a translator Ὁ, 
for ΤΕ ΤΑ KHRUSHCHEV. He works in the Foreipn office of the 
USSR, but is also utilized by the CPSU. He has been stationed 
in Germany and speaks German. He has recently completed a 
course in English in Moscow. While MOSTOVETS speaks English, 
he utilizes a translator wnhcn he wants his remarks to be very 
precise. 

ΠΥ MOSTOVETS gave the following Information concerning 
— of the Peoples University: >, ae 

This university will open during September, 1960, 
It is 3 regular university. The object of the universizy is to 
train people from backward and dependent countrics, ox countries 
that have recently ‘obtained their independence. The course at 
the university will last for six years. Amonz the subjects 
which will be tauuzht are those effered at any university; such 
us, medicine, enzineering, the sciences, the arts, dentistry, 
law, cite, 

Tuousands of applications have been reecived for 
attendance at this university. Between 500 and 600 applications 
have alrcady been aecepted, and there wlll not be more than 600 
students durin, the flrst year. The CPSU will decide who will 
attend the university. It will ask the varLous Comnunist Partics 

me 7 ee, 

to > wake _rceonmendations . Those recommended should be Communist 

po OF ie ’ τ᾿ 77: 777) 
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Pacty members or close friends of the Party. [ft is realiaed 
that in som: countries there will not be sufficient: Communist 
Party mombers of the age level to attend such a school; 
therefore, friends of the Party or non-Party members recommended 
by the Cowsunist Party in the country involved will be acceptable. 
Tas prospective scudents will have to be xsecommcnded. Probably 
cight owt of ten students will bo Communist Party τα. or 
close ἔτι ends of the Communist Party. 

Ta: plon is to craln these students to baconme the 
Future Loaders and technicions in their native countries, 
Tacse Students will be trained as doctors, Lazycrs, blologists, 
chemists, otc. 

Tne CPSU soes on the basis that there will be some 
Venenies’ sncaking into che universlty. 

fac university is not desi;med Lor coloraa_pcoplic, 
as such, and was not desimned with the view im wind that 
fmexican Nestoes might atecnd this university. It is felt that 
ΔῈ a Negro in the United States is so inclined, he can obtain 
om caueckion in che United States. This is nor the case in 
some of the backward or dependent countries for which this 
university was designed. 

lowever , Δ the CP,USA dows Lind that it has an 
UxEKCaG case Where Lt wants £0 Yucormmiend at the most a handful 
o£ students to attend this university, they will bo given special 
consideration. Tt must be borne in mind, however, that this 
is not tha purpose of this universicy. 

fae above information was furnished to JAMES JACKSON 
on Aucust 3, 1900. 
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“Information Goncerming HYMAN LUMER and 
_ ue ann ioe | ᾿ 

| | During ταῖν, 1560, NIKOLAI v<WOSTOVETS, head | | 
| Εἰτῆς Contra Gomaltter OF whe, ὃ the Inter mations). 

: spartment pf the Central, Committers oF the | Communi at P Party ὁ 
{τὸ faa ΤΣ ἂν "ας Rew ἀδόῦξ 

8 said that "somebody" ΡΟ ΒΦ, this 
| , FOSTER) had sent to the SPS¥ information 

| attacking . Is was stated that LOM made a terrible 
speech on disarmament at the 17th National Convention of 
the Ὁ . CHILDS repiied thet LUMER is awmember of the 
Navies Executive Committee of the SPUBA ἸῺ good standing . 
and that the CPUBA has no. political problems with LUMBER, 

| CHILDS asked wostovers Af the haa any p 
conorete information concerning CLAREN TMAWAY in by 

y~| addition to what was previously. furnished to the. €PUSA. 
feplied negatively. CHILDS said that kn view 

of thia he cowld not see how the CPUSA conld take any 
action on the material it Wad given concer HATHAWAY . 
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on the following pages to SA JOHN E. KEATING on 8/5/60. 
This report pertains to the second formal meeting with 
BORIS PONOMAREV and others in the Headquarters of the 
Central Committee of the CP of the Soviet Union. 

It is noted that this meeting deals almost 
entirely with the critique of a speech on the current fl 
international situation which was made by GUS HALL at an 
enlarged meeting of the Secretariat of the CP, USA, on 
Saturday, 6/25/60. The report of CG 5824-S* on this meet- 
ing of the Secretariat of the CP, USA, is contained i 
Chicago airtel dated 6/30/60, and captioned "CP, USA lo 6 
ORGANIZATION; IS-C, CINAL." ὍΤΟ 
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Second Formal Meeting with Boris Ponomarev and Others 
in the Headquarters of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet. Union 

The second formal meeting with, 1th ade 
in his office in the Headquarters of the 

ntr muittee ὁ ἘΣ ΝΣ of the foviet Union 
ok place on or aoe July 60. addition to Fonomare νυ, 

who is in charge of the Inte ional Department of th 
CCCPSU, others present, were who is now an assiatant 

> to Ponomarev; of the North and be 
South American 4 | ternational Department of bie 
CCCPSU; two Russians, whose identities are not known; one 
(phonetic) Lnu, who was present in the capacity of a 

Ὁ transaftor and Morris Childs. | 

Remerks of Boris Fonomarev 

Childs had previously furnished the CCCPSU — 
with a typewritten copy of a speech on the at 
Situation. This speech had been delivered by Gus Hell, General 
Secretary of the CP,USA, at_an enlarged meeting of the 
secretariat of the CI USA, he 1. on 
Saturday, June 25, 1960. Ponamarev had a translation of 

efore him. While Ponomarev opened the meeting, 
he subsequently let Mostovets do most of the talking. 
Almost the entire meeting was devoted solely to Hall's speech. 

, Pononmarev said, the speech of Hall is a very 
good speech. It contains some very aorrect ideas. Sifter 

6 CP, USA did not have the details of the conference of 
Communist Parties at Bucharest, Rumania, in June, 1960, he is 
amazed that the main Jine of Hall 'a speech is correct. 
Thus, the main line of the National Committee of the OP, USA 
iS correct and good and the CCCPSU 15 glad to see that the 
CP, USA has been able to analyze the international situation 
as well as it did on its own. 

Ponomarevy emphasized, that by all means, the 
10}, USA mist have a representative in Moseow, in November, 
1960, to attend the conference of CommmnI&t Parties. ‘This 
conference will discuss the current. Adeological dispute 
between the ΟΡ, SU and the CP of China. The 1960 meeting of 
CP representatives in Moscow, if November, might be more | 
important that the 1957 meeting of Commnist Parties in 
Moscow. It might be more like 8 congress of the old | 
Comintern. It is-important that all Communist Parties have 
a say-at this conference. 

Jon. be ead 1 ob 
ENCT ne" tea a 
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The reasqn why he is putting such stress on 
this conference is that not since the end of World. War ΤΙ 
has unity of the world Communist movement bean so. important 
and § yet 80. thréatenéd. “In brief, this conference in Moscow, 
cin Ὁ, involves the unity eo? the Communist movement. - 

in ‘Novenber. 18  amportent ; rot because of the “number of 
.. members in the ΟΡ, USA. Some Comminist. Parties in smaller 
 6ouri ave a larger membership tha%® does the CP, USA, | 
but your cP in the US representa an important. omuntry . 
Therefore, the” viewpoint of the CP, USA is very important. 

| Then Ponomarey, said ‘let Mostovets carry on. 
I have the written.speech of ffus Hall before me. We have 
discussed it. What Mostovete will say represents our 7 
opinions. : Oo 

"Remarks of Nikolai Yostovets . 

. “Mostovets - spoke with a copy of: Hall's ᾿ 
ὦ wrLtten Bpeech before him. thie copy was swell marked in red 7 

‘pencil. 

| Mostovets said that what Hall says about — 
the possibility of the United States retreating from . . 
military baaes overseas is very important. If Hall would 
consent to writing an article dealing especially with | | 
‘this problem, - ‘the ad SU would consider it. important and might 
print it in the ' Xonmunist, " theoretical ergan of the CP, SU 
or in some other Journal. If the quality 18 high, the article 
would be printed in the. "Kommuanist.' 

-Parenthetically speaking, it de considered 
the. highest honor in the international Communist movement to 
have an anticle. printed in the "Kommunist." ἢ 

: “Mostoveta repeated the remarks of Ponomarev 
ghat the general theses of Hall's speech is correct. He 
referred to that portion of the speech. tn which Hall stated 
that there is a greater need to emphasize the growth of peace 
forees in the United States. Mostovets said that this 

{emphasis might be of tome benefit to Peking. A 
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In the speech, Hell states that soma = 
circles of the capitalist class. understand the need for co- 
existenoe such as Cyrus Eaton and others. Mostovets stated. 
that they were very Zlad to see this statement 1n Hali.'s : 
speech. He asid, the CP, USA mut learn to use contradictions 
in the capitalist class, contradictions..in the Republican | 
Party and the Democratic Perty, ete. The statementu of — 
Hall is certainly different from the attitude of the ΟΡ 
ef China, which says that. you. cannot sit at the same 
conference: table with capivalists. If any political ΝΣ 
party or any candidate for office in the United States 18 for | 

. \peace and civil rights, the ¢P, USA should support. that — | 
party or candidate in. ‘a way that is tactically advisable. 

| a In Hall's speech, he raised the question of 
the national se and continuous grouth of the United | 
States. st ae a pala that they. are of the opinion that this 

_ question was placed correstly by Hall, and that the 
. Communists in the’ United States mst use. this to strengthen 
the party. Mostovets emphasized that the main political 
resolution of the 17th National Convention of the CP, USA 

| je-conrent even tidugh there Taye pbeén Some changes in 
' ‘the world situation since the time of the 17th National 

Convention of the OP, USA. | 

| Then Mostovets went. 4Anto that art of Hall's 
speech tn whieh he starts with the idea that the United 
States has reached the apex of its influence in the world. 
Mostovets said that the CCCPSU is of the opinion that | 
maybe it 18 too early to say that the United States has reached 

. the heighth of its influence. It is ame that internationally - 
United States imperialism finds ltself in difficulties, -but 

the American government mey stil] utilize different methods 
and different approaches: in order to recoup its 1088 of 
prestige... | 

Continuing Mostovets said, ‘the CCCPSU 4g of | 
the opiixion that it is too early to just emphasize the negative, —. 
that is, the declining phase of the United States... That. 
while it is true, historically speaking, that American 
imperlaliam is on the decline, it is quite possible that the 
United States may still’ obtain - Some Buccess.although this may 
ot hinder the historical decline. If the CF, USA keeps on 
emphasizing the retreat and decline, it will be harder to 



} mobilize people to right. in this speech, Hall had said: 
“The outlook (for the US) 1s certainly not for continued 
expansion.” Mostovets said that in the opinion of the CCCPSU, 
this is too positive a statement because the United States, — 
while it may seem beaten now, is going to bey foe expand. 
Hall is correct in saying and even emphasizing tha | 

| dmperialism has not changed. At the sane time, va ip 
necessary to keep in mind that the United States is going to 
try te expand. Mostovets said that Hall's speech correctly 
exposed the role of United States imperiaiism and its 
defeat in ‘Korea, Cuba, Turkey and Japan. | 

In Hall's speech, he used the phrase, “United | 
States imperialism 15 beginning to crumble in its periphery. ' 
Mostovets stated that the CP, SU states that the United 
States will.continue to try. to expand and the CP, SU believes 
that there should be more emphasizes on the efforts of America 

\to expand rathert:than emphasis on retreat by America. For 
. ‘example, look at Africa at the present time. In different 

‘ways, with ‘different methods, e United States is trying . 
to expand in Africa. The ¢CCPSU is of the opinion that at 
this moment, - the United States is in a better position in. 
‘Africa than it has been before. Certainly the United States 
18 in a better position in Africa than is Great Britain, France, 
Belgium and other countries. Perhaps, the United States is 
gaining in Africa, at the expense of the eforementioned 
countries, nevertheless the United States 1s doing it. 7 

| Expansion may be more difficult for the United States now, 
+ pub ἀν will continue to try to expand. . Somehow or other there 

seems to be a contradiction in. this thasés of Hall. 

| ὔ In the speech, Hall had used a quotation 
from Lenin regarding the regrouping of forces, Mostovets 
stated that Hall had used the wrong quotation from Lenin. 
The quotation is not applicable to the international 

 gituation, and Hall was referring to the international situation. 
What Lenin had in mind was movements of workers and parties 

-,and the regrouping of forces of the working class. Therefore, 
ὦ the OP, SU would recomnend. that Hall. strike this out of the 
written Speech since the quotation is not applicable to the 
present United otates . situation. | 

7 Moatovets: said that, speaking for the 
members of the SCCPSU who read the speech of Hall, the — 
characterization of United States lImperlalism in the speech 
is correct, however, 1t needs to be filled 15. somewhat. 
This does not mean filling in detaitis, but does mean — 
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proving ‘the thesis. 

In the speech Hall made a proposal in 
‘pegard to foreign bases of the United States. Hall had 
proposed the sending of “peace fighters" to talk to the 
people in the countries where the United States has : 
overseas bases, Mostovets said that the CPSU_thought 
that this was a good proposal. If Hall could develop - 
this tied ana ir somé World wide movement like this could 
be set in motion it would be of utmost importance. 
However the CPSU 1s of the opinion that 16 would be dif- 
ficult and even impossible to do this. ut the CPSU | 
does want to emphasize that the section of Hall's speech 
which deals with United States bases overseas and the 
need for the United States to retreat from these bases — 

is very important. On the other hand, the CPSU wants 
-to emphasize that every time Hall minimizce the expan- 
' . Baon of United States imperialism he weakens his ‘general 

nesis. 

In regard: to that part of Hall's speecn . 
in which he taixs of the peace struggie to prevent war, 
the CPSU thinks that this_section of the spgech is 
orrect and good. Hall's conclusion that even if the 

United States retreats it will be without war is also 
alright. But when Hall states that war can be prevented, 
"not without struggle and not without movement", this is 

too sort. There ls a need to emphasize mase struggle and 
to emphasize pressures: in order to. prevent war. 

Concerning that portion of Hall's. speech 
in whioh he says that the present relation of forces in 
the world 1s compelling the United. States to retreat here 
and there, Mostovets stated that this is correct. It is 
a principled question and needs to be emphasized. Yet 
while emphasizing it, to again restate the idea that the 
character of imperialism bas not. changed. 

Hall had stated that perhaps for selfish 
interests United States imperialism may decide to retreat.: 
Mostovets said that this statement can lead to the thought 
that United States imperialism is willingly planning to 
retreat. This is not so. At this very moment United 
atates imperialism may start another offensive some place. 
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Mostovets said, in Cuba, the United 
States was compelled to retreat for the obvious reason that 
it 15 faced with.all of Latin Anerica; but elsewhere or 
just to generalize and say that the United States is 
willingly, planning, to. retreat is wrong. In fact, this 

t be turned into an interpretation that the policy 
f retreat by United States imperialism is slishtly 
fended by the CP, USA because it is a eonscious 

olicy of United States imperialsin. 

Mostovets said that what Hall said about 
new factors for peace as a result of the strength of tae 
socialist system, and what is happening in” ‘the colonia | 
countries ia absolutely correct.” -HAIT Is Gorrect when he states 
that there is a new retatron—or forces in the world todey 
Which does impel United States tmperialism to act differently 
and unlike it might have acted in the past. 

Mostovevs praised Hall's emphasis on maintaining 
the foundations for peace and that part of Mall's speech in 
which he says that one should never set policy onron-existing 
facts. If Hall could develop this fact into an article, it 

| would be welcome. 

7 Mostovets also stated that Hall's thesis 
that even parts of the ruling classes in the United States 

do not want war if they cannot see success 1s a correct thesis. 

Also Hall's idea that wars cannot happen just 
by aceident is very much correct. Before Wars happen, or 
before one can predict war, the relation of all forces needs 
to be considered. This too the ΟΡ, SU would like Hall to 

: develop into 2 separate erticle. . 

| | Mostovets said that a reference by Hall to 
the selfish interests of the imperialist class is not clear . 
ὸ the CP, SU. . | 

The thesis on the united tront, as Hall presents 
1t, 15 correct. The CP, USA has to mobilize liberals vrogressives. 
4n fact everybody to fight for peace sp the united front — 
is most important and Hall 18 right in this, 

| | One final suggestion was made by Mostovets. 
“In Hall's speech, which he intended to be printed as an 
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article, he names some leading Comminists such as 
_ Palmiro Togliatti, Wiadyslaw Gomulka, Mao Tse Tung, etc. 
In the Future; 1t would be well to leave out names in 
written articles, theses, etc. 

Parenthetically speaking, it is believed 
‘that this suggestion would not apply to the nanes of ᾿ 
Marx and Lenin and probably not fo Knrushchev. 

The final conclusion of Mostovets was that 
what Hall says in his speech concerning the united front and 

.| the need to fight to prevent war is correct and it is 
| possible to do this. If this is done it might help our 

Chinese friends" to sit up and take Aotice and maybe learn 
“ \\something. 
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INFORMATION CONCERNING oe 

During July, 1960, NIKOLAL V. MOSTOVLIS, head 
o£ the North and South Anctienn Scetioa of the Intcrostlonal 
Department of the Central Co:salttece of the Coucanist Party 
of th: Soyiot Union, stared that the CPSU ia ΟΣ Ως, fox 

It is suggested that he be in Russia in 
ΟΡ ΟΣ “to canter high school. ΣΝ 

During the sccond wock of Aust, ge PHIL 
BART, Ustional Orpanigation Scere 
ehae[_____] wos vigitine 
in Puerto Rico but would bo ceady to tr 
co be there in September, 

ἄν te Russia so as 
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Crechosloyakia, on July 16, 1960 
an of the Communist RIZE ΤΗΝ, Viod Chairs ὧν ΤΟΣ 

ἅ ἘΏΔΌ th seians are translating her beek. ᾿ 
4 she obtains royalties from the sale of the book 
ahe will tum the money over to the ΟἹ, USA. 

PIYEN said thet ahe has a lot of dosuments in 
the Waited States. She would ifke to donate them to some 

 wuseum in slovakia. However, she wondered 
| if the CF) would be willing to pay to have them Photostated 

before she does this. 

ΜΝ OH 
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“paid tha 
in Russi 
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t 
a 

FLYNN also wanted to imow if the ¢P, USA is making 
Ἢ Jpaymentsz on her fins. 

IMFERNATIONAL | 
in April 1960, am said 
seting, Most of the 

“to p pease. The most radical delegation at the neeting 
was Pihat from the United States. The Russians were afraid that 
the Americans would male Mae ee remarke in their speeches 

FLYNN sai ORR 
ceuld not get; individual visas τοὺ ." } they 

or the del ti ἜΣ πὰ to” ae the foviet non a pas Θ egation aco Ἰὴ 
first arrived in Hoscow they Β ἃ at the Ukraine Rotel with 
the rest of the delegation frou . After abeut one 
week she, F gp Gnd GERALITNE ΤΣ were moved gut of 
this hotel. While ve in the Ukraine wotes th their expenses 
were paid by the ATIONAL WOMEN’S COMMITERZE FOR FEACE, 

022 YASG WW $70 
7 
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ἘΝΕΘΚΜΟΣ 108 CONGERNIN? THE WORLD Meese REV IE! 
ΚΝ ᾿ 

stated doxine the ΠΝ of July 10, 1960, 
thav A. “RUMYANTSEY, Editorvelu-Chie£f of the “World Mascist 
Review", is very 111 aud is In Russia. 

who is a member of the Polit Bureau of the Ὁ 
CP of Czechoslovakia, is currcatly in charge of cha "World 
Marxist Review". 

described the current ideological dispute 
betucen the CP of the Sovier Union and the CP of China as 
Sharp aad tense. 
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FIRST FORMAL MEETING WITS BORES 
FONSMAREV AND OTHERS IN THE HEAD~ 
QUARTERS OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTER 
OF THE COMMUNISE PARTY OF THE 

SOVIET UNION 

During the week of July 17, 1960, there was a foraal (Ὁ 
meeting in the offi ce ΟΣ BORISTPONOMAREY in the Headquarters ο΄, 
o£ the Central Committee of the communist Party of the soviet 
Union, This was the first of two formal meetings with 
PONOMAREY, who is in charge of the International Bepartment 
οὗ the CCCPSU. Also present was DTSHEVLYAGIN, whe is now 
ohn assistant to PONOMAREY. Jkt will be recalied that about 
three yaars ago SHEVLYAGIN was Listed as the author of aa 
article which criticized WILLIAM SCHUEIDERMAN of California 
for tevisionisa. Also preeene at this mecting was NEKOLAT. 
VLADIMIROVICH MOSTOVETS, Uead of the Horth and South American 
Section of the. International Nepartment of the CCCPSU. One 

(phonetic), who has acted as an interpreter for 
NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV and accompanied KHRUSHCHEY on his recent 
trip to Austria, acted as the interpreter at thic meeting. 
In addition to MORRIS CHILDS, two other Russians were present. 
They were not identified and did not participate in the 
discussion. 

“REMARKS OF BORTS PONOMAREV 

PONOMAREV, who had been to the Congress of the 
Comminist Party of Roumenia during the Latter part of June, 
1969, and to the Conference of Communist Parties which followed 
this Congress, stated that he was plad to see CHILDS and 
isked If CHILDS had talked with ELIZABETH CURLEY FLYNN, who 
was algo at the congress and conference in Bucharest, Boumania. 
CHILDS said that he had seon FLYNN in Prague, Czechoslovekia, 
end had obtained from hear details of the devolopuents in 
Bucharest, 
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Parenthatically spasking CHILDS had talked with 
FLYNN by phone when he arrived in Prague, Gzechalovakia. 
When che stated chat she wanted to see CHILDS immediately 
in order to give the details of the dlspute between the 
CP of China and the cp of the Soviet Union, which was brought 
out at the Conference in Bucharest, CHILDS willingly acreed 
to walt for FLYNN ta come to Prague from Budapest, Hungary, 
for this purpose. This was done because CHILDS did not know 
at this time whether or not the CPSU would give hia any 
information or the complete information in regard to this 
dispute. Before meeting with PONOMAREV, CHILDS hed submitted 
to the CCCPSU a written report of the renarks of GUS BALL In 
regard to articles which appeared in Russian and Chinese 
publications and indicated an ideological dispute between the 
CPSU and the CP of China. 

PONIMAREY stated, many things have happened since 
the Last time we talked. At the tine of our Last discussion 
eventa were moving coward the easing of tension. Since the 
U-2 overflight, soma of these good things have stopped. In 
fact, during recent days, the question of peace and war has 
again been placed on the agenda. To some extent we can say 
that the guns are speasig, but I want to emphasiza that the 
tensions arc on a small seale despite the bad things which 
have been happening. 

You will receive a document and this document contains 
the essence of our differences with the Chinese CP and other 
Communist Parties. At Bucharest it was quite clear that not 
811 the Commmist Partics agreed with the CP of China. YWov 
we are beginning to receive resolutions from various Comnunist 
Parties all over the world. These resolutions show that these 
Parties do not agree with the CP of China. These differences 
are not ἃ good thing. The CPSU and the Sovict Union cannot 
bencfit from these differences. But the fact remains thet 



these differences do exist. The comrades of the CP of China 
have expressed themselves and have shown that they have differences 
with some of our polieles. At Bucharest we decided to set 
up ἃ conatission. The purpose of this comatssion willl be 
to explore these differences, talk them out, and see what can 
bedne. Perhaps this wiil only result in a big argunent. We 
do not know. We think that your Party, the ΟΡ of the Dnited 
States, should send a representative of the National Executive 
Committee to participate in the work of this commission. 

What will we be able to say after this conferenca 
in Bucharest? We do not know. The letter From the CPSU was 
given to the chinese and te 411 other Communist Parties and 
Workers Parties of the socialist countries. The Chinese 
comrades continue to write articles such as those which have 
agppeared in the Chinese theoretical organ, “Red Flag”. Some- 
times the Chinese seem to be flexable, but in the main their 
arSuments are one-sided. They continue to emphasize that the 
nature of inperialismbas not cnanged. Further that war is 
possible and even inevitable. In thelr provincial press, rhe 
Chinese are even more critical of the Cest! and the soviet 
Union. 

Do you know what the Chinese comrades have boon 
\ doing? For six months they have been training 50 Latin 
| éaerican comvades. They Filled then full of their: propaganda, 
' They expressed thenselves in a very hostile manner against the 
(ΡΟ, They did not always dy it epenly, but in sonuc surrcpiitilous 
| way, or by insinuations, they did it in their " tecturce fe thoes 
\ Latin American students. 

The Chinese keep on propagandizinz that United States 
| inperialism will resort to arYus - to war. That to talk of 
corexistence is to create illusions. That the sama can he 
sald of tall: about disarmament. To expect the imperialists 
to dicarcn, the Gainese cay, is Tike talking falry tales. 
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ho you know that the chinese comrades even 
sugcested to the Latin Amorican coaradae that theare should bo 
armed struggie and gucrrllla warfare In Fanane. The Chiness 
keat on telling the studsnts that at the 20th CGoazress of the 
CPSU, ὧς had suggested that there 15. only one τος to socialisn 
and that is the peaceful way. This is ast so. ΤῈ you reeall 
the documents of the 20th Gonzress of the CBS, you will 
recall that we recommendad that somo Parties may have to | 
use ths othar way to socialism, At one tive we criticized 
the CP of Brazil for putting toa much emphasis on the peaceful 
path to socialisa. But the cnhinase comrades have Keon 
preachiag to the Hraziilan comrades, and some of the Brazilian 
cowrades acreed with thes, that they need to casort to arnead 
strurgles, uorisings, etc. Of course, I must tall you that 
the Brazilian Party did accept this emphasis that the Chinese 
placed o4 aracd strugeic. 

The Chinese comrades, in their continued talks with 
vVariour Pacties, have boen sugsecting that the Cestl has a 
lins, δ ome-sided Ling of peacetul traeasltilon ta soclalisa, 

Prior to the meeting in Bucharest, soma comrades fron 
the various Communist Parties asked us why we de not talk 
things ovee with the Chinese. We had two conterencas with the 
Chinese cowgrades prior to Bucharest and later on when the 
Chines: delegation passed που ἢ Moscow on the way to bucharest 
we met with them one day fos ten hours, Later on whea we 
arrived in Bucharest, wo wet with them for six hours and 
comrade KHRUSHCHEY was present at this neeting. 

There is ἃ peculiar paradox in this situation. 
We προ hours trying, to convince ther that they did aot 
understand us. That they arc wrong. We quoted frou Comrade 
[fpcaches and the spusthsos of others at the 20th 
Concrcsy of the OPpSU. The Chinese conrades replied that 
quoting stom the 20th Congress of the CPSU ds Like the devil 
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quoting fxom the scrupturves. 

At Bucharest, comrade KHRUSHCHEY repeated our 
parties! position and pointed out to the Chinese that the poace- 
ful road to eocialisu is not the only one. Ws cannot waderstand 
why the Chinese comeades wlll not helteve us. 

We have been meeting with the Latin Americana comrades 
wno have just returned from Ching. Some of tem are yood 
comrades and have @ goad outieok, But some are 8111} under 

the influence of the Chinese, especially since the Chinese 
placed emphasia on the fight asainst United States imerlalm. 

Wa are not telling the Latin American comrades not to 
ficht United States imperialism. Perhaos we do not preach 
the sanz wethods bit the Chinese did soncthine, more than 
preach avainst United States imperialism. They iIneulcatad 
the Latin American comrades with an anti-CPst goirit. This 
is bad - very bad! 

tue Chinese have complicated the problem of the 
relation of Parties. ALL parties have been appealing to the 
Chinese. NIKITA KHRUSHCHEY has been appealins to then. He 
has said he hae asked them, why dont you use criticisu ia the 
manner of friends to each other? AL1 of this bas been to no 
avail. We are ὅσ ἴῃ the prosess of Informiny our Party 
of the recent developments. We just finished © mcooting of 
the Central Committee of the CPSU, There were two points on the 
avenda and these were: 

L. The question of agriculture in the USSR; 

2. ne problens at Bucharest. 

Im our press we do not criticizes the CP of China. 
We talk In general in our press. We stress the Tuportance of 
co~existence,disarmament, etc. Those who study the situation 
chow that in this wo differ with the Chinese Comumists. 



How will it be τι the: future? It really depends 
on the Chinese comrades, ‘Some Central Comoittess of the 
various Communist Parties are sending letters to the CP of 
china. In these letters they conplain to the Chincse about 
the methods they used Im criticizing other Partics and policies 
of other Parties, 

At Bucharest the leaders of the soclalist countries 
tdd us of some of the methods used by the Chisiese comrades 
in talking to some of their leaders, diplomats, ctc., who 

have been visiting China. The Chinese talked behind the 
backs οὐ the leaders of the various Parties. The 
Czechoslovakian comrades had to sand the Chinese comrades a 
very sharp letter about this. The French Party also sent ἃ 
letter to the Chinese Party complaining im the sane veln. 

ΤᾺ our press, ox at our neetings, wo do not criticize 
the CP of China concerning their inner probleas, We certainly 
had pieaty to eriticize and disazres wlth. Yas, wo did, froa 
tiue to tins, erlticilac them privately aad in sine closed wearing ὃ. 
Comrade KARUSHCHEY eriticlzed them on geome of the Laternal 
policies they puraued, 

In 1958, you will remember, I took a trip to China 
with CGonurade KHRUSHCHEY at the time MAO TSE TUNG Firat sugcested 
the organizing of commuacs. Comrade RARUSHCHIY disagrecd wlth 
tke plan bo organize communes ond reminded MAO TSE TUNG that 
even in LENIN's time, Soviets rejected comuues. 

The Ghinese are having great difficulties in the 
provinces tight now. Ta the cities there are many shortages 
o£ commodities and poods. The peasants destroyedwmst of their 
livestock and produce ~ they consuaed thea ~ tafore joininz 
‘the communes. When we began our collectivization in the USSR, 
the prasants destroyed half of thelr cattle and consumed tham, 
ox put them in storage. They would not give then to the 



collective. The Chinese peasants did something even worse. 
Τὰ was casy for them to eat their pigs, chickens, etc., 
before joining the commmes. 

| The Cuinese comrades claim that they are now con- 
‘fronted with a terrible drought. Actually there is no 
drought of the kind they claim. The terrible situation 
is really due to their policies which we Lelleva to be wrong. 
Rt reminds us of the period of STALIN. Instead of looking 
facts in the face and telling the people they are Looking 
for sone excuse to cover up. If the Chinese population 
presently is receiving a pound of meat @ month, that is a 
generous estimate. Drought, my eye. 

We are not turning our Party cadre into being anti- 
Chinese. In Bucharest, Comrade KHRUSHCHEY said, we will 
continue to work for the best of relations with the Communist 
Party o£ China and 411 Commnist Parties, but we will not 
‘sive in on principles. This he, KYRUSHCHEY, emphasized. 

In Bucharest, the Chinese said that they would 
present thelr views, but Lf the majority is against then they 
iwili admit that they are wrong and will join with the majority. 
Although they signed what we now call the Bucharest Declaration, 
'or Commmique, they have not changed their views and they 
hold to their previous position. We utilized their signature 
to this declaration in the hone Chat it may pxeent to the world 
a unaniaous position and may move the chinese, if not now, 
later on. Hut the fact is that the cleavage is as wide ar 
ever. ΟΣ course there are other things involved, Things 
we co not go into here, but which NIKITA KARUBHCHEV referred 
to in Bucharest. These are problems of state, including the 
question of arms, modern weapons, etec., which the Chinese 
want bur this ls not a proble:n for discussion at this mesting:. 



General Diseussion 

BORTS PONOMAREY then asked CHIIDS where the OP, USA 
obtained 205 material on the viewpoint of tha cP ot Coins, CHILDS 
explained that varlovs Chinese publications, Such as the “PEKTHG 
REVIEN" are ΠΛ, to the U.S. and 4¢ is from these publications 
that the CPUSA learmo?r the viewpoint of the CP of Chins. 

PONOMAREY pointed out te CHILDS that 1t in extremly 
iinportans for the Leadership of the CP, USA to know immediately 
δ rou Lucts vcorcerming the dispute between the CP of Chima and 
he Ὁ, 

ῬΟΝΟΜΆΒΕΝ then asked CHILDS for his impressions of 
China during his last trip there in Geteber, 1959. Ne usked 
CHILDS who he had met with in Chine and to whom he hed talked 
in China, CHILOS cave PONOMAREV this information and pointed 
out that he realized in October 1959, that Comrade KURUSHCHEY 
vecelved a coal reception in Peking. CHIEDS also stated thet he 
noticed that photaraphs of JOSEPH STALIN were prominently 
displayed in Peking whereas it was diffleult to find a 
photograph of KHRUSHCHEV durinc the parade in connection with 
the LOth anniversary of tne Lowidinge of the Pagoles Republie of 
Coinu. CHILDS also stated that he had noticed that there was 
very Little applause for the remarks of NEKITA KIRUSHCHEV 
celivered at the banquet held in eonnection with the 10th 
anniversary celebration, mentioned previously. 

PONOMAREV replied that 1t is true that KARUSHCHEV 
received & rather cool reception in Ching in Qeteber 1959. 
Since KHRUSHCHEY hed just previously returned from his visit 
to the U. Bes » the CP οἵ China thoucht that KERUSHCHEV πῶ selling 
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POXOMAREV then asked CHILOS if the OF of China 
talked out arainet the CPSU while CHILDS was in Chins In 
October 1959, CHILDS replied that the CP af σῖτα did χοῦ speak 
out sopelfleally against the CPSU while he καὶ tle bot the 
representatives of the OP of Chlna to won ho did tal utated that 
the analysis: ..., of the CP, USA on the visit of REXITA KHRUSHCHEY 
tel the United Statey and ths reason for the visit in the 
first place way closer to the viewpoint of the OP of China than 
to the viewpoint of the OPSV. CHILDS said that now that he looks 
back on some of the conversations he had ina Ching he can see 
that οὖ that time differences between the CP of Ching and the 
CPSU were developing hut that the Chinese comrades never 
specifically talked arainst the Soviet in his presence. 

CHILDS then told those present at this meeting that 
dn hip first meeting whith HAO PTSE-TUNG, HAO talked very mueh in 
favor of Moscow, Tne only hiat from MAO that there was some 
disarreenent was εν wnen MAO emphasized that it 1s perhens 
jwrong Lor sone Communist Parties to muddle in the affairs of 
Communist Parties in other countries, In this connection, 
MAO used: the DYCLOS letter to the CP, USA us an χα, 
liowever, during this meeting with MAO, he never said anythin: 
Apa eo ohn with any disusréements he misht huve with the 

κα 

GHILDS also stated that when IVI SHAQ-CHI spoke ta 
the varlous delecations in Ontober 1959, he mentioned the 
varlous problems that the Chinese were having at that tine. 
In connection with this, LUT SHAO.~CHI made the remarie that 
the Chinese, unlike the Sovict comrades ab the 20th Coneresa 

ΟΣ the CPSU, would tell the delegations to the loth anniversary 
, eelebration everythin:; about the CP of China and Chink itself, 
» EVI SHAOCHE said, we will hold nothing baek from you. 

CHILDS commented that these remarks by ΤΑῚ SHAOG-CHI 
wera understood by most ox the delegations as a sort of backhandes 
Slap at the CPSU. {δ shovld be noted, however, that most of : 
\the delegations, ineludting the delegation from the CPUSA, 
idid not think that the CPoY handled the developnents at thse 
‘20th Congress of the ΡΟ very well. 
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POLOMAREY thea avked CHIEDS when the leadershin 
or the CPUSA had met to discuss the current problems between 
the OPSU and the OP of China. CHILDS said that these maetines worn 
held during the week of June 19, 1960. CHTIDS commented that 
excent for some extrem leftists there wovld bevery little 
sympathy for th: viewpoint of the Oninese in the lealershio of 
‘Ghee OPUSA, 

PONOMAREY then asked how widespread ta the U.S. 
is the fact that there 1s a dianute between the CPSU 
and the CP of China, CHILDS replied that very little is known 
about this at the present tine In the U.S. and that what Is 
‘known came mostly from a reading of the "PEKING REVIEW" and sore 
hints in the capitalist press in the U.S. CHILOS complained 
that the CPO had not sent the CPUSA any reterial dealing with 
tois disput: between the CPSU end the OP of China, CHILDS 
explained that the viewpoint of the CPUSA in regard to this dispute 
/was arrived at on the basis or the best interests of the CPUSA. 
ποῦ is, the CPUSA believes that it is in dts own best interest 
co suoport vrograms Tor peacerul coWwexistence, ror ΟἿ ΘΟ ΤΟΥΣ Ὁ 
ari, therefore, poos alon= with the viewsoint of the CPSU 
‘instead or thay ot the OP of Uninw In regard to these matters. 
| fhe OPUSA eannot preach a Nuclear War as the Chinese do. 

PONOWAREV then suld to CHILDS, ih ta nost dnoortant 
that some of these facts ke gotten to νοῦν party leadership 
a3 soon το possible, especially sinee you do not want to be 
surprised ly having the U. ἃ. State Department or δόλο 
of the U. 5, intelligence arencles leakine to the presa the news 
of the dispute betweer the CPSU and the CP of China τὸ Bucharest. 
At this point, CHILDS seid that he would arranse for 4 hurried 
trip Lack to the U. S. in order to meet with the lendins conrades 
or the CPUDA In regard to the information he had ohtained concern 
ine this dispute, 

PONOMAREY then asked how the leadership of the CPUSA 
feels about Ideological differences between the CPSU and the 
CP of China, OHILDS pointed out that he had furmishad to tha 
Centril Conmittee oF the CPSU the viewpoint of G05 HALL, which 

‘was expressed at two meetings of the National Exeautlve Comittee 
of the CPUSA in June 196%, CHILDS said that while Den DAVIC 
complained about centrism in the CPUSA, no one, includine DAVIS, 
voted against the report of comrade HALL, which supported the 
Viewpoint of the OPSU ani not that of the OP ot Chins. 

- 10 « 
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PONOMAREY then asked CHIIDS iy the leadership or the 
CPUSA ἀρ more united now than if was et the ting he had last 
eens with CHELDS, CHILDS replied that the leadership of the 
CPUSA 1s more united now, 

Aftex asking about the health of WILLIAM 2. FOSTER 
and DUGENE DENNIS, PONOMAREY asked the present size of tha 
OPUSA. CHILDS repiied that GUS HALL his stated thet the 
CPUSA hag between olght and ten thovsend mesbers, however, the 
oxsanizaticn department of the CPUSA stateSthat there are 
considerably desa than 9,002 duagepaying menbers dn the OPUIA. 

POROMAREY then asked if there are any differences 
anone the leaders of the CPUSA in regard to δὴ analysis of the 
ticket. nominated by the Democratie Party, CHILDS r ad thaw ὁ ὁὀὁἝιἕ͵ 
a the leading comredas in the CPUSA think that 

io an extreme reaationary, however, the majority do not 
hink so. CHILDS also stated that the CPUSA has plans to have be 

ten consressional candidates rum in the name of the CP during b7C 
| the 1960 elections. However, diffleulties may te encountered 

because of restrictions against CP candidates as a result of 
election laws. SHEVLYAGIN then asked CHILDS about the election 
laws in the U. 8. CHILDS told him that tne laws whith resara. 
to the concressional candidates vary from state to state, 
Furthermore, if the OPUSA is to carry on the Picht Por paace 
it should put emphasis on the election of candidates who will 
fTicht for peace instead of spending too much time ΤΟΣ ὩΣ 
OP condidates who would not be elected. 

CHILDS then acked 11 the CPSU would help the opusa 7 /~ 
to retire ALEXANDER-PRACHTENEERG with honor, PONOMAREV ὩΣ ae 
stated thet he acread with theo CPUSA that TRACHTENEERG 1s an 
Old man and probability should be vebired. He sadd trad he thoucnt 

| tnat while he, TRACHTENBERG, was in the Soviet Union he had 
| expressed a wish to live in the Soviet Union. OHTLDS replied 
| that to his krowledce TRACHTENTGERG hax not mentioned this τὸ 

the CPUSA. CHILDS alse stated that the OPUSA was certain that 
eee eens would not diselose some of the secrets Im connece 
tion with the operations oi INTERNATIONAL PURCLEISHERS unless 

ihe was so instructed by the CPSU. PONOMAREY stated that he 
sees the need to comply with the request of the CPUGA, that he would 
diseves it with the comradey In the CPSU but thet he wax not 

\ maine any promises concerminn TRACHTENBERG at this time. 
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CHILDS thet told PONOMAREV that ho had tecn requested © 
by the Teadersidie of the UPUSA to Ascertain Af there was any 
possibility of keeping WILLTAM LinPATTERSON in either Czechoslovakia 
Ὁ the Soviet Union, CHILDS stated that he had discussed thin 

posslbility with the OP of Csechoglovakia while he was in Prarue 
and they were not witlidns: te heave PARTERSGN stay In Ccecnosloveltla 
indefinitely, PONOMAREY esked why the CPOUOA wanted δὼ Leb rid 
of a feed σοῦ Jike ΣΕ ΤΑΙ Τὶ, PATBERSON, CHELDA raplied 
that while PATTERSON ils ἃ cood proparandisat he ἀπ getting rather 
old. Furthermore, he might be able te heip the CPSU in 

' pecan) to the 6ituatien in Africa or he might be able to serve 
85 a teacher in the Fetendship of the Peoples University in Moscow. 
; POROCMSREY replied that he céever knew that tho OPUGA hold an 

oveureabundaunen af comrades and thet he would suctest that 
this matter coacernin: FAPTORSCH be talked over Later, 

CHILOS then complained that in his contacts in the 
U. dS. wlth representatives of Uhe GPSU they were not sabisfactory, 
that they were too λον and that they were cumbersome. PONOMARLY 

' gtaved that he was in uvveements with the eomplaints rerlstered 
' ber GHILDS an this matter. He said he hopes δ srrancenents 

can to made vor improved contacts and that CHILDS srould he 
prepared fo offer sugccestions for better contacts in the U.s. 
Fe then stated thak CHELDS would be πάνου the epportunity to 
discuss this watter ab appropriate weetinzes walle he wad in 
Moscow, 

PONOMAREY then stated that since CHILDS should return 
|} te the 0.5, ia order to present to the leadership facts concern 
i ing the dispute between the ΟΡ and the OF οὐ China, ue vould Like 
ι to know when GIILDS τρῶν return to Moscow. Hoe avked, why don'ts 
you ¢ome buck as soon us possible Just for ἃ rest and ἃ vacation’ 

| CHILDS veplied that he mich’ vreturn to Moseow in ἃ few nmoenths or 
1 ZESS 

FOROMAREY asked if the leadine comeaded in the OFUSA 
Still have some difficulties in reczard te travel abroad, He 
wise asked when the NcCarran fot would come vp fox decision. 
ΓΤ replied that 16 was his opinion that the supreme: Courxtd 
propably would nob ach on the iWCarran Act until ater the 
November elections. 
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Ss this disoucsion drew to a close PONOUAREY asked 
Tor complete Ccetulls ov the iiiness of GUGENE DENTS, Avter 
this information was civen to him, PONOMAREY atated, I bet 
that ΠΑΡ PENNEs would Like to sce his SON. PONOUARLY 
then stated that if a5 any poss ake some 
arraty: 3emonts fox ad visit in the U,35, 
test ti _ done, 2 Fold PONOMAREY he: would aks 

while he was in Moscow, This request was 

As the meeting coreluded 2 PONOMAREY caye an order 
that certain material should te made avaliable to GHTLDS, sucn 
δῷ, an COmpags Lotter of the OPS to 51} Gonumunist Parties, 
PONOMAREV stated that he would meet aguin with ΟΣ ΧΙ prior 
to nis denarcvre from Moscow, 
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i " On July 31, 1960, CG 5824-S* made available to 17 
ΟΠ /# SA JOHN ΕΒ. KEATING $13,731.00 in $100 and $50 bills, except | 

εὐ for the $31. This \money was received by CG 5824-S* in 
Russia from NIKOLAESMOSTOVETS for WILLIAM Z, FOSTER, 
Chairman Emeritus 6 the CP,USA, as indicated in the 
information on the following page, which was received 
from CG 5824-S* on 8/2/60. 
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notified by the New York Division of any positive identifica- 
tion of these bills. 

A list of the serial numbers of these bills is 

attached_to the Chicago copy of this communication. 
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SUM OF $13,731.00 RECELVED IN RUSSIA 
FOR DELIVERY ἸῸ WILLIAM Z. FOSTER 

During the weck oF July 24, 1960, NIKOLAT 
VLADIMIROVICH MOSTOVETS, heac of the North. and South 
American Section of the International Department of 
the Central Committee of the Communist Party or che: 
Soviet Union, gave $13,731.00 to MORRIS CHILDS for 
delivery to WILLIAM Z. FOSTER in the United States. 

MOSTOVETS atated that this sum represents 
money long due to FOSTER on royalties for his written 
works which have_been published in Russia. eS 
sald that he had obtained tie money from the publisher 
involved, Thus, it was belugs pointed out that tne 
\GPSU docs not consider this money as Communist Party 
funds. 

MOSTOVETS stated that normally thig money would 
have been gent to FOSTER through International Publishers 
in New York City. However, since CHILDS was returning 
to the United States, he was boing requested toe dcliver 
it to FOSTER. MOSTOVETS stated that it was desixecd to 
expedite tne delivery since it was understood that sous 
members of FOSTER's family plaoned 3 trip to Russia and 
might need some money for travel expenses. Also, the 
Russians do not want FOSTER to have any worrics about 
medical cxpenses or the lack of funds to meet other expenses, 

Arrangements will bo worked out with GUS HALL, 
General Secretary of the CP,USA, ror delivery of this 
money to FOSTER, 
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Go1.03 ISeC, THE FOLLOWING ARE SOME OF THE HIGHLIGHTS ΒΕΟΕΊΝΕΙ 
ee FROM CG 582lL=S REGARDING THE SIXTH SOLO TRIP. INFORMANT ADVISED, a 

τ ft Σ 

THE SUGGESTION OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION ΤΟ ΙΝ- 
FORM THE LEADERSHIP OF THE CP, USA; THAT THERE IS A TERRIFIC, VERY 
SERIOUS DISPUTE BETWEEN THE RUSSIANS AND THE CHINESE. THE DISPUTE 
|S MUCH MORE SERIOUS THAN WAS ANTICIPATED AND IS MORE THAN AN 
{DEOLOGICAL DISAGREEMENT. INFORMANT OBTAINED DETAILS OF A RUNNING 
DEBATE BETWEEN NIKITA KHRUSRCHEV, PENG CHEN AND OTHERS WHO ATTENDED 
THE THIRD GONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF RUMANIA. SOME OF THIS 
INFORMATION WAS OBTAINED FROM EL!ZABETH GURLEY FLYNN WHO ATTENDED 
THIS CONFERENCE. SHE MADE A SPECIAL TRIP TO PRAGUE TO DISCUSS 
THIS MATTER WITH THE INFORMANT, INFORMANT LEARNED FROM BORIS ., ... 
PONOMAREV, HEAD OF THE INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT OF THE CCCPSU, _ 
THAT 50 LATIN AMERICAN COMMUNISTS HAD SPENT 6 MONTHS IN A CHINESE 
TRAINING SCHOOL AND ARE NOW RETURNING TO LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES. 
THEY WERE TAUGHT GUERILLA WARFARE AND THE NEED FOR REVOLUTION, 
PARTICULARLY IN PANAMA AND BRAZIL, AT THIS CHINESE TRAINING SCHOOL. 
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE CPSU MET WHITH THESE LATIN AMERICAN COMMUNISTS 
IN MOSCOW TO TRY TO DRAW THEM AWAY FROM THE INFLUENCE OF THE 
CHINESE. ON NOVEMBER 9, ‘1960, REPRESENTATIVES OF THE WORLD COMMU. 
NIST MOVEMENT WILL MEET IN MOSCOW TO DEAL WITH THE OISPUTE BETWEEN 
THE CPSU AND THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA. THERE {8S VERY LITTLE 
HOPE ON THE PART OF THE RUSSIANS THAT THIS MEETING WILL BE SUCCESSFUL 
IN RESOLVING THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA 14 
AND THE CPSU. INFORMANT HAS ALMOST THE COMPLETE TEXT OF AN 80 PAG | 
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SECRET CPSU DOCUMENT DEALING WITH THE IDEOLOGICAL DISPUTE BETWEEN 
THE CPSU AND THE GOMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA. ‘THIS DOCUMENT WAS READ 
AT THE CONFERENCE IN BUCHAREST. INFORMANT MET WITH TWO REPRESENTA- 
TIVES OF THE "SECRET DEPARTMENT" OF THE CPSU AND HAS MADE ARRANGE} 
MENTS FOR 5 POSSIBLE CONTACTS WITH THE RUSSIANS IN THE UNITED 
STATES WITHIN THE NEXT 6 WEEKS. THE FIRST MEETING WILL BE IN 
AUGUST WITH NY 694—8. INFORMANT MET FREQUENTLY WITH NIKOLAI MOSTOVETS 
HEAD OF THE NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICAN SECTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
DEPARTMENT OF THE CCCPSU AND HE HAD 2 FORMAL MEETINGS WITH BORIS 
PONOMAREV, HEAD OF THE INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT OF THE CCCPSU, 
AND ATTENDED OTHER MEETINGS WHILE IN MOSCOW AND IN PRAGUE, MEETINGS 
IN PRAGUE ALSO DEALT WITH THE CURRENT DISPUTE BETWEEN THE CPSU 
AND COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA. THE CONGRESS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY 
OF CUBA BEGINS ON AUGUST 16, 1960. REPRESENTATIVES FROM ALL 
COMMUNIST PARTIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD WILL ATTEND THIS CONGRESS. 
AFTER THE CUBAN CONGRESS, THERE WILL BE A CONFERENCE OF ALL LATIN 
AMERICAN COMMUNIST PARTIES IN HAVANA. THE CP, USA, MAY BE INVITED 
TO SEND A REPRESENTATIVE TO THIS CONFERENCE. THERE HAS BEEN 
TALK IN RUSSIA OF TRYING TO HAVE GUS HALL ATTEND THIS CONFERENCE 
AND THEN TRAVEL FROM CUBA TO MOSCOW FOR A FEW DAYS AND BACK TO 
CUBA BY JET ARILINES. THE RUSSIANS WOULD FAVOR THIS IF HALL 18 
IN AGREEMENT. DETAILS FOLLOW, 
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if the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably paraphrased tn order to protect the Bureau's cryptographic systems. 
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Our informant, OG 5024=Sx, left Chicago, Til., 
7=9-60, on the Sixth Solo mission for 
Czechoslovakia, Russia, other Iron Curtain 
countries and possibly Red China. He did 
not plan to return to the United States 
uUntIL Gul9-60. 

Complete details are being obtained from our 
informant concerning this Solo mission and 
the results will be expeditiously furnished 
to the Bureau. After analysis is made of this 
matertal same witli be disseminated to the 
White House, the Vice President, the 
Secretary of State, the Director of Gentral 
intelligence Agency and the Attorney General, 
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CG 5824-S%*, on July 31, 1960, and August 1, 1960, 
Ὁ orally furnished the information on the following pages to 

Aomeayed: Baie FCN 
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a. Bureau (100-428091) (RM) 
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SA JOHN E. KEATING. This information concerns a proposal 
that GUS HALL, General Secretary of the CP,USA, go to Cuba 
and then make a flying trip to Moscow for a few days. On 
August 1, 1960, HALL said that he had nothing to do with 
originating this proposal and would not go-to Cuba. 
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INFORMATION CONCERNTHG A PROPOSAL THAT 
GUS HALL GO τὸ CUA ALD THEN MAKE A FLYING 
TREP TO MOSCO) | 

During July,/ 1900, in separate conversations with 
NEKOLAT VLADIMEROVICH/MOSTOVETS, head of the North and South 

fs American Section of the International Department of the 
a Central Comulttee of the Coumunist Party of the Soviet Union, 

and ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, Vice<chairman of the CP,USA, it 
was learned that the congress of the Communist Party of Cuba 
is scheduled to begin on August 16, 1960, Representatives 
frou all Communist Parties throughout the world will attend 
this congress. After the Cuban congress, there will be a 
conference of all Latin Anerican Cosmunist Partics in Havana, 
Cuba. The CP,USA may be invited to send a representative to 
this conference. 

Both MOSTOVETS and FLYNN stated that there has been 
talk in Russia of trying to have GUS HALL attend this congress 
and conference and then travel from Cuba to Moscow, Russia, for 
a few days and back to Cuba by jet airliner. MOSTOVETS said 
that the Russians would favor this plan if HALL was in agree~ 
ment with it. 

Lt should be noted that during the Latter part of 
the weck of July 10, 1960, FLYNN was in Prasu2, Czechoslovakia, 
She had attended a conference of Communist Parties in Bucharest, 
Rumania, and was planning to Leave Prague for Budapest, Hungary. 
She stated that she had already engazed in discussion with 
MOSTOVETS in Moscow. 

On August 1, 1960, GUS HALL denied any knowlcdze of 
the above proposal econcernins, him. He denied that he had δον 
thing to do with instigating such a proposal. HALL said that 
this plan must have been concocted by the Russians or by some 
Latin Ameriean comrades. 

HALL said that he will not go to Guba for either the 
conzress o£ the Cuban Communist Party or the conference of Latin 
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SAC, Chicago (134-46-Sub B) August 18, 1960 

Director, FBI (100-428091) 

” $oLo 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ Ὁ 

Accordiag te your letter 7/1/60, copy furnished | 
New York, $1,000 was to be taken from Communist Party (CP), 
USA, funds and $1,170 ef Bureau funds were to be used by 
Οὦ 5824-S@# en the sixth Selo missier te Russia, Czechoslovakia, 

ether Yron Curtain countries and pessibly Red China. This trip 
was te take approximately eight weeks. 

After visiting Ruseia and Czecheslevakia, inafernant 
returned te the United States at the instructions ef the | 
Central Committee ef the CP of the Seviet Union--a trip of 
three weeks’ duration. Advise the Bureau whether er not aa 
accounting ef funds was made at the termination ef this trip 

aad the amount turned back to the Bureae by the informant. 
If such an accenating was not made, this matter shewid be 
taken up with CG 5824-Se upon kis retern to the United States 
and the Bureasw advised. 

By telephese call 8/9/60 the Wew Yerk Office was. 
autborized te advasce informant $250 te cever expenses en the 
seventh Sele mission te Cuba. MWew York airtel 8/9/60 captioned 
"CP, USA, International Relations; IS - CC," cepy furnished 
‘Chicago, discleses that $300 was furnished te each menber of 
the delegation scheduled te attend the Cuban CP Cenvention on 
8/16/60. This money was taken fren CP, USA, funds. Advise 
whether CG 5624-S# was also previded with $300 οὗ the Party's -_ 
fends for this purpese. The informant sheuid alse be requested ty 

j 
|to make an accounting of Bureau funds expended by hia and te 
return any anused portien thereef. 

It ie suggested that the above practice be followed 
after the Completion of each future Scle mission. , 
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McGuire 
Memorandum 

TO : Mr. A. H. Belmont aint PATE: August 16, 1960 τε — ; 
Tels. σοι. 
Ingram 

FROM : Mr. F. J. Baungar anes. Gandy 

suaeord Q oro 

TERNAL SECURITY - C 

CG 5824-S*, at the instructions of Gus Hall, General 
Secretary, Communist Party (CP), USA, left Chicago, Illinois, 
7/9/60 on the sixth Solo mission to Czechoslovakia and Russia. 
He returned to the United States on 7/31/60. 

My memoranda 8/3, 8/5, 8/8, 8/9 and 8/15/60 set forth 
information which was obtained by our informant on the sixth 
Solo mission: (1) the current ideological dispute between the 
CP of the Soviet Union (CPSU) and the CP of China (CPC); (2) a 
resume of the 84-page letter of the CPSU addressed to the leader- 
ship of all CPs concerning this dispute; (3) evidence of disagree- 
ments between Red China and the Soviet Union involving matters 
of state; and (4) arrangements made for future clandestine 
contacts between the CPSU and the CP, USA, in New York City. 

In addition to the above, the following data was obtained 
by our informant during this sixth Solo mission: 

(1) Nikolai Viadimirovich Mostovets, head of the 
North and South American Section of the International Department, 
Central Committee, CPSU, gave CG 5824~S* during the week of 
7/24/60 in Moscow, Russia, the sum of $13,731 for delivery to 
William Z. Foster, Chairman Emeritus, CP, USA. This money 
represents royalties due Foster for his written works which have 
been published in Russia. 

(2) Mostovets said that the new Friendship of the yon 
People's University in Moscow will open during September, 196037 
The object of the University is to train people from backward * 
and dependent countries, or countries which have recently obtained 
their independence. The CPSU will decide who will attend the 
University. Those persons recommended by the various CPs will 
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Memorandum for Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

be Party members or close friends of the Party. The CPSU 
Will give special consideration to a request made by the 
CP, USA, in an extreme case where the CP, USA, wants to send 
a student to this University. We are guiding some of our 
informants so that one or more of them may be in a position 
to be accepted as a student in this University. 

(3) CG 5824~S* had furnished the Central Committee, 
CPSU, with a copy of a speech ‘om the international situation 
which was delivered by Gus Halli at an enlarged CP, USA, 
Secretariat meeting held in New York City on 6/25/60. Boris 
Ponomarev, in charge of the International Department, Central 
Committee, CPSU, commented after reading Hall's speech that the 
speech was very good and that the main line of the speech was 
correct--it followed the viewpoints of the CPSU with respect 
to peaceful coexistence and that war is not inevitable. 

(4) Mostovets commented that the CP, USA, would be 
crazy to have a Nearo as the head of the CP in the United States. 
He requested of CG 5824~-Ss that the CP, USA, furnish him a copy 
of the proceedings of the 17th National Convention, CP, USA, 
if it has been published, and desires to have minutes of the 
CP, USA, meetings of the National Executive Committee, the —. 
National Committee and regional committee meetings. 

(5) Information was furnished our informant concerning 
the activities of certain CP, USA, members who are now in the 
Soviet Union or who were recent visitors to that country, including 
Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, National Vice-Chairman; William Patterson, 
Geraldyne Lightfoot and Charlene Mitchell, all members of the 
National Committee. 

OBSERVATIONS : , 

The sixth Solo mission has been very productive and 
much information of value to the Bureau and other agencies of 
the Government was obtained. CG 5824-S* is now on the seventh 
Solo mission to Havana, Cuba, to attend the Cuban CP Congress 
and the Conference of Latin-American CPs, which will immediately 
follow the Congress. At the instructions of Gus Hall, informant 
is expected to attend a meeting of CPs to be held in Moscow, 
Russia, 9/28-29/60 to discuss the current ideological dispute 
between the CPSU and the CPC. 

~ Qo 



Memorandum for Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

Information obtained concerning the sixth Solo 
mission has been disseminated, where appropriate, to the White 
House, the Vice President, the Secretary of State, Central 
Intelligence Agency, the Attorney General and the intelligence 
agencies of the Armed Forces, 

ACTION: 

We will follow closely the informant's seventh 
Solo mission to Havana, Cuba, and promptly disseminate informa- 
tion obtained to appropriate agencies of the Government upon his 
return to the United States. 
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CG 5824-S*, at the instructions of Gus Hall, sae 
a ab pol Communist Party (CP), USA, left Chicago Tilinois, 
7-9-60 on a 6th Solo mission to Czechoslovakia and Russia. He 
returned to the United Staves on 7-31-60, 

My memorandum. 8-5-60“discl osed that an ideological 
dispute between the CP of\¢he Sdviet Union (CPSU) and the 
CP of China (CPC) took place at the Conference of Communist 
Parties in Bucharest, Rumania, in June, 1960, New York airtel 
8-5-60 discloses that informant spoke with Nikolai Mostovets, 
head of the North and South American Section of th 

nent, Central Committee of the CPSU and with 
Eugene Dennis National Chairman, CP, USA, In sloscow 

ussia, in July, 1966, Mostovets told our informant that the 
disagreement between Red China and the Soviet Union involved 
matters of state as well as ideological differences between, 
the CPs of the two countries. According to Mostovets, the : 
Chinese have asked the Russians for modern military weapons — 
but Kussia has not complied with these requests. 

ee διὸ has many contacts among leading members ..- 
of the C commented that Russia refuses to grant Chinese 
requests for modern military weapons because the Russians 
are afraid that China might drop a nuclear bomb on Formosa 
and thereby trigger a world Ware 
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Henorable Gordon Gray 
Special Asedistant to the President 
Executive. Office — 
Washington 25, ἢ. ς. 

, hy dear Mr.. Gray: : : εν 

I theught the President and you would be interested. 
in the following information ebtained as a. result of ear over~ 
ail coverage of the Communist Party, USA, conce te . 3 
made in Moseow, Russia, by Nikolai Neat and ἴτε 
during July, 1960 66. Wikoial Mestoveta is head of the Wor ore 

and South American Section of the Interzational Department, 
Cen ἀφ Party of the Soviet Union, 
a | gens Denais, National 
Cha n, Conmtin at Party, USA. ᾿ἢ UL} 

Moatovets stated that the disagreenenta between 
the People's Repeblic of China and the Seviet Union involve 
matters of atate as well δ ideological differences between 
the communist parties of the two countries. According te 

Mestevets, the Chinese have asked the Russians fer nodern 
peso pat Richa guch as nuclear warheads, missiles and 
atenia_peabe, but Russia has not complied with thess requeete (0 

whe has many contacts aneng leading nenbers - 
of the Ce arty of the Seviet Union, stated that part... φΦ 
of the. sien between Red China and Russia is the refusal {= 
of Ruésin to grant Chinese ὡς sts fer modern wilitary weas 
Because the Communist Par China has not gone along wi 

| the ideology of the Ce at Party οἵ the Seviet Union in ‘= 
τ Fegard to eye coexistence, the Seviet Usies, as a state = | 

ὃ. q 2 has hesitated to graat te of Red China for nedera = αἱ 
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novercbie Gawlot Gray 
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Sineceoly yours, 

HOU Ob YELLOW : 

ΜΝ . eyes ΄ς- 
Sais ictter is classificd uphr-Seerett because 

disclosure of this inforuation to unatitnorized persons may 
tend to identify our highly placed informant, with resultant 
qrave danage to our national defense. 

See ineno Baungardner to Seluont datcd 8/8/60 captioned 
"Solo; Anternai Sccurity - C." fPsras. 
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CG 5824-8* orally furnished the information 
on the following page to SA JOHN E. KEATING on 8/10/60. 
This report cohiains information concerning JOHN PITTMAN 
and ALFRED Κ, and MARTHATODD STERN. 
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in July, "360, TTT 
» stated S ALEKSET GRECHUKHIN of 
partment of the Central Committee of the : 

Coumunist Party of the Soviet Union (CCCPBU), told him that 
he, yY is a marked man now, and that the Central 
intelligence Agenoy of the U.8, has alebted other canntries 
to be on the lookout for PITTMAN, who is a soviet agent. 
GRECHUKHIN told F PITTMAN to be very careful wien he a talking 
with Americans. PITTMAN said that almost every Communist 
from the U.8. who viaits Moscow stops off at his _ Spar : 

and his wife, wR ΟΣ: 
asked to he pla ‘oon ith the Central Committes 
of tae CPSU. The CCCPAU resented this request and would not ΝῊ 
see the STERKS, 

PITTMAN complained that he is not ‘Learning Russian 
fast enough. He does not like the translator assigned to hin 
and thinks that the translator may be assigned to watch his 
activities. 

FITTMAN said that he would like the CP, USA to 
know that he is just now learning his job, 80 ne. may have to 
ateay in Moscow for another year. 

PITTMAN stated that occasienally, he attends press 
conferences at the U.8. Kmbasasy in Moscow Feat does not socialize 
with American corresponden$s in Moscow. | 

ye a ool ἐσ Ἐν ef a } 

ἐν . Ν . " 

- , ᾿ t be 

bes LG hy 
ἶ iw 
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FBI ς 

| ν᾿ Date: 8/16/60 | 

41 | —_ 
ἡ Transmit the following in 

| (Type in plain text or code) | 

— AIRTEL | 
a (Priority or Method of Mailing) | 

πριν... .................-.-.-..-.--..----.-..-.-....-.. Loe _ 

| τος: DIRECTOR, ἘΒῚ (100-428091) 
am 

FROM:  -SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
“ 

" OC 
AC βυβσεσᾷς 010... 

4 ty 4 \ Ὁ 

Ve \ ; 

ReNYairtel, 8/3/60, page 3, paragraph 3, concerning 
* a telephone call that NY 694-S was to receive from a Soviet. 

| n 8/15/60, NY 694-S advised sal_____— [fet at 10:10 a.m. on the aforesaid Gate Te 
telephone call from a man speaking excellent 

English j race of an accent. The caller asked 
vnetner | Jvas in, and upon being told thatL____] 
was not in at the moment, said he would call again. 

NY 694-S stated that he could not identify the 
voice of the caller as that of VLADIMIR BARKOVSKY. According 
to the informant this conversation indicated to the caller 
that it was safe for NY 694-S to be contacted personally 
by the Soviets on August 17, 18, or 19, 1960. . 

ΜΝ 

poe learns: of 
/ . 

bee INOS 
(_3-Bureav (100-428091) (RM) 

ye 

L-Chicago (134-46 Sub B) S010} (ru) ais ont ὃ | 
1-New York 134-91 INV.) (ALREC. 97 2: SO OP | 
1-New York 100-134637 41.) νὰ τ᾿ 

16 AUG ἘΠ 1030 
ACB: ume | 

(7) _ ἴ (ee, ἰ7 ει 

Bay 4 

Approved; __- OS SSCCsssSSC—CSCSCSCSsS—<—C—C—~SS ent Wasi 

Special Agent in Charge 
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Date: 8/10/60 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Vic AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) l 

ΒΝ ΕΣ ΡΥ aN cee ear ΠΡ ΠΤ | ae em ας τε τατος 

rl TO” : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

“AZ| FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-234637) (41) 

᾿ SUBJECT: Gao) 
τ 5.6 

ΕΔ 1, ἃ j? ReNYairtel 8/3/60 setting forth information from ἷν 
ἢ "6G 5824.-8 concerning meetings with two members of the "Secret 

Department,'’ the CPSU, in July, 1960. 

Reference is also made to NYairtel 8/5/60, in which 
information is set out that CG 5824-S¥* identified| __| Dé 

as one of these individuals. ee 

On 8/10/60, CG 5824-S* was shown photographs of every 
ὶ Soviet National, in Russian diplomatic service, who was in 
᾿ New York City in 1958. CG 5824-S* has tentatively identified 
A (Bufile 105-25223) as the other 
᾿ individual with whom he met twice in Moscow i 60. 
a : CG 5824-S* will be shown other photographs ‘pacar on 
νἿ a ΕΠ ΕΨ 

Ν Ν in viewing these photographs on 8/10/60, CG 5824-S* 
aah Stated that it is possible that PTR PAVLOVICH BORISSOV (Bufile 
Ἢ 105~28360) is one of the members of the "Secret Department" 
:. ' τ of the CPSU with whom he met on a prior trip to Moscow. wpe 

τῇ “te pee wv dg 
δ Bureau (100-428091) (RM) . oe i all 
AS) 1... Chicago (134-46-Sub B) (SOLO) (AMRM) Sr) 

L - NY 100-134637 (41) ] 

: J JEK:msb REC: 6% / U6 " uf τὶς ζ0 07... - (ἐκ 

SJ A : us a0 

JA ste PEO = ᾿ ΓΝ 
ται δι ἢ al ὯΙ "Ὁ ; | ae ΧὴΣ | "eX 

᾿ Δ τὰ > ok mre 
Approved: 7 Sent 5M Per Σ᾿ ς | 

Special Agent in Charge 
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A FBI 7 | ! a | vol | 

Date: 8/11/60 : 
[ 

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT | 
(Type in plain text or code) ! 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL | 
, (Priority or Method of Mailing) 

Lee ι........-ο-.-.- 

πὰ ΤΟ : DIRECTOR, FBI [.100-428091) 

( 4} “a 
΄ ᾿ eres 

, 0 FROM == SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
' ᾿ t 4 , 

HH a ian @ ' SUBJECT: SOLO 
-~ ¢ 

OO: NY) 

NY 694-S* advised on 8/11/60 that σα 5824-S* 
departed from Idlewild Airport, NYC, at 5:00pm, 8/11/60, 
on Cubana Airlines flight 99° for Havana, Cuba. 

3 4 Bureau -(100-428091 ) (RM) . 
“2 - Chicago (134-46+Sub B) (SOLO) (AMRM) 
1 - NY 100-134637 (41) λυ - | D€ 9; Ι - SVR 

JEK s emg at Rip | ns 

(6) Po 6. 1s AUG2271960 

“Ὁ ΝΣ ν ἃ = A. wl eS 

Ty κα oy 8 ' 
Oy a, on 7 es 

yo) 1? ~- 1 tS a Ψ a ὡ- JS 
rN a 

~ Η͂ 
Ἄρριονθ:.. ee ὀΑ δ... ΜΝ Ρὲδὲ 

special Agent in Charge 
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| 

Date: 8/10/60 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL “ ! 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

πα ασαασααααασαααααααααααααασαασ αν po 

; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

| on : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) (41) 

| SUBJECT: ( SOLO- 
JAC Manan. 8-Ὁ 

- κου | ι 

f CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information 
concerning —_____Jon the following page to 
SA JOHN E. KEATING on 8/10/60. 

we 
a 

| OE 

le 

fil 
ee ee ει ει 

<3 - Bureau (100-428091) (RM) 
1 - Chicago (134-46-Sub B) (SOLO) (AMRM) 
1 - NY 100-134637 (41) 

JEK:msb 

(6) 

αὐνς is AUG th 1960 

| OS " 
v° | 

\ . \ « Al A 

Approved: Bp Sent .... Μ (ie he 
Ro AUG ΔΙ t ΕἸΣ ΕΣ Agent in Charge > 



NIKOLA TOVETS, head of the North and South 
American Section of the Central Committee of the Communist 

h stated during July, 1960, that IC 
La e late LOL. BURNHAM, ‘had 
Ms | Parrens to Russia wi urs ATTEN, wife of WILLIAM 
<n . TTERSON. ; He Ἃ = a 

In july, 1960, was in a Russian 
summer camp on the Black Sea. She is supposed to be a gifted 
violinist. The Russians have agreed to permit her to remain 
in the Soviet Union for extended study. I£ she does not 
want to do this during the present year, she can study in 
Rugsia next year. However, it is not desired that her 
mother live in Russia with her while she is there for study. 

[oo στολή, δέ 
OTST 
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Transmit the following in 

Via 

too FBI ὌΝ | 

Date: 8/15/60 

(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL AIR MAIL REGISTERED MAIL | 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) | 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

ean) SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

=C 

ReBulet 7/14/60, which referred to Chicago letter 
7/11/60, containing a briefing given to CG 5824-S* by GUS 
HALL, General Secretary of the CP, USA. ReBulet requested 
an explanation of the following statement by GUS HALL which 
appeared in re Chicago letter: “In regard to trade union 
approaches in the United States, the CPSU must have a 
parallel approach to that of the CP, USA. Usually the 
CPSU is in contradiction to the CP, USA, in this field." 

Chicago letter dated 7/15/66 pointed out that the 
Chicago Division had no additional information concerning 
this statement by HALL but an opinion was offered as to 
the probable explanation of HALL's remarks. 

. On 8/10/60, CG 5824-S* advised that the opinion 
of the Chicago Division was a correct analysis of HALL's 
remarks. CG 5824-S5S* further advised that he did not have 
an opportunity to discuss this point witb the CPSU, CG 5824-88 
offered the opinion that the CPSU probably would not thave 
paid much attention to the comments and complaints of the 
Ὁ», ΑΒΔ Z Ay this ΩΣ a / DA 7 ῃ 2 [Δ᾽ pe gs 

1 ~ Chicago 17 APS Latons. 
JEK: jem ἐπ AF, 

(4) — 9 ΝΙΝ 

Sent ὁ ὁ ὁ ὁ δ όοὲόό. ΜΝ Per 

7 
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| 
Date: 8/12/60 | 

Transmit the following in n.d 
(Type in plain text or code) υἕξν ry 

4! 
Viq _ AIRTEL 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

---ω-.----.-.-.-.-.-..-.-......................----.-.-ὸ-ὶ-.-.-. Ln 

van / ~? ἂν é / ; TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100428091) ( rx ον γέ τοι RO 

‘ e pL ' EL RROM: 50, ΜΕΝ, YORK (100~134637) ue 

OV supagecr: (SOLO. 
oy ON, i a4 aN ~ESTC 

vA CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on the 
; following page ΣΝ MARCEL and LENA SCHERER to SA JOHN E. 

KEATING on 8/10/60 

,3.= BUREAU (100- 428091 ) (RM) | ΨΨ 
Ὶ - CHICAGO (134-46 SUB B) “ ~ hy Sy 
1 - NEW YORK (100-134637) ( : 

. ΝᾺ 

on Be pow utes -¥ HF 
15 AUGLS 1960 

mG 7 sf. ee} 

ΝΜ ~ “A 

i 
δος ἢ ἔ - Ἂ 
VA Ut az 

\r oa 

. / 
πο ΚᾺ d sent UM OPO ὁ, 

! ἜΣ 8 o4 RINE ia] Agent in Charge ἣ “ 

a 



ΝΞΟ INFORMATION CONCERNING 
OO HARCEE. AND ἸΕΝᾺ A SCHERER 

sep ng of August 9 1960, MORRIS cHIEDS Bec noir namse had been gi 
be considared a soaabie ie rat ee τὸ ὍΡΟΣ om : 51.016 ΘΗ͂ χ mee 5 fron 
the CPSU to bo delivered to MORRIS CHILDS fo the GP, USA 
Both MARCEL and LENA SCHERER potated that they vould be viiling 
to serve in this capacity. ey said, however, thet they 
have not had any recent ys atanes with, nambers of the Russian 
delegation to the United Yations,. 

MARCEL and LENA. SCHERER stated that they ¢ do have 
social contacts with members of the Rownanlan delegation to 
the United Nations. bd Maa are acheduled to attend a Rownanian 
affair on Awsust 23, 1960. CHILDS said that he saw no reason 
why they could not maintain their contacts with the Rounanians 

‘even though they may be saontasted ty some Ruasians. 

| | CHIEDS aleo told INA SCURRER that in the future she 
may bs utilized to held soma funds. for the CP, USA... 
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Date: 8/12/60 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text,or code) 

γι. ATRTEL Φ ΦὋὋΞΞὋΞὋ 

—_———— a me etree ὁπ ater a ee eee ee ee eee ee Ὅν 

yj] τοι DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) τὴν ὡς 

; 7 FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) (41) (: me 7 | : 

Ai τ ἘΝ ἃ 

ne 

CG 5824-S%*, on 8/11/60, made available to SA JOHN E ro 
KEATING for copying, a Prone raph of NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV and 

| ELIZABETH | GURLEY(ELYNN. — e woman in the background of this 
Ε photograph Ἐ5᾽ ξ ἩΔΈΟΣ whose name is not known. = 

One copy of this photograph is enclosed herewith to 
the Bureau and the Chicago Division. The original is being 
turned over to the National Office of the CP, USA, and a decision 
will be made as to whether it will be advisable to print the 
photograph in "The Worker," 

The back of the original photograph ha the notation 
"At 3rd Congress, Roumanian Workers Party, Bucharest, Roumania, 
6/22/60." FLYNN, who gave this photograph to CG 5824-s*, 
stated that, she was introduced to KHRUSHCHEV by_GHE 

)GHEORGHLUA BL, First Secretary of the Central Committee of the 
‘Roumanian Workers Party, ἢ the cP of Roumania. , «ἱ 

wre sr “ ' ΕΒ 

| 3. ‘BUREAU (100-428091) (Encl, 1) (RM) | 
τ - ΟΕΤΟΔΟΟ (134-26. Sub B) (SOLO) (Encl, 1) (RM) “Sk GO 
L - ΝΥ 100-134637 (41) / Un) - UY ) 7 οἱ ‘a _ _ ἄ 

JEK:mEd (41) REC- δ᾽ " 4 1230 
(6) | , 

᾿ h ἘΝ ἕω meen 

ἝΞ ΝΣ VA 
Π ἴα, ΠΝ 

Ὁ | oe TS Γ iy 
ἊΝ ast a Sent lt va 
(2D (ic DA sai Agent in Charge 
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= OPTION. FORM NO. 10 

UNITED STATES cove es 

mm 

φ “i, Tolson — 0. 
‘ . bon 

" (ER 
Memorandum ι si 

ye Rosen 
TO Mr. A. H. Belmont DATE: August 15, 1960 rane 

Tole. Room τ ς 
FROM Mr. F. J. Pannsar oA ἄπιστα ——— 

wee Gao Boat 
YTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ Bu dy 

, +468 af ide 
CG 5824-S%, at the instructions of Gus Hall, General 

Secretary, Communist Party (CP), USA, left Chicago, Illinois, 
7/9/60 on the sixth Solo mission to Czechoslovakia and Russia. 
He returned to the United States on 7/31/60. 

met with two members of the "Secret Department" of the CP of | 
My memorandum 8/5/60 pointed out that the informant 

the Soviet Union (CPSU) during the week of 7/17/60 in Moscow, 
Russia. Arrangements were made at this meeting for informant to 
have clandestine contacts in New York City with undisclosed 
Soviets. . 

My memorandum 8/9/60 discloses that CG 5824-S% 
identified from a photograph one of the two “secret” members. 
He is Boris 5. Ivanov, a Soviet national who departed the 
United States on 9/28/59. Ivanov was employed as a Counselor, 
Advisor, Political Affairs, Soviet Delegation to the United 
Nations (UN). While in the United States there had been no 
indication that Ivanov had been involved in any espionage 
activities (100-36594-84). 

New York airtel 8/10/60 discloses that CG 5824-S# has 
now tentatively identified from a photograph the other "secret" 
member. He is Sergei Nikolaevich Antonov, a known Soviet 
intelligence agent, who was employed as a Soviet delegate to 
the 14th Session of the UN General Assembly. He departed the 
United States on 11/27/59 (105-25223-84,86). 

While viewing photographs to identify Antonov, 
CG 5824-S* stated that the photograph of one Petr Pavlovich 
Borissov is possibly one of the members of the "Secret Department" 
of the CPSU with whom informant met on a prior trip to Moscow 
in February, 1959. Borissov departed the United States 11/4/58. 

100-428091 REC-'64 

1 
1 
1 

Mr. Parsons / YO “42.8 0) | AIK pe 

Mr. Belmont in saa 
Mr. Baumgardner ς. ay AUG 19. "Ὁ 

πῆρ 1 - Mr. Fox @ : "“" 

per ie NG 1960 a 
» 



Memorandum for Mr. Belmont 
kE: SOLO 
100-428091 

He was employed as a delegation expert in the Soviet 
Delegation to the 13th Session of the UN General Assembly. 

Referral/Consult RECOMMENDATION: (Cons 

We will follow closely all contacts made by the 
Soviets with our informants in New York City and will keep you 
immediately advised of pertinent developments. 

4 alps + er . - ΧΩ 
ἤν ὁ 



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 43 a : : Tolson 
. Mohr 

UNITED STATES GOVE ENT Ξ ; - Parsons ---- 
: ; elmont 

/ cy” Callahan 

Memorandum Cahn 
Malone 

pk McGulre 

Rosen 

Mr. A. H. Belmont paTE: August 15, 1960 ἴαμα 
W.C. Sullivan 

: Tele. Room 

: 
I 

FROM : Mr. F. J. Baumgardn eae. 
- 

γ FO he SUBJECT hes 
ENTERNAL SECURITY - C 

New York airtel 8/11/60 discloses that CG $824-S*% 
departed from Idlewild Airport, New York City, 8/11/60 on 
Cubana Airlines flight 999 for Havana, Cuba. This is the 
seventh Solo mission engaged in by our informants. 

i aE ap a = 9 

phe Ho >" HelemAyinter, a member of the National Committee 
of the Communist j 
the New Jersey_CP, comprise the CP, USA, delegation Which-is- 
to attend the Cuban CP Congress scheduled to be held in Havana 
on 8/16/60. This Congress will be immediately followed by a 
meeting of CPs from all Latin-American countries. 

Informant, traveling under an assumed name, Martin 
Camp, will be gone for approximately ten days. During informant's 
recent trip to Moscow, the Soviets suggested that CG 5824-S 
might want to attend the functions in Havana. It is expected 
that our informant will attend both the Congress and the meeting 
of CPs of all Latin-American countries and report to us upon his 
return to the United States concerning its proceedings. 
Conceivably, the informant will make other contacts while in 
Havana and report these contacts to the New York Office upon 
his return. 

ACTION: 

This matter will be followed closely and you will be 
kept advised of pertinent developments. 
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Date: 8/11/60 

Transmit the following in Se 
(Type in plain text or cede) RE } 

oe AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
Seta ee - (Priority or Method of Mailing) 

Το, : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) nas i Ped 

ne FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) (41) 

/ SUBJECT: SOLO 
| ey 

| [ 4 

ars, 
ReNYairtel 8/10/60 advising that CG}824-S* ᾿ ou LEAH'S 

had tentatively identified SERGEL NIKOLAEVICHSANTONOV / ΤΡ 
as one of the two members of the "Sécrét Department" Of, SF 
of the CPSU with whom he met in July 1960 in Moscow. {ts 

On 8/11/60, CG 5824-S* was shown other photographs 
of ANTONOV and has identified him. \ CG 5824-S* also Ὡς ὦ 
positively identified ῬΕΤΕ PAVLOVICHSBORISSOV as one-off 
the members of the "Secret Department" of a CPSU with 

i i ἐς Φ Γ ® whom he met on a prior trip..tto Moscow 

ar ee) ὩΣ ν- (a 
2°, r Z " 

Ye ae wwe ) 
“, ~ Δ ae 

— / ve » ΟΣ 
‘ we,’ Sun > ᾿ ).,κ : “yd 

/ i ey 

- Bureau (100-428091) (RM) er ’ 

1 - Chicago (134-46-Sub B) (SOLO) (AMRM) one es 2 pref 
1 - ΝΥ 100-134637 (41) VII / 
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Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT RE 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL ! 
CT (Priority or Method of Mailing) 

meee ee a ee Low 

pe 
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Pit 

| f ~ Bo ff A 

7 FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
/ 

/ {πὶ ᾿ | epg 

CG 5824-S8* orally furnished the information 
on the following page to SA JOHN E, KEATING on 8/10/60, 
It concerns Communists in France who were formerly in 
the movie industry in Hollywood, California, 

REC. { eo Lf mm be = . ε} f fi + ΦἈ 27 f "ἤ OFS 
wae OPP 

| ee Ui LO τὴ \ 
we Ptr ey 

3. Bureau (100-428091) (ἘΜ) td. 7 ὁ 
“Ll . Chicago (1310 SUbB) (RM) « Ν 

“- 100.3 1 ae 

J BK smml ““-- oN TAM 

1 (6) ae LS A A 
\ γ er & yr ποι) 

"- wi C 9 A 1960 
τ ἵ ΝᾺ 

oe bY AU “ 

ne Αρρτονρᾶ... ὁ ωῸὲΓ΄ὦΨὄ. ὁ δδοιέ .... ὁ Μ ρὲ 
Special Agent in Charge 
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Information Concerning Communiats in France 
Who Were Formerly in the Movie Industry in 

. this gro Among those in this gfroup are: — ELSON exe. 
and FAUT rERRTCO. (PH). The nenkers of this group were. 77 

Yollywood, California 
a 

τς sone TPTMAN, Moscow" ‘Dorveapondent for. ᾿ 
"The Worker” tated during July, 1960, that there is a 
group of Communists in Prance who Pormerly resided in 
the United States. There is at least a half sorer in 

T 

, —_ * 

formerly ‘in thé movie industry 1n Hollywood. They are Oe 
pmaking all kinds of money in the movie inéustry in France, 
They have turned against the Communist Party but have not 
dropped Marxism. They will subsidize a "real Marxist. 
magazine in the United States, " 

By way of comment this magazine may be some 
type of right wing publication, 

7 During the weck end of Aursust 6-7, 1950, 
this information was discussed with DOROTHY HEALEY of 
Los Angeles, California. Before any names were mentioned 
to her she said, “Don't tell me that this story involves 
Mike Wilson and Paul Jerrico. They are Hine persons and 
would never do such 8 thing. " 

HEALEY said that she corresponds with MIKE WILSON, 
She will write a letter to him and see what Itind of a reply 
ghe receives, | 
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Date: 8/15/60 ; 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) ) 

Via AIRTEL AIR MAIL REGISTERED MAIL 3 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 
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TO +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
ΤΣ . 

΄βοιῷ 2 

This airtel and two additional airtels being 
submitted on this date, complete the information furnished 
by CG 5824-S* concerning the 6th Solo trip prior to his 
departure for Cuba on the 7th Solo trip on 8/11/60. 

Due to the extremely heavy schedule of CG 5824-S5* 
between the period of 7/31/60 and 8/11/60, it was not possible 
to obtain all of the information concerning the 6th Solo trip 
‘from him. However, the remaining information consists of ., 
odds and ends such as individual meetings with V.dJy—JEROME, 
CHAO _YEMIN, etc. Also, a meeting with representatives Cea 
of publishing houses in Moscow. CG 5824-S* saw CHAO YI ΜῚΝ 

jin Prague, Czechoslovakia on two occagions. Both meetings 
were very brief and there was no discussion of the current 
ideological dispute between the CPSU and the CP of China. 

The remaining information from the 6th Solo trip 
will be.. obtained at the conelusion of the 7th Solo trip. 
rg oO 
foe ee, ae 

(8 - ~ Bureau = LOPEZ 
1 = New York (100-134637) 
L = Chicago An be 
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Date: 8/12/60 , 

ΠΟ PLAIN TEXT ! 
(Type in plain text or code) go: 

mY 

EB | 
(Priority or Method of Mailings 

ὅθ ΜΕΝ ΨΥ ΤΉ ΠΣ ΓΟ 6 a | Scene eyes sae 
7 

| TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) Pl, 

| 
fi En catalied & oe Ε ον : : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) ioe (Ἷ 

SUBJECT: “(SOLO 

"ἢ: \ (00: ΝΥ) fi fh 
: CG 5824-S* on 8/10/60, orally furnished to O 

SA JOHN ΒΕ, KEATING the information on the following page, a 
| which concerns material on the Negro Question in the US fa 
| which was left with JOHN PITTMAN by JAMES JACKSON. , 

| 

ue | ae 

| toa ' 
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Pot ae 
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Sue Fe. 32 a ) 

| V per εὐνῇ ie 
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Information Concerning Material on the . | Oo ἐς " 
Negxo cueation in the U.8. Which Was Left WO 5 
mw fhe Md Lo} af aS 4 SON yl Ν ἥ νά. ἣν»: A 

wo) gg gURE, TAY, 1960, JOUNJSTPIMAN, Moscow. correipondent 
2". ΡΟ "Ihe Workers," 6 Ὁ ποῦ JAMES JAC.SON was in Moscow — 
aa in παῖ and February, 4959, to attend tho elst Congress — 

of ths Communist Party of the Soviet Union, he left-s¢r for 
PITIMA: Some material on the Negro Question i. the U.S. | 
Thlia naterldi was intended for publication in Russia, . 
wrote a preface to the material and a short piczraphiésl 
aketen of JACKSON and submitted ali of it to the CPSU. It — 
has noc been published and PITMAN could not find qut why it 
nas nov been printed. — 7 

NIKOLAZ HOSTOVETS, Head of the Norte and South 
American Seotion of the International Department of the | 
Central Comittee of the Commuist Party of tcc Soviet thion 
(cCcrsU}, stated that ἀξ JACKSC.’ would rewrite tne material 
inthe form of a book, bring it up to date, add some chapters, 
and delete or Pe=phrase a resolution on the Negro Cuestion 
the CPSU 1411 be to publish it. One ericicion is that 
JACKSON Inoorperated a resolution on the Negro Question which 
he had written but which was adopted by the ΟΡ, δὲ, The 
Ore te nat incorporate in ἃ book the ocompicve tert of a | 
resolulion ad & Commnict party, νι taoush the author 

τς Of the book ἀρ σε μονὴν wrote the resolution. | 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

REGIS TERED Via AIRTEL aa See (Priority or Method of Mailing) f | 
Mey 

{- πσπσσσσσσσσσσσσσσσσπσπσσσσσσσσσπσσσσσΠσΠοΕΠηπππππσσσσσσΠπτΠἔΠσΠτ τ J 
, ~ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

rf FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) (41) 

4 ,δέθσξοτ: SOLO 
ΤΙ = 
ι“ 

CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on the ee 
following pages to SA JOHN E. KEATING on Au 1960 10 

ort contains information concerning 
and ALFRED K. STERN, { 

φῆ A 
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ong () yr A 
a “~ , 

ki, 
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ee 1 S <7 

on Bureau (100-428091) (RM) 
1 - Chicago (134-46-Sub B) (SOLO) (AMRM) 
1. - NY 100-134637 (41) Rs’ - a ᾿ Oo. 800-40 uy $Y 
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wis) pe TUFORUATIG! CONCERNING AGE AND BELLY Ne ee 
CHAPMAN AND ALFRED K, STERH 0: 

: / 

During the weck o£ July 10, 1960, | ΕΝ 
State] in Prague, Cz So ae that ALERED fe aTERY beg 
as not in Prasue αὐ that tine, but thae he Would tcll ~ 7 
STERN Ehat VICTOT ΛΕΥῚ Le willing f Serve 25 Ene - 
attorney for STEHY in the United States, 7s 
ask STERN to stad datalls of hig lezal problems to pee an 
RAGINOILEZ, 

the. ie 6.15 children, socal po 
J yee ΠΟΘ ΟΡ at 

Γ τ -ἰκοά that Czechoslovakia will noc tive: 
hiirs cltizonship and the Commmist Party of Cacchoslovatia 
Will not give him Communist P: arty meobership, said 
that his E00 enildren, who wore born in the Unitcd States, 
want to ba Ancricans and wark to rcturn to the Unltod States, 
so he is also serlously considering roturning to rhe United 
states. 

[said that he would Like hic fen 7 oe the 
United States to ποῦ) that be ic alive is in log A zc 2 i nie) Lo 

tis ων coy write Lotgers to him co lone sc te ious 
contain only inforngtiog ubour the fonily, Us has ἃ sieter 
who is rurricd to os ee Ing 

7 ls Fc 

caine did not coy τὴν he hed to Lecvs the Ualted 
States orleinally, 

esked MARIS CHILDS to ask tho Cormmumist 
Party οὗ Czechoslovakia to roe bin,[—L id a eczber of 
the Communist Party of Cucghoslovakia, CHILDS discussed 
this matter with LADISLAY JKOCMAY (phonctiec), of the Inter- 
national Department of Eb Central Committee of the Commuats 

4 eo a ᾿ f < ee ee δε 777 



Party of Caechostovasia. CHELDS caid that the νὰ 
wae not — the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia 
to make atmember of their Party. KOCMM! stated 
that only under cxtruordimary eireumstanccs will the 
Coxsmumise fbarcy of Czuchoslovekia take a non-chiiuca 
into the Communist Paccy. τὸ vas fult thacLL__]could 
do work in pesee coamictecs ox 
equivalent to vhat he could do 
Cecchoclovalsia. 

ocuer work which του] be 

in the Communisc Party of 
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’ UNITED STATES σον ΜΕΝ. : ᾿ Parsons τ Ext 
; \ Caliehan Ἐν 

CMOTANaAUMN DeLoach 
Malone 

McGuire 

“ Rosen 

TO > Mr. A. H. Belmont DATE: August 17, 1960 rans 
W Cc » Sullivan — 

ἡ yi Visa ah 

iy FROM : Mr. F. J. Βουμοαγα , Bay. 

= <f 
SUBJECT: Ke 01,0.) rad 

INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 

CG 5824-S*, at the instructions of Gus Hail, General 
Secretary, Communist Party (CP), USA, left Chicago, Tilinois, 
7/9/60 on the sixth Solo mission to Czechoslovakia and Russia. 
He returned to the United States on 7/31/60. 

In July, 1960, informant met in Moscow, Russia, with 
three officials of the All Union Council of Trade Unions of the 
USSR. These leading representatives advised the informant that: 

1. The Soviet Union does not expect members of trade- 
union delegations from the United States to be convinced that 
Socialism is better than capitalism or that there is a Utopia 
in the Soviet Union. These delegations are useful because it is 
a fact that they permit contacts and help to break down barriers. 
To this extent, all trade-union delegations from the United States 
to the Soviet Union are useful and good. 

2. The Soviet Union would prefer "official" as 
opposed to "unofficial" trade-union delegations from the 
United States, and that each delegation, Limited to six or seven 
members, be composed of representatives from the same industry. 

3. Members of trade-union delegations are not to have 
their Wives accompany them-~-the women want to go shopping and e. 
Sightseeing, and the trip becomes more of a pleasure tour than a 
serious delegation. X 

4. Jf necessary, return trip expenses to the 
United States may be paid for members of a delegation by the USSR. 

5. Visiting of relatives by members of trade-union 
delegations in the Soviet Union will be discoura or Pi the USSR 
5 not : ie is not against it in principle ne ἡ». bho Cie - GG g 
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Memorandum for Mr. Belmont 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

OBSERVATIONS : 

We are aware that a number of official and unofficial 
trade-union delegations from the United States have visited 
Russia. Information concerning these trade-union delegations 
has been disseminated to appropriate Government agencies. 

ACTION: 

For information. We will follow this matter and 
keep you advised of pertinent details. 

oe las 
fy ᾿ 

ἢ 
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. 5 Office Memorandum * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: August 19, 1960 

ro " ΒΝ τ 
, 4, . 

i’ suBJECT:((/ SOLO TY μων 

Coxe), fi 
f 

Rebulet dated 8/18/60 requesting advice as to whether 
CG 5824-S* made an accounting at the termination of the sixth 
5010 trip of funds which had previously been furnished to him. 

It is regretted that an accounting was not made by 
CG 5824-S* at the terminationad the sixth Solo trip and that 
he was not requested to make such an accounting prior to the 
commencement of the seventh Solo trip, 12 days after the term- 
ination of the sixth Solo trip. The Chicago Division and 
CG 5824-S* are both aware that such an accounting is necessary 
and it was contemplated that this would be accomplished at 
the conclusion of the seventh Solo trip. 

It has been the practice of the Chicago Division 
to make an accounting to the Bureau at the completion of each 
Solo trip. Since CG 5824-S* has as yet not returned to Chicago 
from the sixth Solo trip this was the first instance where 
one Solo trip almost dovetailed into a prior trip. 

It was pointed out in Chicago airtel dated August “Hy 
15, 1960, that due to the extremely heavy schedule of CG 5824=S*® <* 3 
during the period between July 31, 1960, and August 11, 1960, ies 
it was not possible to obtain every last detail of information ‘) ) 
from the sixth Solo trip, even though well over one complete aan 
volume of information was obtained during that period. Be- C) 
cause of this fact, and the fact that CG 5824-S* was working 
night and day with a severe cold and other physical ailments, Of 
it was not deemed appropriate to press him for an accounting oo 
while he was in New York City. 

Referenced Bureau letter points out that $1,170 in 
Bureau funds and $1,000 in Communist Party, USA, funds was 
provided to CG 5824-S* for the sixth Solo trip 1 that it 
5 (Ce oe" PEC. ul G 

- Bu RM ; 
1 = New York (100-134637) (RM) ‘ } a i HA LG. J [2774 

va 1 - Chicago Lo ae woe 4 
JEK : LMA ᾿" ee 18 ΑΝ 1960 ~ 

(4) 
. oy “ * καὶ 

at an a ΤΣ 25 1960 : \ A οἵ 



CG 194-06 τὸ B 

wes contermlated that this trip would last for cipht weeks, 
yet on the instructions of the Central Committee of the CPSU 
CG 5824-S5* returned to the United States and the trip lasted 
for only three weeks. 

Chicago letter dated July 1, 1960, sets forth the 
following estimated budget for the sixth Solo trip: 

Round trip plane transnortation and 
ground transportation from Chicago, 
Illinois, to Paris, FYANCE sacacvesscesecsasassae pts 00 

Round trip plane transportation from 
Paris, France, to Prague, CzechoSlovakifnesevees 150 

Plane transportation from Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, to Moscoy, RASILVccessevseseese L50 

Hotel roons, meals and miscellaneous 
expenses in Western Europe on the way 
to and xrom Moscow, RUGSLXVs cee ονονοδιοδιυεούδδεον 270 

Miscellaneous items of clothing, ctc,, 
needed tor the trip since CG 5824-8* 
wag traveling under an assumed namessacesveesan 150 

A suri of £250 to comnmonsate the parents 
of CG 30824-5* to move from their apartment 
to his residence to insure the sarety of 
his residence and reference material and : 
personal property Thercinnecsecnccversesacencsesee 230 

TOTAL ESTIMATSD EXPENSES £2,170 

A review of the above iters will reflect that all 
ox the above listed expenses, with the nascible exception of 
the last one, pertoin to necessary costs to get behind the 
iron Curtain tnd to return, Taese costs vould be constant 
whether CG 5624-5* rerainced behind the Iron Cartain for one 
cay or for ten veoks,. Concerning the last item, compensation 
to hic parents, CG 5824~8* has not yet returned to his residency 

1 



CG 134-4G=Sub 8 

‘nd in abl probability will not return for a ooriod which 
VELL be 15. ποσοῦ OF ΟΠ vacka, 

It. will bo noted that the above list of estinntod 
CzDOnSeS Gid not provide yor exnenses for an oxtended mtny 
in Now YorR Caty; yer CG o824-Se cpont Sromn duly Si, 1960, ta 
Aupust 21, 1960, am Nev Yor’ City, or & povios of 12 dnyu, at 
4 λα cost of aporoxinntely °20 por day, except for one 
σὺν Vhea he took a plone trip to Toronto, Canadn, No το 
were orovided him sor the trip to Toronto, slthouth it was 
in his interests, and therefore in ow interecets, to have 
him briex TIN BUCK since in the past CG 5824-5* has received 
invaluable information fron BUCK in resard to devolopmeats 
in the internuztional Communist movement. Since BUCK freatly 
apyreciated this briefinz, it can be reasonably exnected that 
mo WiLL reeriprocatia when he ban jtoms of inforreitioa of out 
standing imoortance, 

CG 5924-S* had to purchase some itess of clothing 
in New York City sines the clothing he nad with nim for the 
trin to Ἐπ wan not suitable for woar in ἡ tronmienl elie 
urd be aAnticinated bel: in Cuba for anoroximately two weeks. 

In rerxard to tin sudden Solo trin to Cuba, CG 5824-5" 
wiviried thet he will take tron COUSA Funds 2n amount equal 
tO that αν to the otacr delesateas irom the CPUSS to the 
Congress ΟΣ the CP of Cuba, The £250 civen to him in New York 
City τὸν this: train Warn to orovido for any oriergepcy.e 1 ἀρ 
aloo anticinprted that 1. τὶ dots not return to Ney Yorhs City 
from Cub. until Septerber 1, 1960, he will resin thers tor 
scheduled mectines Vith tne Ἐπ ὩΣ, ourins the period ΟΕ ΟΣ 
ΚΡ ΟΣ 7, 1960, umd fontember 10, 1960, 

Tao Chiczeco Division acain expresses rerrok that 
an recountine from CG 692488" far the sisth Solo trip hoes nor 
been παρ σα and everythin«e possible will bo done to rootisy 
ΚᾺΔ situation ac coon os circumstances permit, 
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Auqust 22, 1969 

att τ Seer 

fo: SAG, Tasty Yor: (19049391637) 

Brau: χοροῦ, 1 (2:6). -42500.} 

ΠΝ 
Tis) GRU ὃ Οὐδέ τὸ 

Unonm tht Sturm of CG So24—5° to ve Unbtow ἡ tatis 
ro. Qua, you are instructow to iat murray ants to Pacilitate 
the ootaining of inferniaiion frei the inforsant aa tai Lt can 
ne Zo reutately furnished toe the bureaus. Toa conncetiod uith 
the seventh Sole vission, vau are dnsteuctred to carcrally 
revies dnsivactlons act forth dn ualet 2/6/50 dn ronerd io 
thu necessity of obtaining dctails ak dovoriout's trig at ine 
οὐ ΟΡ possible το αὐ ind the fondly of tis infor ation 
to tho σου by Individual συ ΟἹ vattor wlth separate 
co. nmieations Tis cach ‘bapa Ges 

115. sauce preccdure holds Tro Ween LH AUTHG 
to tho Unitca States ἔχοι Cubs. Of caurse, tac dnforiiion 
furnished by this inforvant is nat to be syweoittod under toe 
Solo” eaovion. 

L = Chicnyo (144—-40—5uh 1) 

OTE ON YELLOW: 

CG 5824-S: and[ _____Jare part of a CP, USA, 
delegation to attend the Cuban CP Congress in Havana, Cuba, 
on 8/16/60 and to attend a Conference of Latin-,inerican 
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@ 4 . Parsons Hr. J.Johbnson 
Mr, Belmont 
Mr. Fox 

August 2d, 1960 

CODE 

TELETYPE URGENT 

TO: sac, cnicace 

FROM:  DIRUCTOR, TBY 

" “SOLO, TS DAST Cc. NOY VONE SIX NINT Tour DASH S BAS ADVISED 

CG FIVE BIGU? TWO TOUR DAT S WILL ARRIVE TDLOWILD AIRPORT 

NOUYO’S THO OY AUGUST TITHTY-PIve NOXT. SPMCEAL AGENT KEATING 

YOUR OFFICE SHOPLD PROCEED NEWYORK ARRIVING PRIOR TO TWO PM 

AUGHST ΤΣ ΣΤΥ IN ONDIR TO PROWTLY TITERVIC' AND OBTAIN 

LNTOMMATIGT ὉΓΟῚ CG VIVO CIENT WO FOUR DAT GS. ΜΈΣΟΥ oFrIcT 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

ReNYairtel, 8/16/60, reporting that NY 694 
received a telephone call from a man inquiring about 

On 8/22/60, ΝΥ 694-S advised SA 
that at 10 a.m. on the aforesaid date he received a similar call 
from a man whose voice, in the infermant's opinion, was not 
identical with that of the former caller. 
between NY 694-S and this second caller was.the same as that 
on the occasion of the first call. 

Lt is to be noted that as yet there has not been 
a personal contact between the informant and a Soviet as was 
scheduled for the 17th, 18th or 19th of August. 
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
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4... 
CG 5824-S* orally furnished the information on the 

ts flowing pages to SA JOHN E, KEATING on 8/10/60. It consists 
of miscellaneous items of information obtained in conversations 

' + With NIKOLAIL MOSTOVETS., 
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MISCELLANSOUS ITEMS OF INFORMATION GRTAINED 
IN CONVERSATIONS WITH NIKOLAL V.MOSTOVETS, 
HEAD OF THE NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICAN SECTION 
OF THE INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT OF THE CCCPSU 

During the course of several converstions with 
NEKOLAI MOSTOVETS, Head of the North and South American Section. 
of the International Department of the CCCPSU, in July, 1960, 
he made the following statements: 

The GP, USA, would be crazy to have a | Negro as the 
| head of the ΟΡ in the United States. 

CARL|MARZANI has applied for a visa to visit Russia. 
ἢ The CPSU wants "to know his current political stunding and what . | | 

|\“ ithe ¢P, USA, Imows about him. ΟΝ 

ayy The CPSU will agree to invite MiKE \coLp, enna BERT and iss ; 
to visit the Soviet Union. το 

In diplomatic circles in the USSR they are planning 
to invite prominent people from the United States, such as 
ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, to visit the Soviet Union. The extenting of 
these invitations may be delayed until after the 1960 election 
campaign in the United States. 

\ With regard to whether or not the CPSU could use a 
Washhbeton Peace Letter", more information concerning the format 
nd wore details concerning this proposed publication are needed 

before a decision can be made. International Books in Moscow 
would have to be contacted in regard to possible Russian subseribers 
for this proposed publication. 

I£ the CP, USA, has published the entire proceedings 
of its 17th National Convention, the CPSU would like a copy 
o£ these proccedings. 

Tho CPSU wants articles on co-existence and disarmament 
written by leading comrades in the CP, USA, 



The CPSU is not getting enough CP, USA, material from 
MORRIS CHILDS. It wants the minutes of CP, USA, meetings of theo 
National Executive Committee, the National Committee, regional 
sctings, ctc, 

The Sovjet Union has received 6,000 applications for 
/ { attendance at thef Friendship of the Pooples Yotversit Each 

\ Δ student will be given 1,000 vubles 4 month, a at 
“ tf of India, wrote a letter to the Soviet Union in which he very 

1 diplomatically opposed the establishing of this type of 
university in the skeen, Union, ΒΝ ᾿ a, 

fi - ἢ! 

When BLAS ROCA, leader of th2 CPt Cubs, was in Poking, 
| the Chinese almost had him convinced that they were correct and 

~ - that the CPSU was wrong in the current ideologicui dispute 
ow. between the CPSU and the CPaf China. The CPSU had to "vork oa" 

ae ROCA when he passed through Moscow fron Peking on hia return 
| trip to Guba. 
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1 TO +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

_EROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 SubB) 

V τὰς United States which was left with JOHN\PITTHAN by JAMES 
ἂν JACKSON, PITTMAN stated that he had prepdved ἃ prefacé "ὦ 
‘fi ἦν to “this material and a short biographical sketch of JACKSON 
Y ¥ 

Re New York airtel 8/12/60, containing in ormation 
from CG 5824-S* concerning material on the|Negro Question in 

ν sma 

On 8/12/60, thereswas received in a blind post 
office boxiin Chicago, an envelope which had been mailed 
to this box by CG 5824-S* from Moscow. Included in this 
envelope were the following four items: 

hag 
70 

1) A typewritten letter dated 11/22/59, addressed 
"Comrade LENSKY, Foreign Languages Publishing House, 
Moscow, USSR", and gigned by JOHN PITTMAN, 

2) A five page typewritten document with the 
caption "Forward" and signed “JOHN PITTMAN, Moscow 
Correspondent, The Worker, November 22, 1959", 

3) A one page typewritten document with the 
caption "Contents". 

4) A three page typewritten document with the 
caption “Concerning the Author", 

One photostat copy of each of the above listed 
items is enclosed herewith to the Bureau and the New York - 
Division, the Chicago photostat copies are located in Chicago i i? 

jee FZ file A)134-46~Sub B-1A(78). The envelope in which the above | 
‘material was mailed is also being mai Ἢ). NES 94 file. 
- 3. originals will be given το CG , 582Ε- ; ΚΗ 

eau Cones ai 
17. ἄς ‘New York 3.657) (Eneis. 4) 
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Photostat copy of tho following: 

1) A one page letter dated 11/22/59 addressed: "Comrade LENSKY"' and signed by JON PITTHAN, 

2) A five phage document cantd , 
| oned "Fo ᾿ Signed by JOHN PITTHAN / — ὲ 

3) One page document with caption "Contents", 

4) Threepage docunent captioned "Concerning the Author' 
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cooks, MOOGOH BIREAT =» Conky street 9, Flat 8, Hoscow, USER, 

Novenber 22, 1959 

᾿ - Gonede Lenaiy 
τος Fored-n Lencun-en Publishin: House 

ρα δ, UGE 

TyDoey Gourde ΣΟΙ " Hes ‘ 

ee 

ΤΣ αι Chokrossed vy the delay in presenting thle material which ἢ "* spordvod to delAvar several weeks aco, In explanation J oan only 
ΠΥ ΟΕ. πη γ underestimated the amount of work Involved dn 

oiLvin; aunerints for publication in book form, 1 have had to 
aed Guia orev! deal of raterlal beowuse of its repotitiousness, 
ve Mad Di not certedn yet that the material as delivered ts in the 

ome a ae vorm for your purposes, 

; Uf Surther york on ny part, Of information 18 wanted, please do not 
τς  herdtste to call on no, My telerhone nusbar 48 Beh Joel6, 

Conrado Sorel Xuzmin, who brincs this materfal to you, has wndertaken 
fo Ssoklitate your york by translating some of the material, I was 
ΟΡ] to him for attemoting this work, ainoe I felt 1 had already 
cAucod you enouh delay and anything that might apeed the process of 
wettin~ the naterisl into print seemed helpful, 

ΠΣ Conread Zuardn, in fact, 18. ina favorable situation for doing the 
trusittion, since he 18 my deadly asalatant in interpreting and 
trenslatin«, and J am in constant communication with him, ag net 
ine ionition, however, to determine the quality of hie vork, since 

"omy coeacdn an) readin> familiarity with Ruashmis atili virtually 
nil, I hone yu find his work satlafaotory, 

Thero 3 no stiggestion in my conversations either with the author 
or with you as to the length of the work, % estimate the material 

delivered hore vould run to a book of approxiastely 100 te 128 p 
Aut in this respect, too, I am net praetioed, I mention it sere 
any that Lf there 18. too mich materfal or too little, 1 can change 
the quantity to sult your needa, 

Tonk you for your patience and consideration, 

- Cearadely yours, 

John Pi ttens 
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POREVORD 

This winter of 195901960, warn winds are blowing everywhere 

on the earth, Mankind, for the first time in human history, stande 

on the threshold of ἃ new ere =» an era wham of peace and good will 

among the nations and peoples of the world, The burning iosue of | 

the hour tor every individual and overy nation 4s whether the peoplen 

oan seize this opportunity, wich has come into being as ἃ renult | | 

of an agreement botvesn the heads of the two most ΜΕ states, 

the United States of America and the Union of Govlet Soclaliat 

Repablics, to seek peaceful ways of resolving differences, This 

prospect of lasting peacs, of universal diearnament and the diversion 

of the tanense suse and poverful energies used for weapona and war 

inte channels of constructive Imman procresg, lifte the dead velcht 

of pessinies and oyniolem from the mind of man, and leaves him free 

to dream, ΝΜ to create, and to build, 

At such a moment, the Negro question in the United States 

of America essunen speelal importance, It 4s an susploloas how for 

the colation εἴ problens that have long obstructed the advance of 

peoplen, of whlch the problem oaused by the persiating oppresalon 

of the eighteen million Negro people of the United States 48 one of 

eniversal conowra, the colonial peoples and the peoples of nevly 

-" Liberated goumtvion finl in this question striking petellels of 

| ἀμὴν μὰ experlense, eroveuted and opproseed alnoritien in the 

: ΟΜΝ foton tata ‘besrt tron every viotary won by the Kegro 

γηοβα im teh nbgele to two ful) eltizens ta their homeland 

δ τὸ περ erent 



ΕΣ πῶ FOOD 
“νυν, ων εσιύσαιι τας oer om 

-pelythoast An to, “πᾶ potential pi-nisieance for, ie nrenent great 

i ΠΝ obey ‘ae of tho: seoples: to mut an end to war. ΄ 

: CAL. the world Imova that .the eirhteen million Negroes are 

ae ον 6 “ene ost. ὀ-πυοαβοῦ ani ognloited minority in the United States, The 

| : serie, conwekonsivencon, sneciol institwionalized and historically 

ont sme = ONT = of τοῖν. oomrcasion placeg them in a different. catepory 

“pron ¢ other ninortsies in the United States who also suffer Alsabilities 

 eetng “Amorien Injicnns the Mexican and other Spanish-speaking 

᾿ς Αλτένλσταν, ποι Αδαϊαναν the Zuerto Ricanes; Itrilioans, Chinese, Japanese, 

TRL FLlinino AnterLeans Σ md also Jewish and Catholic minorities in 

ens aan σ᾽ Οἱ tan country. Tat what hap so far escaped many a stujent 

ἢ οὶ τὴς Tecre mention is this strategioally important international 

choancater of the ie-ro neoplo's struccle for full citizenship. 

ἊΝ ies ἊΨ to shold be better oabic to understand this aspect of the 

| i? question i? we are noquainted with the fact that the oppression of 

pes ‘pond Lo the ponrock foundation of the reactionary political forces 

ie oo het Coninite the naking, of U.S, foreign policy, Specifically, it 15 

| a wrineinnl means hy which these forces control the ὕ.8. Congress and 

cong ctote lecislntures, and pmmjmk impose upon the nation the 

orks anne nolicy of arms making, and war preparations, 

ae ae ee ΠΣ of ‘tho 836 nenbers of the. WS. House of e Renrwaninactves (1958), 
1%, 1 OP ORS, than Thy come from atatea - ‘mere only 25% of Negroes. | 

olipinie: tp. vote are allowed to Vote, Of the 98 members of the U.8, 
᾿ “Senate, 2 Gr pr abaut δά, come fron those staten,, Although Negroes are - 

Ὅλη εἰ ae oe 
= : ἐξ 

aa ese of, ‘the population of these δτεῖθε; nono are represented in 

oS . dhe: BB Congress. Su 
ἢ 1 ae 

one anu 

= These 120 Representatives and 26 fenators form 8 ἐπελικοολνειν 

“hres: jhtoh Anvarlably allies itself with the most reactionary 

εἰ Reprecentatives ana Senators from other States, many of whom are eleated 

fron aistricts in which the Negro ghetto has been split into pleoces for 

“elestoral. purposes, 60 that in none may Negroes have a deciding rote, 

eet ‘This alliance of racist Scatherners and hand-picked henchees 
of the big monepelies of the Herth eertwels the tut Congreety dletates 
the selection of administrative and jaeeke effieiaia, ant extn 

deternines — through domination ot the erfi peenteasy ne he shag 
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passed by the Congress, | 

The aetual work of preparing legislation, as 4s eealy | 

kno, 1s dene by oomittens set up far that purpose, But of the oS 

2 standing comalttenn of the House of Bepresectatives, 1 bee 6 
ohaireen from the southern states, In the Seuate, of 16 chairmen of 

atanding eomaittees, 10 are from the area of mass Negro dlafrenctietents 

These comittees have not only the power ef writing and expediting — 

legislation they and the interests they serve dealre; they nay alse ἐν 

throttle or emagoulate legislation they do not like, For instance, 

it Lo Rep, Howard ¥, Saith of Virginia, ὁ notorious racist alllicusive, — 

who as chairaen of the House Mules ὑπαὶ δε stifles aost of the bille 0} 

to ensure sivil rights to Negroes, 18 wea Galth who was the author of 

the notocloas @aith det wader viich Communists, inoluding Baith's | 

fellowTirgintan, the author of this bock, are hounded and imprisoned, 

Again, it 1s fen, dames 0, Fastland, who owns ἃ Misslasippl plantation 

om which slaveryetine conditions survive nearly a century after the 

Teenaipation Proclamation, whe conducts "investigations" of advocates 

of pease and elvil rights fer Negroes, and who proposes legislation to 

deprive any American Gaving te atvecate mush seemures of 811 civil 

rights, ineleding the right te travel, | 

Voting records chev thet this renetiomury parliamentary alliance 

hee heeked to the hilt the pelieles of sontinting the atomic arns 

bella, the expenaien of etlitary beses, the rearaing ef the ¥ect 

German ailiterlete cal former mais, the formation af Site, SEATS and 

ΠΙΣΤΌΝ, and the senselesa ond reetateaetivated hostility to the People's 

Ropeblio ef Cain, It is the palieies promulgated by this alliance 

which, αἱ the one hand, give fill freedon to Hitler's forser solentiste 

tad the eatigre fopetat obia of Eastern Berepo 10 Θὲ, sleep, verk, 
Live ent yay shayoroe thay oon pay Ube odutttanoe petoos in the ofttes 
cad Youn of the fnitioee steteny and, on the other bend, nobiltce 

hnekiona nad palin foreiity t0 prevent Little Hegre ebildven frm 

attending wmngregtted sxbedts in the San of thete Mirth, It te the 
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ἤν ἡ τ ρ ἢ 
ἄξα, δην θα ἐδάστρξν Ἐρδ πα ξαι Gee 

σδον 07 “nin alldence “deh procured for Yernher von Braun, Hitler's 

soon, cong, deo ih beet over.tent award cdyen to oc villans: but, 

on wy atner ten’, borred Dy, Raloh Sumche, the welleimowm U,8, Necro 

πος ὍΝ ΩΣ the Gearetierdat οὐ the Undted Natlonn Org-atzatlon, fro 

cae in Nev York eluhe: handout fed and fingerprinted the 

A ema Aton lly noi seholar ond aenee advocate, Dr, WEB, DeBole; 

YM cormalled the wbrorsndly beloved Paul Rohonon to leave America 

in ovine to ania 2 livellnood, 

In tite 1) ht of such facts, 10 becomes understanda'le that 

Cap stele of Sho Hero ~eonle for the unrantrioted enjoyment of 

ede oltdcenchin rivhts Le at the same time, objectively, a stru gle 

for 5 forcd-n volley of rence and Selendship vith other countries, 

A fully enfrenehised and renresentad Norpro eleatorate, allied with 

the rilliona of valtos wio are nov disfranchised as an offsheot of 

Jlo“vo δ᾽ resslon, vould sweep away thha reactlonaby parlianentary 

_ allisnee ond destroy tho influence of the most predatory, fasoist~ 

ninded acetion of mono oly capital in the making of U,8, forelen polley, 

Tone articles by James Ἐν Jackaon, & beloved Commmist 

lccder of the United Stites, convincingly develop this important 

aspect of the Nerro mucntion, In doing 80. Jackson renders s servioe 

to the cause of δ lasting peace, and specifically to hie native land 

an? lta great reople, whe desire peace as fervently as the other 

peoples of the world, Moreover, Jickson's articles bring the reader 

mony new facta anc uneboedate date concerning the problem of U,8, Negroes 

ant thelr s:rurglo to solve it, A research speciallet by training and 

essorionce, Jackson ds algo a creative thinker and writer, Hle observae 

tions ond generalizations are drawn from his own lifeeling experlence 

os ἃ lender of the Negro people's struggles, His work has been inspired 

and infused with the solence and spirit of Nerclen-Loninion, ke bp i | 

himself expressed it; “the question 18. not how to compress the phenomena 

of the Nerro people's movement in the United States into the ecufines 

of 8 given Marxist oategary, but how to effectively tee the εἶ of 

MurrioneLeninien to serve the cause of mer ay ry? 
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Some of the materlal in the lnst three articles will 

be found to be repetitions, But thie can hardly be avolded in 8 

‘selection of this kind, drawn from different pertode of the author's 

activity and developing different phasce of a alncle theme, I beliove, 

however, that the reader will find here, a8 I have done, much valuable | 
thann 

data, atrong and impassioned reasoning, and the noble theme of hunan 

freedom, 811 directed to the realization of man's dearest alm «= 

pease on the earth, 

Join Pittman 

Moscow Correspondent, The Worker 

November 22, 1959 

Hf 
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1. == BIOGRATHY 

CONCERNING THE AUTHOR | 

Janes E. Jackson, Jr., author of these articles, is a 

member of the National Comittee of the Comuunist Party of the 

United States of America, and Secretary for its department of 

Southern and Negro Affairs. He wee born on Kovember 29, 1914 in the 

Negro chatto of Richmond, Virginia « ἃ ghetto the former slaveomers 

Balevolently named Jackson Vard* after the Confederate -seneral, 

Stonewall Jackaan. 

Although Jackson's father, a druggiat, and mother, one of 

the first Negro women college graduates, were able to provide better 

conditions for him than most other Negre children enjoyad, while 

quite young he began seeking ways to break through the iron curtain 

of segregation and diserinination which cuts Negro ghetto life off 

from the stream of the nation. At lil, he organized the firat troop 

of Negro boys to be admitted into the offielal Boy Scouts cf American 

organization in Virginia, Soon after, however, he resigned when the 

Rational Scout executive equivecated on his demand for abolishing 

segregation in the organization, 

At 16, while studying ehenistry at an alleNegro college 

in Virginia, young Jackson discevered Marx andi Lenin. Soon te organized 

& Marxist Club and a Proletarian Students Party om the campus, and led 

students to join the ploket lines of striking workers, the so-called 

"Sawer Marches,” and "Free@Phe-Bcottsboro-Boys” parades. In 1932 he 

led a delegation ef Hegre and white students to the Virginia state 

legielatere, and demanded wnsegregated schools, Later, while studying 

at the College of Pharmacy of Heward University in Washingtom, D.C., 

Jackson took part in strikes against war, high living costs, and in 

demonstrations fer the passage of a federal enti~iynehing iaw. 

a Ὁ ὉΦόΦὋἝὋἝὋὮὋὃὋὃὋἊὋὃᾧ΄᾽΄98. - --- -- 
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During Jackson's last year at Howard University, he was 

& cOefounder of the Southern Negro Youth Congress, an organization 

which helped organize and lead the etruggles of Negroes for their 

rights as American citizens in the southern states, 

After college, Jackson returned to Richmomé and worked by 

day as a pharmacist, by night as an organizer for the Southern Negro 

Youth Concresa. He helped organize the Negro tobacco workers in 

Richmond, and led them in successful strikes. In 1940, meving to the 

steel-preducing city of Birmingham, Alabama, Jaokeon launched a 

campaign of Negro and white foutherners to end poll taxes and the 

disfranchisement of Negroes, 

During the anti-fasciat war, Jackson served vith distinction 

as 8 sergeant in the 823rd Engineer Aviation Battalion in Barmga and 

other areas of the China-India—-Burme theater of war, . 

Returning to the South after the war, Jacksam led Negre 

veterans to vote for the first time in Miggissippi, coasting their 

ballots against the notorious racist Senator Theodere Bilbe at a 

polling booth on Bllbo‘s front perch, This act waa all the mere remark- 

able since mmdreda of Negroes have been iynohed in Miselesippi, αν 

are murdered even today, for attempting to exercise their right te vete, 

Thereafter, Jackson beeame successively the Ghaaixvemm ef the 

Communist Party in Louisiens, a leader of the Commmt aute workers in 

the great Ford plant in MichAgan, Southern Regional Mreetor of the 

Communist Party and a member of its Mutienal @cumittes, 

Jackson, along with other Commmist leaders, was indicted 

during the wave of MoCarthyite hysteria that engulfed tie Vaited States 

as a part of the bourgecisie’s “sold νὰν" against the dmerioan smrking 

class. The charges against him were later throm σαὶ ef esurt, hut 

Jackson, his wife and two young demghters, and the fanilies ef eter 

Commmist leaders, live and work teday unter the shader ef the moteeious 

Smith and NeCarran laws, which give “legal® senctien te the hewtiing, — 

persecution and Luprisonment ef men amd women ap tae Cerines® of 
ry δ 
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haviny, ideae and reading nooks feared and hated by the bourgeoisie, 

Three of Jackson's comrades, Henry Winston, Gilbert Green, and Robert 

Thompson are atill in prison under these Jaws, Many other Amoricans, | 

Communists and none-Party progressives alike, are eithor waging court 

strucgies to remain at liberty, or stand under the threat of indictment 

and arrest at any timo. | | | 

Throughout his 1476, James E, Jackson, Jv., hos used the 

pen as an instrument of struggle. While in hich achool, ho bersan to 

write articles for the school paper. Hia articles in this book ore a 

few of many. They have been especially selected to giva renders ἃ 

clear understanding of the subject nearest Jaokaon's heart == the 

freedon of the people of America from class opprossion, and from the 

bondage of national and racial oppression, particularly of that virulent 

form imovwn as Jim Orowisn. 

ΜΝ 
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Τὸ has been Leorned that Gus Hall, Ceoncrol Secretary 
of the Communist Party, USA, stated to Morris Childs on 3/9/66 
that Alosandcy Trachtenber had delivered a mussayc to hin. 
Trachecnber.: had recelved this message on this dacu fron 
“the Russians.” The messaye is that the first mecting of © 

‘+ ἃ soomission_to discuss, the current idcologleal. dispute 
between the Comuunist Paxcy of the Sovict Undoa and che 
Commmast Parcy of China is Αἰ οὐ έν το ee ἡ νας in Sfoseow, 

j Russia, ors Sepicmber 25 and 27, 1960. The commission will 
ba composed of oor xeon: eoeakine: fro; onen of the socLalist 
countrics and ore: representakive ye from each of Fifteen 
capitalise counericss Tac CPSU wants pomgone Eros tac 
National txceutive Comittee: of the CP USA “to bo « roprescn- 
tabive on this , conmblssion. 

Hali said chat Teacthtenbers suggested that Tin 
Jackson, meaber of the National Executive Commitrce of the 
cp,UsA, be sent to Moscow as the representative of the 
National txucucive Comulites of tne CP USA on tots commbousion, 
Hall seated that he asked Trashtenbex:; if this sucgustion was 
part of the messare. Trachtcabcers replied thaz lt was not 
part of the messazc, but that it was his personal recowmenda- 
tion. Hall soid that afters this reply, he told Teachtcnber,;, 
τ your owa Gm- de-- business." 

εἰς 11 chen said to Childs, I suzycest that you zo 
" the σελ of this commission in Moscow. 

bd 



ΝΣ mayo est | 

7 Ie would ΝΣ at thi tine μὰ the rupceieatatine = 
of the CP,URA to this meeting in Noecdw will probably ba ὁ 

+ ebther Marcis Childs-er Jia Jackson, Jackson will andoubtedly . 
ες Receive information concerning this meating and-will no doube 

‘Want to reprevent the CP USA, While-Hall may have ὁ personal 
- pregecetee for childs over Jackson as. a representative of the 
CP, WHA, Jnckaon Le an. official mexber of the National-Rxecutive 

 Commberes, vhile Childs isnot, This may cause Hall sone 
na in seleatisg, Childs Ὁ the  Fepeaenative of the 
OBA 

| or ΜῈ is bellaved that the passport of Jackson vill 
8. be due fer renewal in the fall-of 1960, eince he attended a 
ον | Use Coagees of the CPSU ix January, 1959, If he applies = 

κα καὶ ἐν tenewel of hie passport, the Unieed States State Department 
P mlght delay the resewal by-submitcing to him a questionnaire 6 

\\) in wabeh he wlghe be asked auch questions a8; Did you travel 
ἢ to Cidma on your prasetit pestport? Did you meet With Latin 

iperigen Comamiets.in China? dtc, In ether words, as a 
. delaying tactic, Jackson might be asked questions ihtoh would 
tat give: him imy deformation, put, ‘atthe sane cine, vould 
τ give him the: iupreasion that. the United: States Government 

\ knows enough about hip foreign trevel bo cause hig) to haces 
| δῖον. wibetting 4 let of telne waite, ΝΙΝ 

ae eo 
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mation on the following pages to SA JOHN ἢ. KEATING and 
Stenographerg This 
report contains aimost the complete text of an page letter 
of the CP of the Soviet Union, which was addressed to the 
leadership of all Communist Parties and was read at the 
Conference of the Communist Parties in Bucharest, Roumania, 
in June, 1960. It deals with the ideological dispute between 
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LEPTER OF YS CP OF THE SOVTET 
WON, WHICH WES ADDRESSED ΤῸ 
THE LEADERSHIP OF ALL COMMUNIST 

| PARTIES AND WAS READ TO THE 
| CONFEREUCE OF COMMUNIST PARTICS 

Ii BUCHAREST, HOUNANIA, IN JUNE 1960 

An Tne Central Comaittes of the Communist Party of the 
vy | sovict ὕλαν, made available to this source ἃ espy of an ΞΘ ἢ 
Ny αἱ translation of ἃ letter of the CPSU, which was addressed to the 
We deadexship of ail Communist Parties. Accordine to ELIZACHTH 
AY QURLEY FLYNN, this letter was read to the conterence of 
ΩΣ Communist Parties Im Bucharest, Roumania, in June 1960, 

Ὁ & Δ] However’, Gopies of the letter were not distributed at Bucharest. 
. \ [Mthe letter wag referred to at the Bucharest conference as ὦ lcttar 
* V7tG4 pages in length. The copy made available to this souree for 
ae the purpose of making notes from it was 80 pages in length. 
\o> {This copy was marked “secret and strictly confidential.” It | 
mis ‘was numbered "202". It was dated June 21, 1969, and πῶς enclosed 

ΕΔ ἃ blue gover. The letter deals with the ldéolosicel dispute 
\wibetween the OPSU and the CF of Caine. Tne following is ἃ listine 
Ὁ the contents of the letter. 

1, On the charaoter of the present epoch. 

| 

2. The question of war and peace. 
3. On peaceful co-existence. 

On disarmament. 
| On the nossibility of the so-called "third 

way" in international relations, 
δ, On forma of transition to Soclalism., 
5. The attitude of the Chinese comrades to the 

activity of the International democratic 
| orpanizations, 
| 6, Departure of the Chinese comrades from the 

| Declaration and Peace Manifesto. 
7 Need for closer unity in the Socinlist eanp 

and international Communist τιον τινες 

pies 1: οἱ wat GOT 
tu 



What Yollows is aluow} the complete text of this 
αὟ SO τ oki 
A 

a Fox deeades the relations of tha CPSU and the CP 
“oS of Caine were baved on the solid foundations or Marxisn-Leninls:, 
oe proletarian internullonalism and fraternal eooperation, The 
a CPSU always gave all-around guppert and assiatanee at all stapes 

7_ to the Communist Party of China. There was the closest political, 
piienticie, eeonomie, technical and cultural cooperation. We 
are reiering China the fullest assistance in the pullding of 
Noclalisn and deferise against imperlalist argeression., When 
the U. ἃ, pressured and threatened war against China, Comrade 
KHRUSHCHEY, in ἃ messace to President BISENZOWER, sald that the 
Soviet Union would regard an attack on Peoples Unin. as an 
attack on the Soviet Union, Aliso in the United Nations, 
the Soviet Unton took ἃ position on the question of Tatwan, 
weainst tae poliey of two Ciuinas, ete. The OCF οὐ China, on the 
οὐχ hand, supported Séavict forelen policy uctions coreernins 
Germany, provacations from the United states, disarwanent 
oropesais, on the ἐξ Power Peace Summit, ebe. 

in recent times, we noticed « variance resarding the 
Struccie Lor peace and othes prakiema crowlne oue of the internatioactl 
slfuation, This 1s shown in the articles on the 90th Armmiversary 
of ΤΟΝ ΤΙ: birth, whieh appeared in "JEN MEH JEHPAO" and “HUNG 
στ ("Reg Flas) und other paerlodilealsa, a9 well ae in ox anion 
tions, such as the World Peace Council, the Cosruttees vor Asian 
noLidarlty, etd., where ditberences vere noted. 

ta January, O600 tis GAT dn ἃ talk wita the Wrst 
fribasuclox in Pekine pald, tet things vice, Baa Grou In ὦ 
Veroul wedseenty said, Jetiu rather talk. Let us nos newmalt 
pllineg vg oP isos questions, Det us Pind solutions. 

in June 1960 in the meeting of the World Federatlon of 
frode Unions in Pekin>, tas CP of China unexnectadly prevented 
sore propositions thay wore contra te the OPSU. LEU Ria ya 
Gisarreed with some of these Soviet poliesas und showed or 
declared extreme dissatisfaction wlth the policies af the VPTU on 
neges Ind disarnudenc, 



LLU NING YI said: "Po ott at one conference table 
wlth the inmerlelists ould mem te desert the whole of manicind,... 
war cannot be prevented 4s long ἂρ capltalisam exists, etd," - 
Lit’ NING ¥I threatened to cxmové the WETU and threatened to “expose 
rirnt wins oprortunion" 

Before the WFEY sessions began Jn Peking, LIU ING ¥Z 
called together sore CP members presen’ and guve the views of 
the OF of Chins on peaceful ceexistence, war and other issues, 
On June ὁ, 1950, the Polities2 Eurcai of tna OP of Cnuine had a supper 
at woleh LEV SHAQ CHE, Deputy Chookrman ot Ene ΟΡ of Ching, sadd, 
therd ave different viewooints on major historical thins. He 
Suid Ὡς found 10 necessary co προς, 

TENG ΠΑ PING, General Geeretary of the OP οἵ China 
spoke andl eharved that "The Moscow decluration has been thrown 
overboard." He came forward with some eritical propositions 
recardins the 20th Qongress or the CPSU and more were to cone 
buts these views were rejected by the Fraternal Party delegates 
present at the WEFTU meetinc. Therefore, these things that 
were to come did not come up, Then there were distussions behind 
the bueks οὐ other Communist Parsies, Tnere ara opinions In 
11, Comumist Partlex of other countries that the OP of China 
leaders bad eritieiged major Murxist pronusitions of the CPSU 
as well as the peace naniteste signed by all fratexnal parties, 

The CPSU considers these mebheds and forms of 
erlticism ot the CPSU and other parties as improper and 
vinieceotable, These ure oppotcd to prolvtarian intermationalisn., 

How we ara kLeln: told thot the CP or Chinn has b2om 
lo dlisasreenent with the CPSU for a number of years. This 
eritielsn on the part of thu Chinove continued in the open 
meeting of the ΝΕ, which involved noneParty peopie. The 
eupecieally eritiesn] specohe: vers made by LIU NENG YE and Lig 
CHANG SHENG. They tried to make the CP of China line the line ρ 
οὐ the ΣΤ, They made an open uppesl against the OPSU, ““ 

Taey are olreulutine, documents in ali Communist Partis.. 

ῖ 
{»} 

{ 



Tas CPSU must stete dts opinion on: 

Tae question of principle. : 
The appraisal et the prevent epoch, 

ee Thea question of war and peace. 
Peuterul coeculatencez, 
The ways ov transition te Soclalis«a,. 

We are surpriced beeause in 1957, 811 of these 
propositions were collectively discussed, adopted and 
incorporated in the Peace Manifesto, which wan sipmed by 
ail the Parties, 

I, CHARACTER OF THE PRESENT EPOCH 

"The main content of our epoch is the transition 
from capltalian te soolalisn, which was begun by the Great 
October revolution In Russia... In aur epoeh the world 
develocnent is determined by the course and result on the | 
gomoetition Letween twe dlametricalay opnosed social systems,” 

Cut of late the Chinese comrudeuy have been aégeine 
only Ome uspect of the present epoch, emphasizing most vigprously 
that the presens epoth ts an epoch of imperialism, wars ang 
revolution, All other deseriptions, they clain, are ἃ departure 
yrom NarxismeLenininam and Lenin's characterization of iImperltalism. 
Tne €ulnese comrades put forth an erroneeuvs view rerardine the 
present epoen. They do nob taka inte account the many chanced 
in the relation of slass forces in the international arena, 
Toney misinterpret Leninis proposition of deexdes ago. To 
aporaise the present epoch as merely an epoch of iamertulisn, 
wars end revolutions does net clyve comprehensive που σῦς 
Leninist analysis of modern sceelety, of the acererate ralatione 
ship ef soclety in modern times, the major sogial chances and 
chanzres 1n socialism. 

pie | ae 



| Our epoch 18 not merely en epoch of imperdialiem and 
wera, {¢ 49 an epoch of the disintegration of 150 97.481} 6, | | 

an epoch of transition from capiteliam to soolalien, of fdr. 
tion and consolidation of the world syatem of soolalisn, 

Lenin sald that frou 1927 on no world phenomenon 
could be properly understood unless Soviet Rusaia wae ¢onaidered 
as the paramount factor, This means that no world phenomenon 
dan be properly understood unless the world syatem of soelalian 
6 sonaidered 88 the paramount factor. - | 

The world Socdalist System 18 already a powerful — 
factor of the modern tines. 26 4s capable and actually exerts 

- 4 decisive influence on world polities. The transformation 
δὲ the dlotatorahip of the proletardat from δ national, i.e, 
existing in one country and ineapable of determining world 

 polstios into an international one, 1.6.,) inte the digtatorship 
of the proletariat at least in several advanced cowitries, one 
eapable of exerting a decisive influence on world polities as 
ἃ whole.” This is taken from ¥, 2, LENIN, Volume 33, page 126, 

| Tnpartalisn has long ceased to be the dominant fore | 
on the world scene today, The Socialist System is the dominant fords 
in the world today, It determines the rate and couree of world 
developnent. The pillars of inpertalion are also being undermined 
by powerful currants of a world revolutionary movement of the 
peoples of the colonies and dependent countries, 

These olroumptances have deprived tuperdalion of 
ita domlnant role on the world scene, of the possibility of 
Going a3 1ὺ pleases. Jf this wero not a0, there would be no sugh 
rapid disintegration of the colonial system since 1945, If β 
imperialism 10 omnipotent, this would be withinkable. The collapse 
of the colonial aystem of duperrlalian became possible due to the = 
existence and strength of 8 world Soclalis Systen, - 

— “Fhovefore, defining the present epoch is of the greatest 
fundanental significances, Prom different definitions there follow 
different conslusions regarding basie lesues of international | 
development, the strategy and tactics of this δ᾽ movement, questions 
of diverse forms of transition to Soclaliam, peacaful coeaziatence, ὁ 
war and peace diearmament, ote. 

A 
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Tos Chiness comrades say that there is takinz 
place a departure from Leninism in definines the character of 
imperialism and its aceressive character 10 being elossead aver, 
Theres 13 no such thing; ne sueh docuient of the CPot or other 
MarxisteLeninist Party has ever said this. the CPSU has 
BAWAYS edueated the peoole that dumerlatismn ia arrressive 
1d we quote from the resolutions of the ¢ ΠΥ Conrtes: The 

Teninist precept that so done as imertalisn exists economic bade. 
wivinr, use to war will also be vroserved, renains in force. 
That is why it is necessary to disploy the createst vigilance. 
Ay lows ag capitalisn survives in the world, the reactionary 
forces representing the interust of the eapitalist monopolies 
Wil] continn and drive toward sarbJes and agsression and may 
tr to unleagh way,” 

At the 21st Consrens acain warnin: for vigilance 
acolnse war ie quotet 

"The uprresdtive poliey of Ameriean imperlalisn 
which reflects the ambition of the U. S. capitalist monopoties 
to gain world domination remains the main source of world 
danrer. The millers of the U, &. and those of Weat Garnany, 
Bri¢ain, France and other member countries of the accressive 
NATO Blog, continue to steockpte Nuclear Weapons ryajeot all 
peacerul settlnnent of international problems 2nd continuously 
provoke arsed conflicts in varlovs region of the world, 

This appraisal and proposition of all Communist Parties 
is in the 1957 records of the hoescow meeting. In tts practicnl 
wordd ΟΥ̓ aebayity in the ephere of foreien polley the OPSU 
pives ἃ strict acgount of the easence of imperiniicn and seys, 
ἐὰ το ΚΑ ἈΚΕΝΣ ABCorasoive, | 

Vacn Comrade RHRUSUCHEY returned from the United 
otates of America, he said that ferees there still stand for 
cold wor ond the arms race ood we vannot answer who wlll win 
the unter hend in determining the celicy of the Unived tates. 



In ὋΝ 8, in 00 ident information 
nent to the Partion ef the danooregcies, δὲ well 

“gn to tho Parties af Pramce and Itely, we pointed tea 
Ν ΝΡ of factors that indiosted ἃ poseible ΑΝ ΚΑ δ τς 
between the USSR and the TSA, but we wadd, "She advocates 
of the cold war and the positions of atvength policy stil] - 
payed a very conaldevable role in abuping of the foredzn 

ΕΝ polioy of the Uk. 

: When Courede FHRORUGURY retumed. from France, ¥ - 
ised 9 similar warning about to dilusions. The Cements | 
Party of the Soviet Unien "eees no differences in the 
Communist nt ame peer shoot on the acevegeive character of 
Impertalign igeue 19 ὁ different one, Can 

_ Teperlalion carry aut ite degresslve plan @ it might have 
The position 10 witeh has 

changes, then ve 808 we have ἃ rndogaatio antlysis. 

aces οἵ ἐῶν COD μὲν ἐὰν postity” 
ἐγδθ 

Parties assoclated theuselves with thig theomical thesis, 
x (tater meeting, all Partics watt thelr views a 

ἐ 

rr present, the forces of peace have 0 gram 
that there is val pousblisty of qverting war’. 

qutstending contribution te tho relaxation of international 
tensions” , ᾿ 

a] 



in recent wtatements of the Communist Party; of 
China, Buch as an the occasion al the cOth Anniversary 
of LEWIN'sS birtn ena at the World Federation οἱ mLrade 
Uniens, the comrades have been departine fron this thesia. 
New, insteau, they talk about itllusiont recarding the 
possibility to prevent war. 

σας by ποῖ statencnts, Inmmerviglisu txu 
doolds whether Δ ghali bs war οὐ peace, focal war oc 
Glove War, Gowexletcicea, intervention, ab unc chidseid, 
"Oa a final aneaiveies, the isgue ef war or peace is setiled 
by che diocrialiste and their general staffs. Oc course, 
whsthes the Taperlatiste aventually unleash war Goes net 
depend on us "» = eee Sli» We ave, not the chiefs of tne 
foperialist rencrar BEaTIG’. Wile is #8 quote froea at 
article entitled, | “Lens Live Ledinien, What tho thiness 
comrades da is overeatinete the posmibllities of Imperiale 
and show an underestimation of the forces of Socialian and 
the worlu Socielist sypten. Goce Chinese comrades are not 
Qbjectave in their analysie. War is not only an economic 
pheaomenen. War denends on many fecters in the world arena 
of classes, of political forces ln the Caplteline countrics, 
On ths consclous will of the nvonle and the degre. of 
eveanization, and the purcposefulness of theiy 2cGlLons y 
ete, 

The chief aid σῷ decisive pence factor watch 
DPOVideR ad Oogective opnartunity to prevent part, ic the 
niehty world Seciaiist system. other important factors are 
poucce,oving countries of Asia, ol AiYic#, the anti-colonints 
enti-{mecrisiiss movements, the internacional workin: class 
ond ite vancuerd, the Liberation Moveusni;these joint “eiforte 
have the opoortunity to prevent the Imperlalists free 
nieashing wai’. 

Peace tannet W. achieved by pronkascous o1ocess. 
it hes fo be won by united efforte of the peopis, But tne 
theary thet war de lacvitaole as Jong ap Soclélisuhe not 
triuohed theouthovt tac world, oaralyzes the achive wild 



of the people against Imeriatisn. World events during 
the last years prove the validity of the thesis adovted 
at the 20th Consress of the CPSU. When the USSR becomes 
the flest industrial power dn the worid, and the Chines: 
Feonles Republic ἃ cowerful Industrial power, the new 
relation of forces will be so nowerful that even rabid 
imperialists wlll see the futility of war. Thus, befor. 
the compicte victory of Secisiism in the world, it will 
‘getuglly be possibile te banish war from the life of 
society’. At the 1957 Moscow Conference of Parties, MAO 
TSE TONG seid, "In the final analysis, the point of the 
matte: for us is to achieve a 1D year peace. Then, we 
shail be invinclbile thronehout the world; then no one 
wlll make war on us and lasting neace willl be insurcd all 
over the world.” Tedey the Chinese couraden have denarcted 
fron this tacsis. Gnere ar. ΔῊ contrasictions in the 
Chinese avproeach. On one hand Imperialism ἀρ 4 vance tineyry, 
on the other hand Imperialism is all powerful. No forces, 
acaeording to them, are carablie in curbins Phem from. unleushing 
& war. We say there should be no underrating or 
imperiaiism, but no overratin:: of Immerialisn. 

No be azainst war is to be ascainst wars of 
Liberation, say the Ghiness comades. This 16 not to, Tha 
peoolc fight for Liberation. This is part of ow thesis. 
It ls difficult for the Imperiatists to launch wars acainst 
the cotenial and denendent countries and so 1s easier for 
these people to Pieht. We saw this dutinos che invasion or 
Egypt, Lebanon, ab the time of the Iraqlanrevolt and row 
in Cuba. Coexistence will not hera the peovie Pichtine 
for liboration and does not inol:: the renunelation oF the 
workings tlass struc¢le. It dees not doom the veovic ta 
Vaverlasting slavery’, as sone Chinese weiters say, to 
Licht to prevent wars. Comcuniste always etood for wars 
of liberation, We suopory just wars as necaad. 

On the question of peaceful co~exiatence, this 
was oroclained by LENIN. It is the only altermative to war. 
This is not a temporary tactical slogan. 1 1s a coneral 



line of foreign policy of 411 Parties of the soctalist Ὁἢ 
countries. The Chinese Party expressed this view at 

Bandung at one tim, In receat articles, they say thie 
16 possible, hut a9 long as the Imperialiet System exists, 
we will not be rid of wars. The Chinese admit that a 
temporary agseamant, even on disarmement and quclear ᾿ | 
weapons, 16 posaible, but "however, eveo in such 8 altuation, 
88 long a6 the Imparlalist System exate, the world wuld — 
tot at all be rid of the most acute fom of violencd + Ὁ 
war." Jeatn Ihpao,' on April 25, 1960, weote πεν the 
complete abolition of Capitalien and Inperialias eheoughout 
the world, the alternation of war and peace will be a 
constant end inevitable phenomenon," At the June meating 
of the World Federation of Trade Unions, the gam proposition 
was put forward by Comrade LIU CHANG-SIRNG, Dicannment, 
he gatd, ie an “LLluston”, This ἰδ a violation of the 
1957 Moscow Declaration, 

᾿ the Coumntat Potty of the Soviet Undon cannot : 
ignore it, As Comrede KHRUSHCIEY eaid, true to principles. 
of LENIN and peaceful co-existence, “Thero are only two 
ways; either peaceful covaxiatence, or the most devastating : 
war in history, There 10 20 other way." 6 

The vital interests of all the countries of the 
world's Soadelise System and of all mankind imperatively 
dictate the need to preserve peace, 

esce means gaining tine fn favor of econonic 
ayaten of Socialism in competition with the economic eystem 
of Capitalicn, Peace will accelerate the building of 
Commmicn. Ragardiag revolutionary mliicary technique, the 
weapons of destruction of today, if they were used, would 
bring disastrous consequences, The degtruction would be 
world-wide, unlike World War Que and Two, They would wipe: 

- oul nations and throw sociaty beck hundreds of years, = 

Wa cannot allow hundreds of miltions of people to 
be destroyed, We cannot apres with the journal "Hung Chia”, 

_ "We don't have [0 ba afvald af ver that the atan bond 1s 

We 


